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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF TRE ~TE OF IDAHO 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC, ) 
) Supreme Court No. 
Plaintiff/Respondent, ) 
) 43078 
'1;p vs. ) ) 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC, ) VOLUME 1 Cz~ ) 
DefendanVAppellan ) '9~ ) 
RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District 
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Blaine. 
HONORABLE ROBERT J. ELGEE, DISTRICT JUDGE 
MICHAEL D. GAFFNEY 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404 
Attorney for DefendanVAppellant 
ANDREW B. WRIGHT 
PO Box226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Attorney for Plaintiff/Respondent 
FIL 
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udicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA 




New Case Filed - Other Claims Robert J. Elgee 
Filing: A - All initial civil case filings of any type not listed in categories 8-H, Robert J. Elgee 
or the other A listings below Paid by: Wright Brothers Law Office, PLLC 
Receipt number: 0007021 Dated: 10/1/2013 Amount: $96.00 (Check) For: 
Silver Creek Seed, LLC (plaintiff) 
Plaintiff: Silver Creek Seed, LLC Appearance Andrew B Wright Robert J. Elgee 
Summons: Document Service Issued: on 10/1/2013 to Sunrain Varieties. Robert J. Elgee 
LLC; Assigned to Returned to Counsel for Service. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial 
Summons 
Answer, counterclaim and jury demand 
Defendant: Sunrain Varieties, LLC Appearance Michael D Gaffney 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other than the plaintiff or 
petitioner Paid by: Gaffney, Michael D (attorney for Sunrain Varieties, 
LLC) Receipt number: 0007656 Dated: 10/30/2013 Amount: $66.00 
(Check) For: Sunrain Varieties, LLC (defendant) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service(2nd Set of Discovery) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Notice of Trial Scheduling 
Request for Trial Setting 
Response to Court's Notice of Trial Scheduling 
Notice of deposition duces tecum of Silver Creek Seed, LLC pursuant to 
IRCP 30(b)(6) 
Amended Notice Of Deposition Duces Tecum of Silver Creek Seed, LLC 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 07/28/2014 01 :45 PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 08/20/2014 09:00 AM) 5 days 
Civil Case Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and Initial Pretrial 
Order 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum of Silver Creek Seed, LLC Robert J. Elgee 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 30(b)(6) 
Notice Of Service Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Service Robert J. Elgee 
Motion to either extend disclosure deadlines or re-set trial date Robert J. Elgee 
Affidavit of Andrew B Wright Robert J. Elgee 
Reply to Counterclaim Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Service Robert J. El gee 















Fift Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA Report 
User CRYSTAL 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current Judge: Robert Elgee 
vs. Sunrain LLC 
Other Claims 
Notice Of Hearing 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 
Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 
Affidavit of Aaron Derbidge 
Affidavit of Lisa Swenson 
Memorandum in Opposition to Amended Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Judge 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Eigee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Affidavit of Andrew B. Wright in Support of Reply Memorandum in Support Robert J. Elgee 
of Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Motion to Strike 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Strike 06/30/2014 03:00 PM) 
Notice Of Service 
Reply Memorandum in support of amended motion for partial summary 
judgment 
Affidavit of Mark Johnson in support of reply to Sunrain varieties, LLC's 
opposition to summary judgment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Taking oral Deposition of Aron Derbridge and Subpeona Duces Robert J. Elgee 
Tecum 
Notice Of Taking Oral Deposition of Doug John and subpeona duces Robert J. Elgee 
tecum 
Notice Of Taking oral Deposition of Mel Davenport and subpeona duces Robert J. Elgee 
tecum 
Motion to Strike Affidavits of Andrew B. Wright and Mark Johnson and to Robert J. Elgee 
Shorten Time 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Hearing date: 6/30/2014 
Time: 2:59 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Hearing result for Motion to Strike scheduled on 06/30/2014 03:00 PM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Robert J. Elgee 
















Fift Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current Judge: Robert J. 
LLC 
Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary Judgment scheduled on 
06/30/2014 03:00 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Amended Motion 
less 100 
Stipulated Motion to Vacate and Reset Trial Date 
Objection to Order on Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine 08/25/2014 03:00 PM) to Exclude 
Jeff Miller Testimony 
Defendant's Motion in Limine to Exclude Jeff Miller Testimony 
Order on Plaintiffs Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Order Vacating Trial Date 
e 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
RobertJ. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 08/20/2014 09:00 AM: Hearing Robert J. Elgee 
Vacated 5 days 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 07/28/2014 01 :45 PM: Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing Vacated 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 08/25/2014 03:00 PM) to Reconsider 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to Reconsider 
Motion to Reconsider 
Memorandum in Support of Motion to Reconsider 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 08/25/2014 
03:00 PM) 2nd 
2nd Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Memorandum in Support of 2nd Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Affidavit of Mark Johnson in Support of 2nd Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Defendant's Dates Not Available for Trial Setting 
Motion for Enlargement of Time 
Affidavit of Michael D. Gaffney in Support of Motion for Enlargement of 
Time 
Notice of Available Dates for Trial Setting 
Partial Objection to Motion for Enlargement of Time 
Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 08/25/2014 03:00 PM) 
Reset Trial 
Notice Of Service 
Affidavit of Michael D. Gaffney 
Reply to partial objection to motion for enlargment of time 
Notice Of Telephonic hearing 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
RobertJ. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
RobertJ. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
RobertJ. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
RobertJ. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
RobertJ. Elgee 












Fift Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA 
User: CRYSTAL 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current Judge: Robert J. 
Other Claims 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Enlarge Time 08/08/2014 10:30 AM) 
telephonic 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion to Enlarge Time 
Hearing date: 8/8/2014 
Time: 10:30 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: ROSA 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert .J. Elgee 
Hearing result for Motion to Enlarge Time scheduled on 08/08/201410:30 Robert J Elgee 
AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: telephonic less 
100 pages 
Continued (Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 09/15/2014 03:30 PM) Robert J. Elgee 
2nd 
Continued (Motion 09/15/2014 03:00 PM) to Reconsider Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Hearing Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing result for Motion in Limine scheduled on 08/25/2014 03:00 PM: Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing Vacated to Exclude Jeff Miller Testimony 
Hearing result for Scheduling Conference scheduled on 08/25/2014 03:00 Robert J. Elgee 
PM: Hearing Vacated Reset Trial 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 02/24/2015 09:00 AM) 5 day except 3/2 Robert J. Elgee 
and 3/3 
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference 02/09/2015 01 :30 PM) 
Civil Case Scheduling Order, Notice of Trial Setting and Initial Pretrial 
Order 
Affidavit of Lisa Swenson 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Affidavit of Aron Derbidge Robert J. Elgee 
Second Affidavit of Counsel in Opposition to Plaintiff's Second Motion for Robert J. Elgee 
Partial Summary Judgment and in Support of Motion for Reconsideration 
Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Second Motion for Robert J. Elgee 
Partial Summary Judgment and Supplemental Memorandum in Support of 
Motion for Reconsideration 
Reply Memorandum in Support of 2nd Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment 
Objection and Memorandum in Opposition to Sunrain's Motion to 
Reconsider 
Defendat's reply memorandum in support of motion for reconsideration 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 





Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA 










Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
Hearing date: 9/15/2014 
Time: 3:37 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 09/15/2014 03:30 PM: District Robert J. Elgee 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: to Reconsider less 
100 
Hearing result for Motion for Partial Summary Judgment scheduled on 
09/15/2014 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: 2nd less 100 
Order on Pending Motions 
Notice Of Service (Plaintiff/counterdefendant's supplemental answers to 
1st set of discovery-Dr. Miller's updated 26(b)4 disclosures) 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Service 
Defendant's Motion in Limine 
Affidavit of Michael D. Gaffney in Support of Defendant's First Motion in 
Limine 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Defendant's First Motion in Limine Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Hearing Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine 12/22/2014 10:30 AM) Robert J. Elgee 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Motion in Limine 
Hearing date: 12/22/2014 
Time: 11 :03 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Hearing result for Motion in Limine scheduled on 12/22/2014 10:30 AM: Robert J. Elgee 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 














Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current Judge: Robert 
vs. Sunrain H"''""'t,oc 
Other Claims 
Case Taken Under Advisement 
No longer U/A 
Court's Emaii to Parties 
Notice Of Service 
Defendant's Witness List 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant's Witness Disclosure 
Notice Of Service 
Notice Of Taking Oral Deposition of Jeff Bragg and Subpoena Duces 
Tecum 
Notice of vacating deposition of Jeff Bragg 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Pretrial Conference 
Hearing date: 2/9/2015 
Time: 1 :34 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: mini 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Defendant's Renewed First Motion in Limine 
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Renewed First 
Moiton in Limine 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Defendant's Renewed First Motion in 
Limine 
User: 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Eigee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing result for Pretrial Conference scheduled on 02/09/2015 01 :30 PM: Robert J. Elgee 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing:less 100 
Affidavit of Mark Johnson in Support of Objection to Defendent's Motion in Robert J. Elgee 
Limine 
Notice Of Taking Oral Deposition of Jeff Bragg 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion in Limine 02/17/2015 11 :00 AM) 
Second Affidavit of counsel in support of renewed first motion in limine 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion in Limine 
Hearing date: 2/17/2015 
Time: 10:59 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: mini 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Proposed Special Verdict Form 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 6 
Date: 
Time: 








Defendant's Proposed Statement of Case 
Defendant's Exhibit List 
Defendant's Proposed Jury instructions 
Hearing result for Motion in Li mine scheduled on 02/17/2015 11 :00 AM: 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant's Proposed Statement of the Case 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant's Proposed Jury instructions 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Eigee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Notice of Intent to Produce Deposition Testimony in Lieu of Live Testimony Robert J. Elgee 
Affidavit of Brandon T Berrett Robert J. Elgee 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Jury Trial 
Hearing date: 2/24/2015 
Time: 9:00 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Docket Scramble List 
Potential Jury Seating Chart 
Peremptory Challenges 
Initial Instructions to the Prospective Jury 
Preliminary Instructions to the Jury 
Initial Instructions to the Prospective Jury 
Preliminary instructions to the Jury 
Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 02/24/2015 09:00 AM: Jury 
Trial Started 5 day except 3/2 and 3/3 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Jury Trial 
Hearing date: 2/25/2015 
Time: 8:35 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Stipulation regarding guilty plea & plea in absencia Uuror Brian Formusa) 
Stipulation regarding guilty plea & plea in absencia Uuror Mark Moulton) 
Stipulation regarding guilty plea & plea in absencia Uuror Delmar Hart) 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Eigee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. 
Stipulation regarding guilty plea & plea in absencia Uuror Barbara Scher) Robert J. Elgee 
CRYSTAL 
7 
Date: F Judicial District Court - Blaine CRYSTAL 
Time: ROA Report 




2/26/2015 Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Jury Trial DAY 3 
Hearing date: 2/26/2015 
Time: 8:54 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: ANDREA 
Tape Number: 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
2/27/2015 Defendant's Proposed Supplemental Jury Instructions Robert J. Elgee 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Jury Trial Day Four 
Hearing date: 2/2712015 
Time: 8:57 am 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: ROSA 
Tape Number: 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Final Jury Instructions Robert J. El gee 
Final seating chart showing alternate Robert J. El gee 
Final Exhibit/Witness List Robert J. Elgee 
Jury Verdict Form Robert J. Elgee 
3/2/2015 Order from Show Cause Hearing (Juror Brian Formusa) Robert J. Elgee 
Order from Show Cause Hearing (Juror Mark Moulton) Robert J. Elgee 
Order from Show Cause Hearing (Juror Delmar Hart) Robert J. Elgee 
Order from Show Cause Hearing (Juror Barbara Scher) Robert J. El gee 
Completion of Community Service(Juror Delmar Heart) Robert J. Elgee 
3/5/2015 Stipulation Regarding Guilty Plea and Plea in Absencia (Juror Christina Robert J. Elgee 
Arpp) 
Motion for pre-judgment interest Robert J. Elgee 
3/10/2015 Order from Show Cause Hearing (Juror Christina Arpp) Robert J. Elgee 
3/12/2015 Completion of Community Service(Juror Mark Moulton) Robert J. El gee 
3/13/2015 Order on directed verdict Robert J. Elgee 
Order on verdict offset and prejudgment interest Robert J. Elgee 
Judgment Robert J. Elgee 
STATUS CHANGED: Closed pending clerk action Robert J. Eigee 
Civil Disposition entered for: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Defendant; Silver Robert J. Elgee 
Creek Seed, LLC, Plaintiff. Filing date: 3/13/2015 
3/16/2015 Completion of Community Service(Juror Barbara Scher) Robert J. Elgee 
3/17/2015 Defendant Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Prejudgment Interest Robert J. Elgee 














Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current 
LLC 
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Stay Proceedings to 
Enforce a Judgment 
Defendant's Motion to Stay Proceedings to Enforce a Judgment 
Motion and Memorandum of Costs and Attorney Fees 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Affidavit of Mark Johnson in Support of Motion and Meorandum of Costs Robert J. Elgee 
and Attorney Fees 
Objection to defendant's motion to stay proceedings to enforce a judgment Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/13/2015 02:30 PM) Motion to Stay 
proceedings to Enforce a Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 
Amended Notice Of Hearing 
Motion to Shorten Time 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Request for Telephonic Appearance Robert J. Elgee 
Continued (Motion 04/01/2015 01 :30 PM) Motint o Shorten time for Robert J. Elgee 
Motion to Stay proceedings to Enforce a Judgment 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Attorney fees and Costs 04/13/2015 02:30 Robert J. Elgee 
PM) 
Affidavit of Steve Ottum 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Comparing And Conforming A Prepared 
Record, Per Page Paid by: Wright Brothers Receipt number: 0001760 
Dated: 3/27/2015 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Additional Fee For Robert J. Elgee 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: Wright Brothers Receipt number: 0001760 
Dated: 3/27/2015 Amount: $1.00 (Check) 
Stipulation Regarding Guilty Plea and Plea in Absencia (Juror David 
Arnaiz) 
Objection to plaintiff's motion for costs and attorney fees 
Order Shortening Time 
Order Allowing Telephonic Appearance 
Motion to disallow costs and attorney fees 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 4/1/2015 
Time: 1:15 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, 
Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 






Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA Report 




4/1/2015 Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/01/2015 01 :30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 






Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: Motion to Stay 
proceedings to Enforce a Judgment--- Telephonic less 100 
Order From Show Cause Hearing (Juror David Arnaiz) Robert J. Elgee 
Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Supreme Court Paid Robert J. Elgee 
by: Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA Receipt number: 0001877 Dated: 4/2/2015 
Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: Sunrain Varieties, LLC (defendant) 
Bond Posted Cash (Receipt 1878 Dated 4/2/2015 for 100.00) Robert J. Elgee 
Notice Of Appeal 
Appealed To The Supreme Court 
STATUS CHANGED: Inactive 
Defendant's Motion for Relief from Final Judgment 
Motion to shorten time 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Shorten Time 04/13/2015 02:30 PM) 
motion shorten time for Def's motion for relief from final judgment 
Defendant's renewed Motion to stay proceedings to enforce a judgment 
Defendant's Memorandum in support of renewed Motion to stay 
proceedings to enforce a judgment 
Objection to defendant's motion for relief from final judgment 
Objection to Defendant's Motion for Relief from Final Judgment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Court Minutes Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing type: Motion for Attorney fees and Costs 
Hearing date: 4/13/2015 
Time: 2:08 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Cathy Pavkov 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Hearing result for Motion to Shorten Time scheduled on 04/13/2015 02:30 Robert J. Elgee 
PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Cathy Pavkov 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: motion shorten 
time for Def's motion for relief from final judgment less 100 
Hearing result for Motion for Attorney fees and Costs scheduled on 
04/13/2015 02:30 PM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Cathy Pavkov 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: less 100 
Order Shortening Time 
Completion of Community Service-Brian Formusa 
Juror Letter Christina 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 













Fifth Judicial District Court· Blaine 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current Judge: Robert 
VS. 
Request for Additional Transcripts and Record 
Completion of Community Service-Christina Arpp 
Motion to shorten time 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Eigee 
Notice of expedited telephonic hearing Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/20/2015 03:00 PM) defs renewed motion Robert J. Elgee 
to stay proceedings to enforce judgment 
Order shortening time Robert J. El gee 
Objection to Defendant's Renewed Motion to Stay Proceedings to Enforce Robert J. Elgee 
a Judgment and Motion Objecting to Sufficiency of Letter of Credit 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 4/20/2015 
Time: 2:58 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Robert J. Elgee 
Writ of Execution Issued Robert J. Elgee 
Application and Affidavit for writ of execution Robert J. Elgee 
Writ: Document Service Issued: on 4/20/2015 to Sunrain Varieties, LLC; Robert J. Elgee 
Assigned to Blaine County Sheriffs Office. Service Fee of $0.00. 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 04/20/2015 03:00 PM: District Robert J. Elgee 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: defs renewed 
motion to stay proceedings to enforce judgment less 100 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Renewed Motion for Stay of Proceedings Robert J. Elgee 
to Enforce a Judgment 
Defendant's Reply Memorandum in Support of Renewed Motion for Stay of Robert J. Elgee 
Proceedings to Enforce a Judgment 
Order (Defendant's Motion for Relief from Final Judgment) Robert J. Elgee 
Defendant's Motion to Stay Proceedings to enforce a judgment Robert J. El gee 
Defendant's Amended Motion to Stay Proceedings to Enforce a Judgment Robert J. Elgee 
Objection to Defendant's motion to stay proceedings to enforce a judgment Robert J. Elgee 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 2374 Dated 4/27/2015 for 100.00) Robert J. Elgee 
Bond Posted - Surety (Amount 1517794.91 ) Robert J. Elgee 
Order Staying Proceedings to Enforce a Judgment Robert J. Elgee 
Order (Defendant's Renewed Motion to Stay Proceedings to Enforce a Robert J. Elgee 
Judgment and Plaintiff's Motion Objecting to Sufficiency of Letter of Credit) 
Defendant's Motion to Release Judgment Lien 
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Release a Judgment 
Lien 
Affidavit of Counsel 
Robert J. Elgee 














Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine User: CRYSTAL 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current 
Other 
Judge 
Affidavit of Steve Ottum in Support of Motion to Release a Judgment Lien Robert J. Elgee 
and Motion to Release Garnished Funds 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/18/2015 02:30 PM) to Release Lien 
Defendant's Motion to Release Garnished Funds 
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Motion to Release Garnished 
Funds 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Motion to Contest Claim of Exemption Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/18/2015 02:30 PM) to Contest Claim of Robert J. Elgee 
Exemption 
Notice Of Hearing Robert J. Elgee 
letter (Juror David Arnaiz) Robert J. Elgee 
Objection to Defendant's Motion to Release Judgment Lien Robert J. Elgee 
Objection to Defendant's Motion to Release Garnished Funds 
Defendant's Response to Motion to Contest Claim of Exemption 
Decision on attorney fees and costs 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Release Judgment lien 
Motion to Extend Stay 
Motion to Shorten Time 
Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion to Release Garnished Funds 
Notice Of Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/18/2015 02:30 PM) to Extend Stay 
Objection to Application for Amended Judgment 
Notice Of Hearing 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. El gee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/18/2015 02:30 PM) to Release Garnished Robert J. Elgee 
Funds 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Motion 
Hearing date: 5/18/2015 
Time: 2:34 pm 
Courtroom: District Courtroom-judicial Bldg 
Court reporter: Susan Israel 
Minutes Clerk: Crystal Rigby 
Tape Number: DC 
Party: Silver Creek Seed, LLC, Attorney: Andrew Wright 
Party: Sunrain Varieties, LLC, Attorney: Michael Gaffney 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 05/18/2015 02:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: to Release 
Garnished Funds less 100 
Robert J. El gee 












Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current Judge: Robert J. 
vs. Sunrain u:::1r1i:>ri~"" 
Other Claims 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 05/18/2015 02:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: to Extend Stay 
less 100 
Judge 
Robert J. Elgee 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 05/18/2015 02:30 PM: District Robert J. Elgee 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: to Contest Claim 
of Exemption less 100 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 05/18/2015 02:30 PM: District Robert J. Elgee 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter:Susan Israel 
Estimated Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing: to Release Lien 
less 100 
Application for Amended Judgment Robert J. Elgee 
Notice of Trancript to be Lodged 
Motion to Reconsider 
Order Shortening Time 
Order Granting Motion to Release Granished Funds 
Supplemental Judgment 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Robert J. Elgee 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Clerk's Record For Appeal Robert J. Elgee 
Per Page Paid by: Beard St. Clair Gaffney, PA Receipt number: 0002969 
Dated: 5/26/2015 Amount: $1,217.50 (Check) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 300 dated 5/26/2015 amount Robert J. Elgee 
100.00) 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 301 dated 5/26/2015 amount 47.50) Robert J. Elgee 
Cash Bond Exonerated (Amount 52.50) Robert J. Elgee 
Defendant's Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Reconsider Robert J. Elgee 
Amended Notice Of Appeal Robert J. Elgee 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of Clerk's Record For Appeal Robert J. Elgee 
Per Page Paid by: County Warrant Receipt number: 0003152 Dated: 
6/3/2015 Amount: $147.50 (Check) 
Order Granting Motion to Release Judgment Lien Robert J. Elgee 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Robert J. Elgee 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Beard St.Clare Receipt number: 0003164 Dated: 
6/3/2015 Amount: $2.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Beard St.Clare Robert J. Elgee 
Receipt number: 0003164 Dated: 6/3/2015 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Comparing And Conforming A Prepared 
Record, Per Page Paid by: Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA Receipt number: 
0003188 Dated: 6/4/2015 Amount: $3.00 (Check) 
Robert J. Elgee 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Additional Fee For Robert J. Elgee 
Certificate And Seal Paid by: Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA Receipt number: 






Fifth Judicial District Court - Blaine 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0000644 Current 
Other 
Judge 
Miscellaneous Payment For Making Copy Of Any File Or Record By The Robert J. Elgee 
Clerk, Per Page Paid by: Racine Law Receipt number: 0003566 Dated: 
6/22/2015 Amount: $111.00 (Credit card) 
Miscellaneous Payment Technology Cost - CC Paid by: Racine Law Robert J. Elgee 
Receipt number: 0003566 Dated: 6/22/2015 Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
CRYSTAL 
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Telephone No. (208) 
Facsimile No. (208) 
e-mail: A Wright@WrightBrothersLaw.Com 
Attomevs for Plaintiff Silver Creek Seed, LLC .. 
FILE 
0 1 2013 
JoLynn Drage, Clerk Dlstriot 
Court Blaine Coun , Maho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 










SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC, a Delaware ) 











ROBERT J. ELGEE 
Plaintiff Silver Creek Seed, LLC, by and through its attorney, Andrew B. Wright of 
Wright Brothers Law Office, PLLC, complains and alleges against Defendant SunRain Varieties, 
LLC as follows: 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. 
Plaintiff Silver Creek Seed, LLC ("Silver Creek") is a iimited liability company located 
in Picabo, Blaine County, Idaho. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 1 -
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This is an action to recover money damages in excess of the $10,000 minimum 
jurisdictional limit of this Court. 
4. 
Venue is proper in Blaine County, Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code§ 5-404. 
GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 
5. 
On or about May, 2012, Silver Creek and SunRain agreed, among other things, that 
SunRain would provide specific varieties of certified seed potatoes (the "Potatoes") to Silver 
Creek to cut, store, and grow. The parties also agreed that SunRain would purchase the Potatoes 
from Silver Creek and that the Potatoes could not be sold by Silver Creek to any third party. A 
copy of the Blanket Variety Contract signed by the parties is attached hereto as Exhibit A and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
6. 
Pursuant to the parties' agreement, SunRain provided the Potatoes to Silver Creek 
However, unknown to Silver Creek, the Potatoes provided by SunRain were infected with 
bacterial ring rot. 
7. 
After obtaining the Potatoes from SunRain, Silver Creek cut, stored, and grew the 
Potatoes. Thereafter, SunRain requested that Silver Creek subject the Potatoes to additional 




As a result above-described discovery of bacterial ring rot, SunRain refused to take 
Potatoes and pay Silver Creek pursuant to the parties' agreement. 
I. BREACH OF CONTRACT 
9. 
Silver Creek incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations of this Complaint. 
10. 
The parties agreed, among other things, that SunRain would provide the Potatoes to 
Silver Creek to cut, store, and grow as seed potatoes, and SunRain agreed to pay_Silver Creek for 
the Potatoes. 
11. 
SunRain' s conduct breached the above-described agreement and the covenant of good 
faith and fair dealing, which conduct included, without limitation, providing infected Potatoes to 
Silver Creek and failing to pay Silver Creek pursuant to the parties' agreement. 
12. 
As a direct result of the above-described breach of contract by SunRain, Silver Creek has 
been damaged, which damages include, without limitation, the loss of the contract price for the 
Potatoes, costs of additional lab testing, the loss due to Silver Creek's inability to re-certify its 
non-SunRain potatoes, disinfectant and cleanup costs, and loss of other future potato related 
business with third parties as a result of testing positive for bacterial ring rot. Silver Creek has 
been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL· 3 
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II. BREACH OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MARKETABILITY 
14. 
Silver Creek incorporates herein by reference all of the allegations of this Complaint. 
15. 
SunRain sold the Potatoes to Silver Creek, warranted to Silver Creek that the Potatoes 
were fit for its intended use, and did not disclaim such warranty. Since the Potatoes were not fit 
for their intended use, SunRain breached its implied warranty of merchantability (Idaho Code § 
28-2-314) and contract with Silver Creek, all of which caused significant damage to Silver 
Creek. 
16. 
SunRain knew that Silver Creek needed seed potatoes that were free from bacterial ring 
rot and provided the Potatoes to Silver Creek, who purchased the Potatoes from SunRain in 
reliance upon SunRain's purported knowledge and expertise. Since the Potatoes were not fit for 
their intended purpose, SunRain breached its implied warranty of fitness for a particular purpose 
(Idaho Code § 28-2-315) and contract with Silver Creek, all of which caused significant damage 
to Silver Creek. 
17. 
As a direct and proximate result of the above-described breach of contract, implied 
warranty of merchantability, and implied warranty of fitness, Silver Creek suffered damages, 
which damages include, but are not limited to, the loss of the contract price for the Potatoes, 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 4 -
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to non-
as a bacterial rot. 
damaged an amount to be proven at 
18. 
Silver Creek is further entitled to recover reasonable court costs, including attorney's 
fees, as provided by Idaho law, including Idaho Code§ 12-120. 
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
Silver Creek requests that this matter be tried by a jury of 12 persons. 
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL - 5 -
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A. For the damages caused by the above-described breach of contract, implied 
warranty of merchantability, and implied warranty of fitness, which include, but 
are not limited to, the loss of the contract price for the Potatoes, costs of 
additional lab testing, the loss due to Silver Creek's inability to re-certify its non-
SunRain potatoes, disinfectant and cleanup costs, and loss of other future potato 
related business with third parties as a result of testing positive for ring rot; 
B. For interest on all items of fixed costs; 
C. For reasonable court costs and attorney's fees; and 
D. For such other relief as is just and equitable. 
DATED this.Jaday of September, 2013. 





greement (hereinafter to as 
day of 2012 by and between Sunrain Potato Varieties, a 
Limited Liabiiity Company, hereinafter referred to as "Sumain", a..'1d Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. 
Seed an Idaho partnership, hereinafter referred to as "Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. ". 
Whereas, Sunrain wishes to secure a secure, clean source of certified potato seed of Proprietary 
varieties, for Sunrain's/ 2013 commercial planting seasons, AND 
Whereas, Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. is in the business to supply certified potato seed; 
Now, Therefore., in consideration of the covenants and conditions contained herein, Sunrain and 
Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. do agree to the following: 
1) TERM: The Term of this agreement shall be for Silver Creek Seed L.L.C.'s seed 
crop grown in 2012, in or arotmd Blaine County for delivery to commercial 
growers in December 2012, culminating in last deliveries in May 2013. This 
contract will be renewable for 2013-2014, upon renegotiation of seed quality and 
yield in the event of a pricing change. In addition this will be a rolling, 3 Year· 
contract depending on annual evaluation of the program, varieties, and pricing 
structure. Parties will endeavor to meet pricing laid forward based on costing of 
early generation seed lots incoming to Silver Creek Seed. There will be two down 
payments on the seed for delivery in commercial years beginning in the fall of 
2012. The dates will be December 31, March 1 for $2.00/cwt for December 
payment and $3.00 for the March payment The final payment is due 30 days after 
shipping, and Silver Creek will invoice Sunrain for both down payments, and 
invoic~s regarding shipme1its. In addition, Sunrain will rent 1 storage facility 
begirming in 2012 Fall. The pricing will be .55 cents per cwt and the payments will 
be 1/3, 1/3, and 1/3. The payment schedule on the storage will be Oct l, Feb, 1, 
and final payment 30 days after storage is empty. Silver Creek will take care of 
power, and oversee management of the storage, reporting to Sunrain any issues it 
deems necessary for proper seed storage. In addition, the building will carry 
insuran.ce to ensure both parties that the product is covered by necessary insurance 
for the contents. 
2) PRICE and QUANTITY: For the seed years 2012, 2013-commercial year 2012-
2013, Silver Creek Seed L.L. C. agrees to sell Generation 3 Proprietary seed potatoes and Sunra1n 
agrees to purchase all cwt Generation 3 seed potatoes; Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. also will not be 
able to sell these varieties to any other entity other than Sunrain due to Sunrain' s exclusive 
ownership of the varieties. Generation 3 seed will be sold to Sunrain at$ 13.50 per cwt. In the 
event that the yield falls below 350 cwt the price will go to $14.50/cwt. All prices are loaded bulk 
22 
be priced at do liars/cwt in based on 201 
Future pricing wii! depend on incomiug early generation pricing on the Generation 2 
SIZE: Size of seed shall be 1-1/2 oz. Minimum ai.,d 9 .5 oz. Maximum, with a 5% 
tolerance on both size limits. Seed over the maximum size or under the minimum will be 
appraised to packing quality by Sunrain at harvest time and be considered to be packed at 
Potandon's fresh packing operation at Idaho Select or Walters's Produce, at either location in 
Idaho. The price will be $6/cwt of bulk product. In no event shall seed potatoes exceed 5% on 
either minimum or maximum size be accepted. Sunrain reserves the right to refuse/reject any 
loads exceeding 5% on either minimum or maximum sizes. 
4) SEED QUALITY STANDARDS: The seed shall conform to Idaho Crop 
Improvement Association standards for the generation being delivered to Sunrain, and must meet 
all certification requirements of the State ofldaho. A1J seed potatoes grown pursuant to this 
Agreement shall be inspected in the fields and storages by the appropriate inspectors. All seed 
potatoes shall be free from frost damage. Each load will be inspected, tagged, sealed, and certified 
priorto departure from Silver Creek Seed L.L.C.'s storages by the appropriate state inspection 
service. Each load will have an inspection certificate upon departure for Sunrain's destination. 
No advance payments shall be due with the exception of a down payment due 30 days after 
harvest. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. will provide Swrrain with proof of said potatoes passing all 
certifications, and field inspections, due at the time of delivery or after final inspections. In 
addition, Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. agrees to follow Sunrain/Potandon/Solanum Seed Grower 
protocol "Attachment A". Also for all seed lots every attempt will be taken to allow seed to pass 
all state certification requirements as well as Phytosanitary requirements necessary for shipping 
into Canada. This will include PCN testing to USDA/CFIA guidelines and Columbia Basin Root 
Knot and Potato Rot Nematode testing. In addition 400 tuber samples will be sent to a USDA 
approved testing facility for Bacterial Ring Rot. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. will attempt to make its 
seed potatoes make US Fresh Grade in the growing of the seed crops.· 
5) SEED EXCLUSIVITY: 'Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. understands that all varieties· 
supplied by Sunrain are exclusive to Sunrain and cannot be sold in any method to other potato 
producers without Sunrain' s written conse!1t In addition, Silver Creek Seed L.L. C. agrees to 
Solanum's Grower Agreement concerning the exclusivity of the varieties. (See Attachment "B") 
6) PAYMENT: Upon proof of seed quality standards, full payment shall be made 30 
days after delivery of said variety. 
7) ATTORNEY FEES~VENUE; APPLICABLE LAW: Should ar1y litigation be 
commenced between the parties concernir:ig this Agreement or the rights and duties of the parties 
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8) ASSIGNMENT-SUCCESSORS: This Agreement shall not be subcontracted, 
transferred, assigned or otherwise succeeded to, nor shall the performance of any of the duties set 
forth above be delegable by either party, without prior written consent of the other party. In the 
event of an assignment by consent, this Agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, executors, 
administrators, successors and assigns of both parties. This Agreement shall not be assignabie by 
operation of!aw. 
9) WAIVER OF BREACH: The failure of either party to insist upon strict 
performar1ce of any of the covenants and agreements contained herein shall not be construed to be 
a waiver or relinquishment of any such options or rights or of any other covenants or agreements, 
but the same shall be and remain in full force and effect. 
10) FORCE MAJEURE: Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. a.11.d/or Sunrain's obligations 
under this Agreement shall be abated in the event or by virtue of acts of God, war, civil unrest, 
or other similar cause or event which materially affects the applicable party's apility to 
perform. 
11) NOTICES: Any notice required to be given by any party to the other shall be 
deposited in the United States mail, registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid, addressed to Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. Seed Farms, PO Box 646 Picabo, Idaho 83348, or 
to Sunrain Potato Varieties, L.L.C., Attention Mel Davenport, 1210 Pier View Drive, Idaho Falls, 
Jdaho 83404. 
12) CONFIDENTIALITY: Both parties mutually agree not to disclose any of the 
terms of this Agreement to any third party as long as the Agreement remains in effect, provided 
that Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. may disclose terms for the sole purpose of obtaining financing so 
long as the financial institution(s) agree(s) to the terms of this confidentiality clause. 
13) WARRANTY AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY: Silver Creek Seed 
L.L.C. warrants that the potatoes sold hereunder, (i) shall be conveyed free and clear of all liens, 
encumbrances, (ii) are of merchantable quality as set forth herein, (iii) are fit for their intended 
use, and (iv) conform to the description and meets or exceeds the quality standards contained 
herein above. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. shall indemnify and hold Sunrain harmless from all crop 
liens, security interests, debts, obligations and encumbrances and all costs and damages arising 
therefrom, including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. As an additional remedy, Sunrain may 
include as additional payees on any payment checks payable to Silver Creek Seed L.L.C.; (a) 
anyone claiming any interest in the seed or proceeds purchased under this contract; (b) as of the 
time of each payment which may be due hereunder, any other person or company which notifies 
Sunrain, or records or files its notice of its claim of interest in the seed. or proceeds therefrom. 
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1 ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This instrument contains the entire Agreement between 
the parties and supersedes any prior agreement, 'NTitten or ora!, between them and shall not be 
modified except by an agreement in writing executed by all parties. This Agreement shall be 
amended only· by written instruction signed by all parties. Headings of this Agreement are for 
convenience only and-are not part of the Agreement and do not in any way limit or amplify 
terms or provisions of the Agreement. 
15) WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS: Each party warrants and 
represents to the other that it has the legal authority to enter into, execute and perform this 
Agreement, which each party is duly organized and in good standing under applicable law, and 
that the execution or performance of this Agreement shall not violate or breach any third party 
agreement or other obligation. 
Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. 
Date: S-;_/t) -;?cJ /2_ 
By: diJ.3c; By: 
Its: Ev,."> ~:'\ '(, s '2 AG$,<' Its: 
Date: <;'-; {) - d--b\) Date: 
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05 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho .83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
D....,...,o;l. rTn.f"f"tto:ut,;:;'ihol'l't"'rlc-+l"\-l""l;'t'" ~nt"\"\ 
.. L'1!1aJ.l. C)'1,.L.1...l.li....-) ~U'-''4J.U,::H,V.LUll .. \,,,VJ..1 . .l 
Attorney for Defendant 
FILED"· 
OCT 3 0 2013 
JoLynn Drage, Cieri< District 
Court Blaine Coun /Jaho 
DISTRICT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff-Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC, 
Defendant-Counterdefendent. 
Case No.: CV-2013-644 
ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND 
JURY DEMAND 
Filing Fee Category I1: $66.00 
The defendant, Sunrain Varieties LLC, by and through counsel of record, Beard 
St. Clair Gaffney PA, hereby answers the complaint filed by the plaintiff, Silver Creek 
Seed, LLC. Any paragraph not expressly admitted herein is denied. 
ANSWER 
1. The defendant admits paragraph 1. 
2. The defendant admits paragraph 2. 
3. The defendant denies paragraph 3. 
4. The defendant denies paragraph 4. 
Answer, Counterclaim and Jury Demand - Page l 
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7. The defendant denies paragraph 7. 
8. The defendant denies paragraph 8. 
10. The defendant denies paragraph 10. 
11. The defendant denies paragraph 11. 
12. The defendant denies paragraph 12. 
13. The defendant denies paragraph 13. 
14. The defendant denies paragraph 14. 
15. The defendant denies paragraph 15. 
16. The defendant denies paragraph 16. 
17. The defendant denies paragraph 17. 
18. The defendant denies paragraph 18. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
1. The plaintiff's claims are barred for failure to state a claim upon which relief 
can be granted. 
2. The plaintiff's claims are barred by fraud. 
3. The plaintiff's claims are barred because the defendant has fully performed its 
obligations under the contract, if any. 
4. The plaintiff's claims are barred by its own breach of contract. 
5. The plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver. 
6. The plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of estoppel. 




claims are barred because the defendant's conduct is not the 
proximate cause of the plaintiff's damages, if any. 
10~ The plaintiff's claims are ba..1Ted because its o,vn conduct is the proximate 
cause of its damages, if any. 
1 L The plaintiff's claims are barred because it has no damages. 
12. The plaintiff's claims are barred by the failure of consideration. 
13. Venue is improper. 
14. The plaintiff has failed to perform a condition precedent( s) to the contract 
excusing the defendant's performance. 
15. The defendant has disclaimed any implied or express warranties. 
16. The plaintiff has failed to mitigate its damages. 
17. The defendant has partially paid its obligations, if any, under the contract. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
The defendant asks the court for relief as follows: 
1. For entry of judgment for he defendant and against the plaintiff with the 
plaintiff talcing nothing thereby; 
2. For dismissal of the plaintiff's complaint with prejudice; 
3. Awarding the defendant its full attorney fees and costs per paragraph 7 of the 
Blanket Variety Contract between the parties, Idaho Code §12-120(3), Idaho Rule of 
Civil Procedure 54, and any other applicable rule or statute; 
4. For any other relief deemed just and equitable. 
Answer, Counterclaim and Jury Demand - Page 3 
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------- ·----------- ------- ---
COUNTERCLAIM 
COUNT! 
1. Paragraphs 1 through 18 of the Answer are re-pied and incorporated herein. 
2. Silver Creek agreed to pay Sunrain for the subject seed potatoes sold to Silver 
Creek. 
3. Silver Creek has failed to pay the amounts due and owing for delivery of the 
subject seed. 
4. Silver Creek's failure to pay the amounts due and owing constitutes a breach of 
the agreement and payment on an open account. 
5. Silver Creek's failure to pay the amounts due and owing constitutes damages in 
excess of the jurisdictional amount. 
6. The transaction between Sunrain and Silver Creek constitutes a commercial 
transaction and this complaint constitutes an action on an open account per Idaho Code 
§12- 120 (3) entitling Sunrain to recover attorney fees and costs required to prosecute 
this claim. 
COUNT2 
1. In May 2013, Silver Creek purchased seed potatoes from Sunrain on six 
separate occasions and more particularly described in Sunrain Invoices 102475 through 
102480, attached as Exhibit A, Bates Nos. Sunrain 000001 through 000006 for 
convenience of the Court and parties. 
2. The seed potatoes were timely delivered to Silver Creek. 
Answer, Counterclaim and Jury Demand Page 4 
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to 
4. Creek's failure to make payment the above-referenced invoices 
constitutes a breach of contract of an open account 
5. SihrPr rrPPl.r'« foilnrP tn pay thP !'lmrnmt« nwing Snnrnin has re.-;nlteci in 
damages in excess of the jurisdictional amount. 
6. The transaction between Sunrain and Silver Creek constitutes a commercial 
transaction and this complaint and constitutes action on an open account per Idaho Code 
§ 12 - 120 (3) entitling Sunrain to recover attorney fees and costs required to prosecute 
this claim. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
The counterclaimant, Sunrain, asks the court for relief as follows: 
1. For judgment in favor of Sunrain on Counts 1 and 2 in an amount to be 
determined at trial; 
2. For an award of all attorney fees and costs incurred prosecuting this 
Counterclaim per paragraph 7 of the Blanket Variety Contract between the parties, Idaho 
Code§ 12- 120 (3), and any other applicable rule or statute; 
3. For any other relief deemed just and equitable. 
JURY DEMAND 
DEFENDANT DEMANDS TRIAL BY JURY ON ALL TRIABLE ISSUES 
PURSUANT TO RULE 38 OF THE IDAHO RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE. 
Answer, Counterclaim and Jury Demand - Page 5 
30 
-------------------------
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify I am a licensed attorney in the state of!daho and on Octo~ 2013, I 
served a true and correct copy of the ANSWER, COUNTERCLAIM AND JURY 
DEMAND on the following by the method of delivery designated below: 
Andrew B. Wright 
Wright Brothers Law Office 
POBox226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Fax: (208) 733-1669 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2°d Avenue S., Ste 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: (208) 788- 527 
Q 
· -- U.S. Mail 
U Hand-delivered 01 Facsimile 
Answer, Counterclaim and Jury Demand - Page 6 
,. 
Sun~ 
POTATO VARIET IE S 
SOLD TO: 
BUYER 1.0.: SILVER 
SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
PO BOX 646 
PICABO IDAHO 83348 
REMIT TO: 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC 
1210 Pier View Dr. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
P.O. #: 
SHIP TO: 
OUR ORDER NO.: 102475 SALESPERSON: JEFF BRAGG 
BROKER· 
DESCRIPTION 
SEED POTATOES BURBANK lOOJSACK E2 BULK 





Jul 03, 2013 
PAYMENT TERMS: NET 10 DAYS 
SHIPPING DATE: May 06, 20 13 
FREIGHT TERMS: FOB 
SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
19024 US HIGHWAY 20 
CAREY IDAHO 83320 
INSPECTION: BIL: 102475 
ROUTING: 
LICENSE NO.: !?age 1 of 1 
QUNlTITY PRICE: UNIT AMOUNT· 
431. 8 19.50 bag 8,420.10 
1 J, 950. 00 1,950.00 
lHE PERISHABLE AORICUlTURALCOMMOOIT1ES LISTED OH THIS INVOICEARE SOlD SU8JECT TO THE STATUTORY TRUST AUTHORIZED BY SECTION S(e) Of TH£ PERISHA81.EAGRICUI.TURAL COIIMOOl11!!SACT, 1ll30 (7 US.C. 4991(<), THE 
$EU.ER OF THESE ~ODITIEB RETAINS A TRUST C'-"M 0\/ER THESS COMMOOITl!S, ALI. INVEHTOIU!:S Of FOOO OROlt!ER PRODUCTS DERMO FROM TH1:6E COMMOOITIES, ANO N«-LE& OR PROCEEDS FROM THE SA1.E OF 
THESE COMMOO[llES UKT1l. FUU. PAYMENr IS RECEI\/ED. 
"1ne.e-.i.,..,aet1onorp~ls-to..-11elormlotlhll-or0t.<PM:Alfullrigtlll,bu)W-IOP91'al<:Olloof-.~al---·-.i,,gee....,onyeos1tand-.•--
ow.d in COffledlom wlh lw lnffllaclal\. 
PU!Aa~ INCLUDECOf'YOF INIIOICl!WITII RmTTAHCS. TIie PURCHASE PRICE-OIi THiS IIIWICE IIAY BE Rl:DUC!D IIY A VOLUM! INCEllTM! Pl.AN OR A PROIICJTJONAI.ALLOWAHCE.AKf QUESTIOIIS RECWIDING llflll llMllCE 
SHOULD BE DIRECTED lO: ACCOUNTI RECEIVABLE ('.2111 SU.1NO) 
Finance cha,ge., win"""""' onanyput-duebollllOC II theI111c of I 1/2% pcrmonlh (18% per IMWI\) from the dalecocl! invoice becomes put due, or the 1Caximum rauo of imerert ellowoblc by law, lfld wm be<OlllflUl<d daily md 
compounded amuaUy. 
EXHIBIT 












SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
PO BOX 646 
PICABO IDAHO 83348 
REMIT TO: 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES 
1210 Pier View Dr. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
P.O.#: 
SHIPTO: 
OUR ORDER NO.: 102476 SALESPERSON: JEFF BRAGG 
BROKER· 
DESCRIPTION 
SEED POTATOES BURBANK lOOiSACK E2 BULK 





SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
19024 US HIGHWAY 20 




QUANTITY PRICE UNIT 
441 19.50 bag 
1 l, 950. 00 
102476 
May 06, 2013 
FOB 
Bil: 102476 




THE PERISHABLE AGRICUt.TURAL COMMODITIES LISTED ON THIS INVOICE ARE so.o SUSJECTTO THe STATUTORY TRIJST AUTHORIZED av SECTION S(cl OF THE PERISHA8LEAGRICUlTURAI. COMl,!OOITIE6ACT. 1930 (7 u.s C 499e(o)J THE 
SEU.ER OF 'THESE cOMMOOmES RETAINS A TRUST CLAIM OVER THESf COMMODITIES, ALL INVeNTORIES Of' FOOD OR OTHEll PRODUCTS DERIVED FROM 'IHESE COMMOD!TIES. AND Af,f( RECEIVABLES OR PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF 
THESE COMMODmES UNTIL fl/U. PAYMENT IS RECEJ\/Sl 
·1n lhe..,...anyaelicnorp.-,g1s-nced 10enlorcelho.....,.oflllil .....-norourPACAtMI nJ'"",buyerll\l- lopa)'&lcomol-. ldJdlnll a11......-""""1oya'-. togolhof_any.,.... andex- .. - ... ms 
owed in connections wilh tNs lranaacdon " 
Pl.EASE IIICUJDE COPY OF IIIVOICE WITH REMITTANCE. THE PURClfASi PRICe SHOWN OH THIS INVDIC'E IIIP.Y Be REIJI/Cl!D llY 4 VOLUME INCEril'M: Pl.All Oft 4 PROMOTIONALAUDWAIICE. MIY QUU1lONS REGARDING llffll llMl!CE 
SHOULD BE DIRECTED 'I&. 1'CCOONTS RECEIIIAStE 121lt 524-1900) 








ATO VARI T 
REMIT TO: 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES 
1210 Pier View Dr. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
SOLD TO: 
BUYER I.D.: SILVER 
SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
PO BOX 646 
PICABO IDAHO 83348 
P.O.#: 




SEED POTATOES BURBANK lOO#SACK E2 BULK 








SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
19024 OS HIGHWAY 20 












May 07, 2013 
FOB 
BIL: 102477 
Page 1 of 1 
8,346.00 
1,950.00 
THE PERISHABI.EAGRICULTURAI. COMMODITIES LISTED ON THIS INVOICE ARE SOlO SU8JECT TO THE ST>.TUTORY TRUST AlJ1'HORlZED f!Y SECTION S(e) OF THE PERISHABLEAGRICllLTVRAL COMMOOfTIESACT, 1!l'.l0 f7 U.S.C. Ml9o{e)) THE 
SEU.ER OF THESE COMMOOITIES RETAINS A TRUST Ci.AIM OVER THESE COMMODITIES. ALL INVENTORIES OF FOOO OR OTHER PROO\JCTS DERIVED FROM THESE COMMODITIES, AND /lJIV RECEIVABLES OR PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF 
THESE COMMODITIES UNTIL FULL PAYMENT IS RECEIVED. 
"In llle ......i any eetionorproeeodlng Is CM1manced" onforee lhe terms of this tranlactloll or our PAC/\wll l'Qhls, buyer_ lo pay all C0<1> ol-. lndud"1g all..........,leOllomeys'-.1'lgslher wfth •nycosts and._, .. -...,,....., 
owed in conneetlona wllh tnle. lrah8aCUon, • 
PLEASE INCLUDE COP\' OF INVOICE WITH REMITTANCE, THE PURCHASE PRICE SIIOWN ON THIS IMIOICE MAY Bl! REDUCED BY A VOUJME INCENTIVE Pl.AN ORA PROMOTIONALAI.LOWANCE. AHY QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS INVOICE 
SHOULD BE OIIIECTED TO: ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (208 524-1IIOOI 








TATO AR ETI 
SOLO TO: 
BUYER f.D.: SILVER 
SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
PO BOX 646 
PICABO IDAHO 83348 
REMIT TO: 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES 
1210 Pier View Dr. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
P.O.#: 
SHIP TO: 
OUR ORDER NO.: 102478 SALESPERSON: JEFF BRAGG 
BROKER· 
DESCRIPTION 
SEED POTATOES BURBANK lOO#SACK E2 BOLK 







SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
19024 US HIGHWAY 20 




QUANTITY PRICE UNIT 





May 07, 2013 
FOB 
B/l: 102478 





THE PEIIISHAIII.E AGRICULTIJRAL COMMOOITIES LISTED ON THIS INVOICE ARE SOW SU8JECTTD THE STATUTORY TRUST AUTHORlZED BY SECTION 5(e) Of THE PERISHABLE AGRICULTURAL COMMOOmes /\CT, 1930 (7 u.s.c ~<!) THE 
Sel.l.ER Of THESE COMMOOmES RETAINS A TRUST CI.AlM OVER THESE COMMOOITIES, AU. INVENTORIES Of FOOD OR OTHER PROO UC TS. OERIVEO FROM THESE COMMOOITIES, ANOMIY RECEIVAlllES OR PIIOCEEOS FROM THE SAI.E Or 
TliESE COMMOOmES UNTIL FULL PAYMENT IS RECEIVED 
'lftlhe-,tany-orprocoedligis-lo8MIIUIUlelmmsollhim-..-o..-f'lllCAlruolrigllu,bUy,,,--IOp«yall-.ol-.~---·-.10g041,orwlll1ny_aod_,.,_.,... 
"'""'11n--lhlotra-· 
PLEASE INCLUDE COPY OF INVOICE WITII REMmAHCE. 'TIIE PIJRCIIASE Pl!IC! SHOWN 011 THIS INVOICE MAY BE REOUCED BV A \IOU/Ml! INCENTIVE PLAN DR A P!IOlilOllOlfAIALI.OWANCI!. ANY QUESTIOIIS Rl!OAftDIIIG TIIS IIMlCCI! 
SHOULD Be llU!EC'TeD TD: ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE (2118 SU.1900) 












AT ARI T 
BUYER 1.D.: SILVER 
SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
PO BOX 646 
PICABO IDAHO 83348 
REMIT TO: 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES 
1210 Pier View Dr. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
P.O.#: 
SHIP TO: 
OUR ORDER NO.: 102479 SALESPERSON: JEFF BRAGG 
BROKER: 
DESCRIPTION 
SEED POTATOES BURBANK lOO#SACK. E2 BULK 






SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
19024 US HIGHWAY 20 












May 08, 2013 
FOB 
BIL: 102479 
Page 1 of 1 
8,533.20 
1,950.00 
THE PERISHABLE AGR!CULT\JRAL COMMODITIES LISTED ON THIS INVOIC€ ARE SOLO SUBJECT TO THE STATUTORY TRUST AUTHORlZEO 8Y SECTION 6{e) Of THE PERISHAlltE AGRICUI.T\JRAL COMMOOITIES ACT, 1930 (7 U.S-C. 499e(c)) THE 
SELLER OF THESE COMMODITIES RETAINS A TRUST CLAIM OVER THESE COMMODITIES, AU INVENTORIES OF FOOD OR OTHER PRODUCTS OERI\IEO FROM THESE COMMO!l!TIES, ANO ANY RECEIVA!lLES OR PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF 
THESE COMMODITlES UNTIL Flll.l PAYMENT IS RECEIVED 
"In !he ....... y aciiooorproceeding $COOYMfr<>odloemt>ff'blhe _,.of lhls '"'"'""'""""'""' PACA!Mrtright&, bur,,rag .... lo payell ..... of-. ~··--·-. ~-acy-ande,q,enses, .. ---
owed lnCO!lneolions-lhlslran-· 
Pl.EASE INCi.UDE COPY Of INVOICE WITH REMITTANCE. we PURCHASE PRICE SHOWN OH THIS INVOlCE 111AY BE Rl:D\ICl!O 11V A VOLUM! IIICl!NTIVE Pl.AH cm A PROMO'llOIW..AUOWANCf.ANY QUESTIONS l!SGARDIHG TH!S IWOICE 
SHOUU> SE DIRECTED TO: ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE !206 524•1900) 










ATO AR ET SUNRAIN VARIETIES 
1210 Pier View Dr. 
Idaho Falls, ID 83402 
SOLD TO: 
BUYER 1.D.: SILVER 
SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
PO BOX 646 
PICABO IDAHO B3348 
P.O.#: 
OUR ORDER NO.: 102480 SALESPERSON: 
BROKER· 
JEFF BRAGG 
SEED POTATOES BURBANK lOOiSACK. E2 BULK 







SILVER CREEK SEED LLC 
19024 US HIGHWAY 20 












May 08, 2013 
FOB 
BIL: 102480 




THE PER1$HABl.E AGRICULTURAL COMMOD!11E$ LISTED Off THIS INVOICE ARE SOLD SUBJECT TO THE STATUTORY TRUST Al/THORJZEO BY SECTION 5(e) OF THE PERISHABLE AGRICULTURAL COMMODITIES ACT, 1930 fl U.S.C, 499e(e)). THE 
SELLER OF THESE COMMODITIES RETAINS A TRUST CLAIM OVER THESE COMMODITIES, ALL INVENTORIES OF FOOD OR OTHER PRODUCTS DERIVED FROM THESE COMMOO!TIES, ANO ANY RECEIVABLES OR PROCEEDS FROM THE SALE OF 
THESE COMMOOITIES UNTIL FULL PAYMENT IS RECEll/EO. 
"k>lhe&Wnl1!1l)'acilonor~>scoo,mencedtoerlf"""lhelB1111ollhlstr.-orourPACAlruilrlght,,buyer-lopoyelcootaof--iooludlngall-allofneyt'-. l!lg-wlh&ny""'"and"-· .. --....,. "'8dinc:onnedlonawl!hlhls __ _ 
PLEASE INCLUDE COPV OF INVOICE WITH REMITTANCE. THE PURCHAS!! PRICE SHOWN ON lHIS INVOICE MAY BE REDUCED 11Y A VOi.iii/iE INCellTIVE PLAN OR A PROMOl'lO!tAL AI.LOWAHC!. ANY aue&110HS REGARDl!IG THIS INVO!Cf 
SHOULD BE DIRECTED TO: ACCOUIITll RECEIVAlll.£ !2118 IIU-1100) 






























































































































V a Delavvare ) 
IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL 






first duly sworn upon oath. 





I have personal knowledge the factual information contained herein, and am 
over age of 1 8 years and competent to to the as herein. 
3) is made upon personai scning that I 
true m 













correct copy the .American 
Crop Year this 
113L 
the 






in Idaho for 
test 
that the 
180, Red Fantasy, Laura. Annabelle. Rumba 
during 12 season. 
JOHNSON SUPPOK! JVlOTlON FOR 
). It is 
test the above-
test result on or 
received 
Idaho Crop to test 841 
rot 
as a test on the Creek 
sent l tuber samples 
to 

















Sunrain to a 
Sunrain also kept all money received from the 
then 
that it 
l" Lot or 
were 
PARTI;\L 
to third parties, 
Contract. 
or refused to accept the 
Lot. 
Sunrain to 
JUDGMENT - 4 - ~\p-t_\ 
NAN8!E PARK 
Notary 






Lot originntiou frnm tissue culture 
by 
:Prod uctlon environment pedigree: FW t coiurnn per produciim1 }~r.- us~ different i:c:itials: m Greenhouse. and Field boxzs fc, difftrt:rli fom-is 
below, 
__ ..;:;.. __ .. n------i ,Field (note special measurtr:hek,w] 
L---------11-----Z7~D::_402;2~4:_ __ ,...1~~'.::'.~~~J:l!~-=:::'.:~~[[£:::~~~~I- Certification No, Ne, 
co 
Summer Fi~ld Rending., 
Fiek! inspections 
Other Diseases 
Bacter,al Ring Rot 





%VERT"!"' r%FUSARIUW1 + 
%:EARLY BLIGHT 
Post harvest readings 
No. of years since :ast found on !:his 
growers funn. or NONE ON RECORD 
Eligibility for recertiifouhan in the ttreK of pro.:iuciion 
Telephone 




Not found this year 
during norrral 
Sun,ain 000543 
E HI IT 
Lor Certification 
Seed class f Gt!n, 
Certifying Stare! frov, by, 
Y car cf Production 
>---,+-:--:-=--,-.=c:---+=---+=--h:-::---1 Greer.noose (insec: excluding) & s1.crik scH 





Number of _r~ars proCucec 
In fiek!. soil: 
?orl h.anrest iest 
Other diseases 
Bn.cterhai Ring Ror 
Goltkn Ncmawde 
Lntc Blight 
Rooi. .. Knct Nematode 




}OV ARIBTAL MiXlJRE 
%B!.ACKLEG 
ty;VERT ~ '%FUSAJU UM + --~o 
Sample Utl, 
Pinnt count 
ELISA test results for Intent 
viruses 
%PVX 
Not known to occur Ne, of year~ since ia~found on tht,::· year 
during normal 
certification :field 
in g:rowcr';. area farm, or NONE ON 
if free >10 yet?rS 
Ccrtifo:ntion applicable nn.iy it' grade rtquir:ments s~:e:.ffied in 'Nevada Adm}.11lstrativ~ Codeparr 537,442 are 
sni:sficd. 
Sicv:: IViarry~ Agriculturist lV 775-355-3773 
77 5-3 5':-353B 
Sunrain 
EXHI IT 
:;h~:r :--;· L:u.i~~ 
.~:.:',.,.d c:cn!fi{~:: u.on L:1i ,o.!':: ~01·\- - k t d1c 1 -:au~ 
!'"~{t~·~;: .tl(;bbin:, : ,:.:,~d "! ~a! : ·rt.'-..'ltuit..'li~} 
::-:c:.'.<l c:~~:":.::;~: -~ Ll{) L"! k b'ti1.t; 1~·nn~ 






November 18, 2011 
Y .... ay Oakley 
Washington State Department of Ag 
-'; .. . ll 
Sherry Laug J · v'Ja.uA,,r 
'"' d .... ·r: . L ' (J ::;ee l.cru 1.cat:10n aooratory 
Testing Results 
SCL #4042 
We have completed tcstil1g for Bacterial Ring Rot on the two tubers that yon submitted 
i 1/1 8/201L The samples were identified as Chieftai1L Lot # ll -04-05 . These samples 
were tested by Expressri: agglutination, Gram stain, and IF/'.:S. Both tubers tesi.ed 
positive for BRR. If you have any qllestions, please feel free to contact me at (208) 522-
9198-
pc: file 
\?~/.I.!.>i<K :\.Y~~'.  >C1.·\· 1·1(JN :JF ?,; :;.-:<:!:\ L SFF.iJ C: F i(i .i F'i '\i"-i( ; :\f,;Fh:(:1 :~~~ 
C:'"J:. •? !"•:R :\ TL~\: \\'I 'i1 ·.;·i L : :. :f<,,,; tv; :.r5.rf':'' ()F rP .:\HC; • 
i'!i: .l: n u ~-. :·c1:, . -.. r:_;; !~ :-..:1~r:'.: 1;; ,.·:H1r:.:L~t·.:~ ·.,;n :: r:(.~ \ 'f: t J'. " 
n ... .. .. :.u .1; :-/ · ::n:.; ·; ; 1..._: ,',r.f :"•.1:·,:-~ '\'. :Vi,.,,. :, .\l:'iF'.-:' l P·~ ~ .. 
BAG) 
Date Receivec: ---------------
lDAHO STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTUP.£" 
P~4N'T PATHOLOGY LABORATOR.Y ANfoLYS!S SUBMlSSION Arm REPORT FORM 
A.?PUCANT: _c_·b_e_" _Fa_rn_,i_s __________________ _ 
MAIL.ING ADDRESS: 2'.:12 airc.~ Bay Lynden Road 
Custer, 1NA 9:S24U 
Lot 
Year Grower# Field# Class 
Date: __ 0_6_!_10_-1_2_0_1_1 __ _ GUT SEED D SINGLE DROP 
in the soace provicied below, craw B sketch showing 
directions from town, mad names anci location of 
















EX I IT D 
'\Vbereas, 
the covenants and and 
shall s 
i2, in or around Biaine County for delivery to 
culminating in last deliveries in May 2013. This 
for 201 4, of seed quality and 
a ro Hi.rig, 3 
contract depending on annual evaluation of the program, a.".ld pricing 
endeavor to meet pricing forward based on costing 
incoming to Silver Creek Seed. There 
delivery in commercial yea:s --,-,~·-····~,.., 
... ~,,v., ... ,,.,v, 31, lvfarch 1 for $2.00/cvvt for December 
the March payment The final payment is due 30 days 
will invoice down and 
------------
shail conform to Idaho Crop 
delivered to Suru:ain, and must meet 
potatoes grown pursua.._r1t to this 
appropriate inspectors. All seed 
be inspected, tagged, sealed, and certified 
to depa.'iure from Silver the appropriate state inspection 
Each load wiB have an inspe;:;tion certificate upon departure for Sunrain's destination. 
advance payments due with the of a down payment due 3 0 days after 
harvest Siiver Creek wiII with proof of said potatoes passing all 
~-·+",..:,0./.',v .... ,, and due at the time or ai."1.er final inspections, In 
agrees to follow Sunrain/Pota.'1don/S0la..11um Seed Grower 
for be taken to allow seed to 
to make 
LL C understands varieties 
ru'1d cannor be sold in any method to other potato 
6) PA YMEKT: Upon proof seed be mace 
delivery said variety. 
the set 
other party. In the 
. The failure of either to insist upon strict 
any the covenants and ,.,,.,,m0nr"' ,.,,.,~i,'-'"'-""'"' herein shall not be construed to be 
a waiver or relinquisr,.ment any such options or any other covena.rits or agreements, 
but Sfu"'lle be and and effect. 
l O) Silver Su.,_':Irain' s obligations 
under this Agreement shall be abated in event or by virtue acts of God, war, civil unrest, 
or similar cause or event which materially applicable pa."t)l's ability to 
to be given by any party to the other shall be 
not to disclose any the 
effect, provided 
obtaining financing so 
Seed 
and ail iiens, 
as set forth herein, are fit for their intended 
meets or the quality standards contained 
and hold Sunrain harm.less from all crop 
iiens, security interests, obligations and encumbrai1ces and al: costs and damages arising 
therefrom, reasonable attorneys' costs. As arJ additional remedy, Sunrain may 
include as additional on any payoent checks payable to Silver Creek L.L.C.; 
anyone claiming any interest in or contract; 
may be or company wn1cn 
or its notice of its or therefrom. 
warrants and 
that the execution or performance 
or other obligation. 









~2.9 S\fJ !,th Avenue. Suite 105 
Meridian, ID 83642 
r, ws 884.8225 
f: 20S 88t,.4201 
www.idahocrop.com 
Ols1rict Offices 
2283 Wright Avenue, Suite C 
Twi~ Falls, ID 33303-4803 
P: 20B 733.24GB 
F: 208 733.4803 
1630 Foote Drive 
Idaho f~lls, JD 83402-1826 
P: 2.0G S:1.2.9198 
F: Z08 529;4358 
.5920 Govcrnrnent Way.-Suite 10 
. Dalron Gar.dens. ID 83815.920D 
P: 20B 762.530C 
f : 20S 762:533:: 
A•1ember. Asrocia tion of O fficia! 
S~ed CC?rtifying Agr.!ncie5 
coooer~tir. n with Universfrv of 
1ctUtw coifege.of Agrteuir~raf 
an(} Ufr: .Scumces 
Produc,:n9 pure 5eed under 
ri9id ru1r. .s and re_gul11tlon 
including fieid inspN.:tionr 
··--su°p{!li'f51Dn Of harvesting; 
conrfithni'ng, r;,gpin!J 
and .·waling 
March 29. 201 3 
Silver Creek Seed !...LC 
Mark Johnson 
PO Box 646 
Picabo, ID 83348 
Dear Mr. Johnson: 
During 1he course of ;aboratory tesiing your io: (83120026, A84180-B), for the purpose of 
compliance with export phytosanitary requirements, CJavibacter michiganensis subsp. 
sepedonicus, the bacteria which causes bacteria1 ring rot , was detected. EUSA testing, 
IFA staining and PCR testing (using Cel.A. primers , Miils primers and melt curve analysis) 
were utillzed in making this determination . 
According to the Idaho Rules of Certification for Seed Potatoes, Paragraph Vl Section J. 
"Seed Lot Disqualifying Conditions": · 
2. Bacterial Ring Rot, Corky Ring Spot and Root-Knot Nematode are zero 
tolerance factors. Any seed lot, regardless of generation, is automatically 
disqualified from certification when any of these factors is found at any 
time. 
4. When Bacterial Ring Rot is fcund in a seed lot, al! potatoes grown by that 
farming operation from that seed source shall be disqualified even if 
grown in different fie lds or on different seed farms. 
Also , Paragraph i!I. "Seed Stock Eligibility Requirements" Section E. states that "AH seed 
lots on a seed farm , except Nuclear class, are not e!igible for recertification if any iot of 
seed on that farm was disqualified for certification because of Bacterial Ring Rot. 
Nuclear class seed may be recertified by the orig lna: applicant(s) only, if laboratory 
testing of that seed for Bacteria! Ring Rot shows a negative resuit." 
Therefore , seed lms (831 20026. /\84180-8) and (831 20025, A84180-8) are disquaiified 
from certification due to bacterlal ring rot and aii other G1 and iater generation seed lots 
on the farm are ineligible for recertification. 
Sincerelv, 
'1) 
f rv-yP7// . 
DouJ Boze 






Slu.:rry J .. nug- :\ lan.ng!.!r 
S:..:ecl C"wfirn110n Lnlior:non · iu:dw h1Hs 
J '>\Lil: sl.iugitliidaiiucrnp.com 
~~:;:11:·!..::n ]{obhin~ - ] .. c,ld : .,at 'fct:hnu.:i ::\n 
S<.>~d Cc:ni6ca tior1 l. .. nbo::.::Hory - ldaho r--alb 






April 5, 2013 
Mark Johnson 
Silver Creek Seed 
Sherry Laug 5 A~ 
Seed Certification Laboratory 
Test Results 
( )f~c{; 1()80 J.-oo tc l )riYt.· 
ldaho F~ills , J l) 83-402 
(::U8) s~: -(r198 Ph~Hic 
(2ll8) 5 '.2'J • .c.;_-:.sf F:t :{ 
We have completed testing on the bulk sample submitted by Dr. Phil Nolte on April 3, 
2013 , for Bacterial Ring Rot Testing. The sample, which was identified as "234," 
consisted of 1500 cores which were divided into 12 subsamples. These were tested. for 
BRR using both PCR and ELISA. Both tests indicated that the sample was positive for 
Bacterial Ring Rot. If you have any questions, please contact me at 208-522-9198. 
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EXHI IT F 

From: Elizabeth Kmie:lak 
704 i ? •c:? Dfv1 
Dea~ Mark: 
Attached is the final report for 20 2 potatc, tuber lots. 
Al! rwent'J-nvo Potaw tuber core subsamples of lots '239' and '242' te:,ted negative for the presence of CMS 
to the CMS Real-Time PCR test. 
have any 
or e-mail me at====.::;;.:==== 
Ehze.beth 
Elizabeth Krnie:::iak 
ELISA Laboratory Supervisor 
Services 
Agdia Inc. 
30380 County Roac 6 
::iknart, IN 465'! 4 
,· 




AGDIA TESTif'/'3 SERViC::S REPORT 
Sample(3) received: 05-Apr-13 
Twerny-tv,o samples were tested for tne :::resence of the toi!owi;ig: 
.L.::tivity: 2C:1304C:5J2 
Rsportt\!um: 
Al! twenty-t1No Potato tuber core subsamples cf lots '239' and '242' tested negative for the 
presence of CMS according to the CMS Specific Reai;Time PCR test. 
data on the tests conduciec' and their results. 




From: Elizabeth Kmie:iak 
Sent: 
To: ~~===='-'-== 
Subject: LV .• ~., avu•v, 5 tuber lots 
Dear Harini: 
Attached is the fina! report for 20:384] 5 potato tuber lots. 
All Potato tuber core subsamples of '.ots '233', '240', '2L3', '2L4', and '246' tested negative for the 
presence of CMS to the CMS Real-Time PCR test. 
have any 
or e-mail me at======== 
Elizabeth 
Elizabeth Kmieoiak 
ELISA Laboratory Supervisor 
Testing Services 
Agcfia Inc. . .. , 
30380 County Road 6 
Elkhart, iN 465 i 4 
call at 1-&00-622-4342, fax at 574-264-21 
Elkhart, Indiana 46514 USA 
Pi:.:;aoot ID 83345 
USA 
AGDlA TSSTING SERVICES R.::PORT 20~3041006 
Sample(s) received: i 0-Apr- i 3 
were tested tor tne :Jrnser,ce of the fo!iowing: 
AH sixty-six Potato tuber core subsamples of lots '233', '24D', '2.43', '244\ and '246' tested 
negative for the presence of CMS according to the CMS Real-Time PCR test 
Tr,e toli::iwing table contains specific data on the tests c::inducted and the!~ results. 
Thank you for Agdie 
Sincerely, 
Samantha R Juszczak 
Service 
samar.tha@agd\a.com 




Prom: F'iJzabeth l<mieciaJ< 
l potato tuber lot 
Dear Mark: 
}tttached is tbe final report for 
The rwo Potato tuber core 
CMS, Specific Rea!-Tirne PCR test. 
any 







30360 County R:,ad 6 
IN 465~4 
20130411 tuber lot 
caH at 
Picabo, ID 63346 
US.A 
£1,GDif>, T::STING S::R'J18ES REP:JR: 
Sample{s) received: ~-P.,pr-/3 




The two Potato tuber core subsamples of iot '247' tested negative for the presence of CMS 
according to the CMS Specific Real-Time PCR test. 
The foliowing ta::i1e contains specific data on the tests conducted and results. 
T,~an k you for using Agdia Testing Services. Please cai\ us at 1-800-62-AGDIA if you t~ave any 
questions, 
Samantha R Juszczak 

8, 3 potato seed 
From: Elizabeth Krnieciak LL:J.£U~S:.!~"5;==~==w 
Sent: 
To:.:.:.,,~="-""~=~"" 
3 potato seed lots 
Dear Mark: 
Attachcc is the final report for 3 potato seed lots . 
.All thirty Potato wber care subsamples of lots '234', '237', and '238' tested 
according to the CMS Real-Time PCR test. 
have any 
or e-mail me at.::::..:.==~:.,..!;=:.:.::.== 
Elizabeth 
E!lzabeth Kmieciak 
EUSA Laboratory Supervisor 
Testing Services 
Agdia \nc. ..... 
30380 County Road 6 
Elkhart, lN 465'14 
for the presence of CMS 
Picabo, ID 
USA 
/\GOLL\ TCST!NG SERV!CC:S REPORT 
received: 04-Apr-i 3 
Thirty samnles were testea fo~ the presence of the folbwing: 
20'i304D4i8 
ReportNum: 
All Potato tu bur core subsampiec of tots '234', '237', and '238' tested negative for the 
presence of CMS according to the CMS Specific Reai•Time PCR test. 
Thank you for Testing Services, Please call us at 1·800-62-AGD!A if you :-iave any 
qtJesticns, 




EX I IT 
Lot# Vmle!:y Sam1ile# Data Shipped Lall 
83120025 84180 234 4/3/WB Agdia neg 
83110025 84180 '.B4 4/3/2013 NDSU pos 
83'1:20025 84180 234 4/;'!/2013 Idaho Crop pos 
83.120032 Granola G1 :235 4/3/WB NOSU neg 
83120031 Granola G2 236 4/3/2013 N!JSU neg 
- 831.20027 Atll11n Gi3 237 4/3/2013 NDSU neg 
- 83120027 A!lian G-3 237 Agdla neg 
·- 83120029 Rumba G-3 238 4/3/1013 NDSU pos 
,, 83120029 Rumba Ci-3 238 4/3/2013 Ag<lla neg 
83120018 Laurn lhl 239 4/4/2013 NDSU neg 
83120018 Laura G-3 239 4/4/2013 /\gdla neg 
83120015 Laura G-2 240 4/9/2013 Agtlla neg 
83:120016 laura G-2 240 4/9/2013 NOSU neg 
tB120030 Armabel!e G-3 242 4/4/2013 NUSU neg 
83120030 Annabelle G-3 242 4/4/2013 Agdla neg 
- 83120019 Annabelle G-3 243 4/9/201?i Agdla neg 
83120019 Ammbe!!e G-3 243 4/9/2013 ND5U neg 
8312.0017 Annabelle G-2 244 4/9/Z013 /\gt.Ila nee 
83120017 Annabelle G-2 244 4/9/2013 NDSU neg 
- 83l2002U !led Fantasy G--2 246 4/9/:WB Agdla neg 
- 83110020 Red Fantasy G-2 246 '1/9/201~ NDSU neg 
!B12D027 Granola 6-2 233 4/9/2013 Agdla neg Official San Torn from Dept of Ag 
83110())8 Carrera G-2 247 4/10/2013 Agdia neg 
83120010 Russet Burbank G-3 1/30/2013 NDSU neg 
83110012 Russet Burbahk G-2 1/30/2013 NDSU neg 
83120013 nu~set Burlmnk G-3 1/30/2013 NDSU neg 
8~120014 Hangers G-3 1/29/2013 NDSU neg 
G-3 1/29/2013 NDSU neg 
(!) 
83120023 Hangers 6-3 1/29/2013 NOSU neg 









Mark A. Johnson 
Sllvor Cref'k Seed LLC 
PO Box 646 
Picabo iD B3348 
A potato sampie has: been evatuatecL ihe sample consisted of approximately stem-end cores. frorr1 v1hofe 
tubers {subdivided into 7 2DO-core subsamples a~d 1 100-core subsample) it was rested for the presence of' the bactedzd 
rirtg rot Clavibacter sepedonicus, using a sensitive and sneclfi::: DNA-based metnod 
polymerase criatn 
Ctavibacter mlchiganensis subsp. sepedonicus was detected in 8 of B .subsamples. As a result; the lot is tonstdered positive 
for Ciavfbact:er mlchiganensis sepedonicus. Assays ,esuited in Ct values of 2:::,.45 to 30.25 for the CelA primers/probe 
assoyr and 22.31 to 2B~B1 for phmers/prcbes assays. The kn,1..ie;- the ::t vah...1e{ the higher the concentration of 
the pathogen. These Ct valJe.s ere we/i witr,in the accepted range for oositives. 




have been pubHshed 
(Gudmesrad et ai, 2009, P'.ant D!sease 93i649 ... 659), These have t".H?e0 shown to be soecJRc fo;- Clavibacter 
rnichiganensls svbsp, sepedonicus wlth o reasonable: degree of SarnoJes are ciiv:ded !ntc 200-tub::r or stem 
subsamples. crie cubtc .. centtmeter of tissue !s removed frorn the stern end of tuber-so~ tuber-end of stems and 
socked for et 16 hours ln parts sterile distilled Wilcer For each of 1:10 and 1 :100 
soakate er filtered slurry are to realtime PCR 
reafbme PCR assay !s zero or gre:ate;-- than 4G
1 
Disclaimer; These results are based on e provloed or co\le::ted the submitter. The NDSU Plant Diagnosti:: :..ab is no: 
rcsporisJbJe for accuracy o:-- within samole. This test is de.sioneC to oetect a wJth rea5Dnab!e certainty 
frorn P given seed lot. E>!press!on of pathogei'i end losses in tne ffeJd ~re determined ond aCdJtlona) 'factors. 
Lev: teveis of lrifection may not be oetectecf or ' 1n the first year, Feel free to 
w;tn any que.s:t:ons or if add/tlonal testlng ts 
Mark A, Johnson 
Sliver Creek Seed LLC 
PO Box 64€ 
Pi:::a::m lD 83348 
Fina! Reuort 
A potato Semple has been evaluated, The sample consisred of 24 subsamples of approxima::eiy 200 cores each (4.4DO 
cores total), snd eacr subsamp1e was tested for tne presence of the bacteria! ting rot pathogen 1 Clavlbact::r mfci'tiganensis 
subsµ, sepedonicus, using 2 sensitive enc specific DNA·besed rnethoc (qv,1r1t!tative p:,iymerase chain reaction assay, qPCR), 
Claviba=tet' michfganensis subsn. sepedonicus Vias not detected in :he samp1e. 
Method and Results Details: ;he qPCR. primers and. probe sets CelA and/or Cms50/Cms72a, have been pub!ished 
{Gudrnestad et a!, 2009
1 
Plant Disease 93:649-559), Samples are into 200-tuber or stern subsamples. Approximately' 
one cub:ic-centtmeter of tlssue Ls removed trorr,, the stern end of tubers or tuber-end of stems a:id soaked for at icast 16 hours 
in equai steriie dlstiheO water {v,:: v). for Each subs-ample{ dHutions of 1: 1D and 1: 100.soakate or filtered slurry are 
to reaitime PCic assays. Foe subsamples where the crossing threshold (Ct) o' tile rnait\r:ie PCR assay is iero or 
exceeds 35 1 the pathogen is cor.sidered not detected. 
Disclaimer: These re.suits are based on c provided or coHected by the submitter. The NDSU Plant Diagnostt: Lab is not 
responsible for accuracy or wlthln sam;:i!e. This test is designed to detec*:: a. v:?th reaso-nabie certainty 
frorn seed lot. 5xpress\on of oatnoge.n and losses ln the field are de.tennined by and additional factors. 
Low of infection not be dete::ted or expressed Jr_ the first y::ar. fee! free tc contact the NDSU Ptant Diagnostic Lab 
wtth any questwris or if testtng is desl:-ed, 
K.imberly HiU 
:Fax, 70,-231-785'. 
Mark A Johnson 
Sitver Greek Seed LLC 
PO Box 646 
Picabo fD 83348 
Final Report 
A potato has been evaluated. The sample consisted of 22 subsample.:; of 
total), and subsample was tested for the presence of the bacteria! riilg rot n;etnor,.,.n 
sepedonicus, using e ser:sltive and specific ONl>.-besed method (quantitative poiyrnerase 
Clavibactet miehiganensis subsp, sepedonlcus was not betected tn the sample. 
Method and Results Details: The q?CR. primers and sets used, CeiA and/or 
Page 1 of 1 
20D cores each (4,400 cores 
Clavibact:et mir::/Jiganensls suosp. 
reactio~; assay r q?CR), 
(Guctmes~ad et al, Plant Disease 93:649·659). are divided into 20D-tuber or Sterr, su,ns,arno;,,,,. A.nc,ro,mnat?.iv 
one cunlc-centlrneter tissue is removed from the st:em end of tubers or tuber--end of sterns ar1d at 
sterile distilled water (w:v). For each svbsample, dibtions of 1:10 and : 100 sookate or filtered siurry are 
to realtime PCR assays. For subsamples where the crossing threshold {Ct) of the r-ealtirne PCR assay is zero or 
exceeds 35 1 the path~gen is considered not detected. 
Disclaimer: These results are based on c so:mpfe provided or collecre.d by the submitter. ThE NDSU Plant Diag:w.stic Lab is not 
responstb1=: for v,flthin tile This test ls :iestqned to dete:::: n 
from n given seed to:. of , lasses in the field 'ar=: oererm!ned 
Low levels of lnfect!on may not be or In the Arst year. Fee-l free to contnc::: the N:>SU Pion: Diagnostic Lab 
with eny qvestioris or If addltiona: testing Is 
, 701,-231-785! 
Mark A. Johnson 
Silver Creek Seed LLC 
PO Box 646 
Picabo ID 33348 
Page 1 of 
A potato sample has oeen evaluated. The sample consisted of e1even subsamples of a::iproximately 200 c:ires each (2,200 
cores totalt and eact', subsample was tested for the presence of the bacterial ring rot pathogen, C/,.,vfba::ter michiganensis 
subsp. sepedonicus, using e sensitive and specific DNA·beseci method (quar1tltat1ve polymerase ch,c:ir· reaction assay, qPCR), 
Clavfbacte.r michiganensfs subsc. sepedonicus was not detected tn t:he sarnpie. 
Method am! Results Details: The oPCR primers and probe sets used, Cel,t., and/o.-Cms50/Crns72B, have been published 
(Gudmestad et a:, Piant Disease 93 :649-659). Samples are divided into 200-tuber or st.err, Approximately 
one cubic-centimeter Is removed from the stern end cf tubers or tuber-end of stems and at least 15 hours 
in equai parts sterile distilled water {w:v). Fo 0 each suosarn:,ie, dilutions of 1:10 and 1:100 soakate or fil~ernd slurry are 
subjected to reattlme PCR assays. Fo; svbsarr1ples where: the crossing threshol~ {Ct) of the reaJtln,e i>::R assay i;: 2ero or 
exceeds 35 1 the pat:1ogen is considered not detected. 
Dlsciatrr1er: Tnese re.suits are based on a nrcvJcied or :oHected bv the .submitter, The NDSU Ptnn:: Diagnostlr: Lab !snot 
:esoonsible for o:- , This test Is Cesl9ned to dete~ e v,,i~t: reasonable certainty 
seed iot. of oathogen lasses in the field are determlnej by 011d wddit:oncl fa:tcrs.. 
of Infection may not be detected or expressed the first year. feel free: to conta~t the ND.S'.'. Plan~ Diagnostic Lab 
with any questions or If additional testing is desired. 
Mark A. Johnson 
Silver Creek Seed LLC 
PO Box 646 
Picabo ID B3348 
A ootato samole has been evaluated. The sample cor.s!sced of approximateiy 2,2DC stem-end cores frnm •ni1ole tubers.(subtllvlded 
,r.to eleven 200-core and each subsamp!e was tested for the presence of the ba:terlal ring rr.t pathogen, C:lavltiacrer 
mich!ganensis subsp. using a sensitive and specific DNA·bas:ed method ( quantitative polyrncrn,:;e chain rea"lon assay, qPCR). 
Ciav/1:u,cter mich/;,a.wnsis su:::,sp. sepedonlcus was detected !n 1 or U subsamples. As" result, tne lot\,. ,:nns\dered positive /or 
Clavtvz.::ter subsp. sepedonicus, Assays resu!ted in Ct values of 29.27 tc 35.3Z for the,Celf. primers/Pr0be assay, and 31.75 
t,, 3Ull for assays. The lower the Ct value, the higher the cor.centration .,, th!:: pathogen. TMse Ct values 
are within the accepted range 





Plant Disease 93:649-€59), have been shown to be specific for :;:/ch/giJnensis subsµ. 
se.pedoniws with a 0 easo11abie degree of ue dlvlded into 20D-cuber or stern .~ubsen, ,c:,,. ,t,pproximat,,ly one cubic· 
cent!met£r of t!ssue: ts removed frorr1 the stern end of tubers or tuber--enc of stems anrl soaked fer st teei: , :.: hours tn equ~i part...s sterile 
dist/lied water For each dilutions cf 1: 10 and 1: 100 soakate or Altered slurry art subj, : . ' to realtime PCT: assays. For 
""';here crossing threshold of tne realttme PCR assay !s zero or greater than 40, the fJ,'. 1,::,1<1cn Ls con:s1dered not 
<' 
Dtsctairner: These results are based on a provided o .. cvHected bY the submitter. The NDSU Plan. .;1nostfc Lab t; not rp,;rinn«:hl• 
for .accuracy or un1form1ty wJ:htn the sample, test is to de:t~ct µ pathogen v1ith reasor~abie t: · 1 imty frorr. a given 
Expression of this oathogen and losses w, the field are by weatt.er and add!tlonal factors. Low '·- :eds of mlecl:ion ma'/ r,o: be 
dete::ted or expressed in the firs: yt:ar, Feel free tc, contact th.e NOSIJ Plant D1a;nost!c Lab wlth any oue~~•v, c- if addltionaJ cest1r.g !s 
desired, 
Mark A. Johnson 
Silver Creek Seed LLC 
PD Box fA6 
Picabo ID 83348 
A potatc sampie has been evatuated. The samoie consisted of 1: subsamples of appmxlrrrntely 
cores total), and each subsample was tested for the presence of the oacteriai rot n,,c,·""'"' 
subsp. sepedonicus, using a sensitive anc spec!flc DN/..-based method 
C!avlbacter michiganensis subsp, sepedonicus v,as not detected ln the sample. 
Method and Results Details: The qPCR and probe sets used, CelA and/or Cm.sS'C/Cn, · · 
(Guclmestad e: at, Vian: Disease Samples are d\Vicled into 200-tuber ors~,. 
one cubic-centimeter tissue is removed from the stem end of tubers or tuber-end of stems "' 
sterile distilled water (w:v), For eath subsample, dilutions of ::1c anc 1:100 sr,· 
to re3ltime PCR assays, For subsamples where the crossing threshold (C:) of ti'" re~ 
is ::onsldered no: detected. 
Disclaimer; i'hese resulu; arE based on a sample orovided or coliected dy the subrnltter. The ;. 
resµonslbfe for accuracy or within the This test is designed to detect: 2:1 path· 
from a given seed lot. Expressi,m pathoge" lo,ses iic the. field a,e cieterrnmed !)y w 
Low levels of Jnfect-lcn may not be detected o; expressed in the first year, Feel free to cnnu1r:, 
with any questions or if additional testing desired, 
Fax: 7/JJ-231-7851 
Page 
Jres each (2r2DO 
•1.1acter m!chlganensis 
reaction assay, qPC::R). 
. liave beer published 
A;>prox!mately 
at least 16 hours 
fl!tered slurry are 
,:R assay ls zeror the 
·:,mt Diagnostic .lab ls not 
,.,ith reas:)rtabie cerwfnty 
.nd add1tonai fa:tors:. 
'.tJ ?iant Diagnos~ic Lab 
Mark A, Johnson 
Silver Cree¥. Seed LL-C 
r:io Box 645 
Picabo ID 33348 
Page 1 
A potato samo!e has been eva!ua:ed. Tne sample :::onsis,ec of eleven of epproxir,iate!y zoo· cores each (2,200 
cores t.ttai). and each subs2mple was tested fer the of the rtng :ot pathogen, C!t9vfbacter michiganensis 
subsp. sepe.donict1s, using c sensitive and spedflc method ~cw.anttrcttve polymerase chatr. reaction assay, .qPCR.). 
C:!8v{bacter michiganensis sub.sp, sepedonfcus wi3s not detected jn the samp\e. 
Method and Results Detai,s: The and probe sets used, CelA andio,· Crns5D/Cms72a, have been published 
( Gudrnestad et al, Pian: Diseest!'93: 649-659). Samples are divided in:o 20(>-tube~ or stern 
one cubic-centimeter tissue is re:Tu::ived frorn the sr:err: end of tubers a:-- tuber-end cf stems and soaked 16 hours 
sterHe distrne:d wa:er For each subsampie. 1 dHutitms of 1: :.o and 1 ! 100 soakate o.:r filtered slurry are 
sume=''""' to reaWrne PCR a.s.sa~1s, For where the crossing thresnolC ( Ct) of the rea!tirne PCtt assay Is z.ero o:-
e:r:ceeds 40[ the pathage:n is considered not detected. 
Disdatmer; Thest~ results are b.csed on a ssrnp,e provided or coHectew by the submitter. The NDSU Plant Diagnostic Lab i.s rib~ 
respcisible fer or 0lthtn the This tes~ ts designed tc detect a with raasor,abfe certainty 
trorn a lo.sses in the field are determined by and additional factors. 
L~w of infection ma1' no~ be c; e:xpressed in tne first year, Fi.eel free to contact the NDSU Plant Diagnostic Lab 
with any 'ouestlon.s or tf addt::lonai tes:1ng ls dt?sirecL 
r,1ark A. Johr;son 
Silver Creek Seed LLC 
P'.J Box 546 
Picabo ID 8334B 
A. potato sample r,as been evaiuated. The sai7\ple cons,sted of 11 subsamples of approxirnateiy 2DO ::ores each (2,200 
cores totai/; and each svbsamoie was tested fo~ the presence of the oa:teria} rlng rot: ;iathogen1 Clavibecter michiganensis 
subsp. sepedonicus, using a sensitive and speclflc DNA-based method (quantltative polymerase cnaln reaction essayr qPG .. ), 
Method anti Results Deta'i!s: Tne QP:R primers and probe sets used, CelA aGd/o:--
{Gudrnest:ad et at 200.9, Plant Disease 93: 649-559}, Snmples are dtvlded lnto 200-~uber or stern 
one cubic-cent!meter of tissue is removed from the sterr, end of tubers or t:..1ber-end of seems and 16 hours 
s:erHe dis::mec wote::- fo: each subsotr;;,}e 1 dHutlons o~ 1:1C and 1:100 soakate or filtered siurry are 
to re.alt!me PCR assays. For where the crossing threshotct (Ct) of the realtime PCR assay ls zero. the 
fs considered not detected. 
Disclaimer: These results are base.rl on a sample: provided or coHected cy the submitter, The N:)5t..l Piarir Dlagnostt::.: Lab ts not 
responsible !o;-- accuracy or wlthln the This test is d2signed tc det::-ct a with reasona:1ie certainty 
from o given seed lot, E:xpre5sion of !asses in the field are determined weather and aoditional fa::ors, 
L0w leveis of infect:on not be de:te:teC or ln· the first year. feel free tc conta:t the NDSLJ Pl an'.: Dh3gnosttc Lab 
wlth any questions er P1 t:estlng Ls 
Fax: 70!-2.31-7351 
Mark A. Johnsen 
Silver Creek Seed LLC 
PO Box 646 
Picabo ID E334S 
A potato sample has been evaluated. The sa.n:'pi';_ c,:insisted of e'.~ver,. subsampl_es of . . . . 
cor1!s tctar)., and eech subsample was testeo tc; .. he presence or 1..he .oacteriai nng rot oathagen
1 
mtduganens:s 
subsp. sepedonicus1 using a sensftlv£ and specific DNA-based rnethod (c:ruantitative poJyme:-ase ch.atn reactlor. assay, qPCR}. 
C/avlt:Jactet· mi::higanensis subsp, sepedoni::.us was no: detected in the sample. 
Method and Results Details: qPCR primers and prob;. set:£: used, CelJ:. and/or Cms5D/Cms72a, have been pubiished · 
(Gucimestad et a:r Plant into 200-t;.rber or stem Approximately 
one cubic-centimeter tissue from the stem enc: of tubers or tuber-end of stems and soaked at !east le hoJrs 
in eoua! parts sterile distilled water Fm ea::h subsamiJle, dilutions of 1:10 and 1:lOC soakate or filtered slurrv are 
sub,jectec t:;. realtime PCR assays, For where th~ crassing threshold {Ct) of the realtime PCR assay is z~rc er 
exceeds 40, the pathogen Ls :onsidered not detected, 
Dlsdaimer; These re.suit::; are based on a sarnpie provided or collected by the submitter. The NDSU Plant Diagnostic Lab is not 
resoonsibic fo: withir, the sample, This test is des:gned to detect a With reasonable certainty 
pathogen and !asses Ir, the field are determined and addltiona: factors, 
not be det~ct~d o: expressed m the frrst year. Feel free to contact tne NDSU Pfznt Diagnostic Lab wlth ary ques::ion.s or. 
Mark A. Johnson 
Silver Greek Seed LLC 
PO Box 046 
Picabo lD 83343 
has been evaiua:ecL T:ie 
Wll5 tesced for the 
Page 1 
consiSted of eiever1 subsamples cf opproxtmately 200 cores each core£ tctai)1 and 
bacteria! ring rot pat'1ogen1 Ciaviba:ter micllfgenensis subsp, .~e.ve,ctomc:us. ustng a, 
<.Jue"""''""'" polymerase chair. reactior: assay, qP::::Rj. 
Ciavibacter michiganensis subsp. seoedonicus was not detected ln the sample. 
and probe sets·used. CelA and/or have be.en oublisned (Gudmest:3d et 
at, 2009 1 :::ilant O!.sease are divided in::o 20D~tuber or stem Approximate!v one cubi,:-centimeter of 
tissue ts removed frorr the stern a .. tuber-end of stems cnct soaked for at least 16 hours ln , sterile distilled water 
(w:v). For each subsample, dilutions of 1:10 and 1:100 soakate orfHtered are subjected to rea\t!rne assays. for sunsar,ples 
where the crossing threshoid ( Ct) of the reaitime PCR assay ls zero or exceeds the pathogen is considered not ciete-::ted, 
Dlsdaime~: These results are oased on a provided or coHected by the submitter. 1'he NDSU Plant Lab is not re,;ncms:lbi~ 
tor accuracy or uniforrnlty within the. test ls tc detee':.: a with reasonable from a given 
Expression of thi; pathogen and losses tr, field are by weatner and factc:-s. LmN levels of infection mr.ry net be 
detected or express£D in the first yea:-. Feel free to ~ontact the NDSU P1;;nt Dlagnostic Lab with any questions or tr additional tes:~n9 ts 
desired. 
Mark A. Johnson 
Silver Creek Seed LLC 
PO aox 646 
Picabo JD 8.3343 
A pctato sanp\e r,as been evaiuaced, T,ie sample consisted of eleven subsamples of appcoximarely 200 ccres each (2,200 cores total), and 
ea:h subsample was tested for :he presence of the bacterial ring rot C/av/bacter mi:hig,mensis .subsp. sepedoni:::us, using a 
sens!th•e anrJ soeclfi: DNA-based methoo ( qua:1::i'.:at\ve polymerase cnain assay, qPCR). 
C/av!bacrer m!chlganensis subsp. sepedonkus was not detected in the sampte. 
have been published (Gudmesuid et 
are or stem Aporoxlmateiy one cubic-centlmecer of 
ttssue is removec from the stem of tubers or tuber-end of stems and soaked for at iecst 16 hours ln sreri!e rlistmec water 
(w:v}. Fo, each s;1bsampie, ciHutions of 1:10 and 1:1DD soakate or filtered are subjected tc reamme assQvs. For subsamples 
where the crossing threshold (C:) cf the reeltime PCR assay is zero or e::<cee::is the pBttiogen is consldered not Cet~cted. 
Disclaim en These results are based on c samnle provided or coHec:ed by the submitter. Tne NDSLl Picnt u,aanc,snc: 
for accura::y er uniforrnlty wttiltn the T:lls tes~ 1s to detect 2 w!th :eascrrabie 
!:xpress:ion of thts pathq:ie:n and losses b fle.ld are bv we3ther and factors. Lov,; levels may not be 
detected or expressed in the flrst year. Feel tree to contact tne NDSIJ Vian: UiagmJstic Lat: v;lth any questions o;- ff ack!'.:Jana1 testing is 
desired, 








The attaching of the official Idaho tag to a or bulk container 
seed potatoes certifies the potatoes have met the Idaho Rules of 
Certification is not complete until requirements have been 
fulfilled and the certification is attached. 
Seed 
"rn""''" that met the Idaho Rules Certification and have been 





and found to meet the grade requirements for certified seed at the 
inspection. 
Certification Standards 
Rules of common to all crops grown in 
Improvement Association. Inc (!CIA) 
certified seed producers and conditioners. ln 1959. 
ldaho appointed the 
agent to administer and 
ccnification in 
5, Inspection Service 
The the Department Agriculture JC]A 
authorizes, by memorandum understanding, to conduct shipping 
inspections and potatoes eligible certification. 
6, 
An employee ldaho lmprovement Association, Inc. or the Federal-
State lnspection Service is hired and trained to conduct various 
or other evaluations seed lots entered for certification. 
7, Recertification 
process was prcv year. 
]. 
a grower through a plant 
reselections based on plant and/or tuber 
characteristics. A tuber from each hill selection is laboratory tested for viral 
tests are 
Eligibility 




The term used to identify the acceptability a panicular seed Jot to continue 
in the certification process because it meets the requirements of the Idaho 
Certification relative to entry into the certification program. 
Farming Operation 
A potato enterprise that all land, equipment facilities 
and labor that are utilized in a common effort to produce certified 
4. Generation 
A classification scheme 
production years completed. ldaho has a scheme based on a 
seven field production years. Seed from each production carries a 
different Nuclear, Generation 1. Generation 1. Generation 3, 
Generation 4. 5 or Generation 6. terms "earlier" or "later" 
generation are comparative terms used to the 
particular in field production 
origination. 
5. 
potatoes grm.vn for a number 







A field or 
farming 
one farm. 
certification on a single application. A 
emer seed certification more than 




A field or a group producing or the potatoes (tubers) 
harvested from a potato field. identified ,vith a cenification number and a 




use as a planting source for that are 
with a ce1iification number and a North American Plant 
Health Certificate. 
A of land that the boundaries of the the 
owner or of the land. A field may he designated 
other method so that the are defined. 
Application 
an submits to JCIA. The 
applicant identifies to be for certification and provides 
with specific information about the seed stocks used in planting. Maps 
are required to directions for locating all lots listed on the application. 
the 1s to included at application. 
3. Certification Factor 
organism, condition or process that is regulated the ldaho Ruies of 
Certification for seed 
4. Cenification Process 
) to which are subjected and which 




d. a shipping point 
or ponions thereoL are 
certified based on the tvio 












potato production or undesirable 
vines and tubers in a field. 
10. Tolerance 
a in a lot a 
l L Volunteers 
l. 
plants growing in a seed potato field that originate not from the seed 
planted but from tubers ieft in the field during a previous harvest. 
Tolerance Factor 
Zero tolerance means that none is allowed in a seed 
zero tolerance factor is found at any time in a 
disqualified for certification. It does not mean. nor may it be construed to 
mean, that a lot that passed inspection is from the zero tolerance factor. 
lt means only that none was found during the normal course of the inspection 
process. tolerance factors in Idaho include but may not be limited to: 
a. Bacterial Ring Rot 
b. Root-Knot Nematode 
c. Corky Ring Spot diseases. 
Identification 
The tracking and documentation 
storage. Seed lot locations are rnapped by 
inspection and are maintained during 
documentation is 
use during shipping 
lots ,vhile are m 
inspectors during storage 
by 
2. Point Inspection 
inspection seed tubers after sorting and grading but prior to 





Disease caused the bacterium Pecwbacterium arrosepticum 
known as Enrinia carotovora ssp. atrosepticaj or I'eclohac/erium 
carotovorum ssp. carotoForwn (formerly known as En-1,fnia carorovora ssp. 
carotovora). 
3. Cork) Ring Spot (Spraing) 
Disease caused by tobacco rattle virus. 
4. Late Blight 
blight is a caused by fungus Phytophthora in{cstans. 
5. Root-Knoi Nematode 
The plant parasitic nematodes Afeloidogyne hapla or lvieloidogyne 
6. lv1osaic Includes Potato Y all 














a. stem cuttings 
b. tissue cultured plant!ets 
c. microtubers 
d. greenhouse-produced tubers ( minitubers) 
e. laboratory-tested line selections. 
Nuclear ............................ 1st field production and meets N tolerances 
Generation ! l) .................. 2nd field production and meets tolerances 
Generation 2 (G'.2) .................. 3rd field production and meets G2 tolerances 
Generation 3 .................. 4th field production and meets tolerances 
Generation 4 .................. 5th field production and meets G4 tolerances 
Generation 5 (G5) field production and meets GS tolerances 
Generation 6 .................. 7th production and meets G6 tolerances 
is from planting the previous generation. At 




example. PN becomes becomes 
the generation in they are 
specific added propenies not present in the main line 
seed stocks may be nonlimited-generation or limited-generation seed. 
Inspection Fees 
An appl to grow for 
Applications subrnitted after June JO have a l 5 
J 0% late fee to paid with No 




A. time, weather_ and crop 
not 
altered. 
B. An appeal inspection will be handled on an individual basis. A normal appeal 
must be justification for an appeal inspection be the 
J executive president. Any evidence of 
initial prior to the appeal inspection will result in 
the initial inspection 
The improvement. "'·"""'~ Inc. may 
with final appeal decisions. 
2 and 3 
A. Gentration 2 or 3 seed is 
service must submit a request in 
Improvement Association. within foHowing the date 
A $80.00 must accompany the request. field must 




tolerance will not carry 
not be downgraded. 
C. to a later generation in ordeno the identification 













Truck license 1. 
numbers - optional J. 
Seal number 
to meet at 
be an official 
mechanism cannot 




A temporary attached by a federal-state inspector may seal a holding container 
up to 6 days (not inclusive of date inspected). lots held longer than 6 
inclusive of date inspected) must have a federal-state inspection when seed is 




the seed vvas graded and inspected prior to cutting. 
Improvement 
is being stored. 
lnc. must be 
\Vhcn any cut 
VII these 
grade 




B. An lmprovement Association, Inc. "Certificate Ex(.;epr.ion 
ma:- for Nuclear potatoes after a federal-state inspection 
the:, cannot be tagged as tag grade because shape factors. 




document can only be used 
sales musr meet blue. green 
tag requirements. 
Approval must be sought a1 least seven days prior to the potato shipment 




Improvement Association. lnc. inspector supervise the 
lf arc to 
misbranded, blotted, reject 
in to resort the potatoes not reused 
or if the sacks show a pp rec iable 
Seed Potatoes for 
mav be ·with an IClA White 
in lieu a11 tag of any other color. Jots must meet all 
standards for as established the Idaho Rules of Certification. 
Grade he Idaho Pcnnit or country 
.,. shall be white and state the follmving: 1DAHO EXPORT GRADE SEED 
VARiETY. CERTffJCATiON GENERATION e1c.) other language 
required by the importing country. 
X!L 
grower. 
l I 0 
or 
quality or freedom 
extends the 
B. seller. the inspector, the Inspection Service and 
Improvement Association. shall not be liable under any theory. 
warranty, negligence or strict liability, any special or 
loss or damage. including profits. resu1ting from the use 
certified seed potatoes. 
B. By acceptance of certified potatoes, expressly that the buyer's 
exclusive breach of any duty owed the buyer. with respect including 
liability. shall be ln addition. by acceptance of certified 
agrees that the disclaimer or representation and 
limitation of remedy and liability set forth herein are express conditions of the sale. and 





A. The General Certification Standards as adopted by the Idaho Crop Improvement 
lnc. are basic and these standards. 
Improvement Association, Inc. Seed Inspection Policies and Procedures 
Handbook, constitute the standards for certification seed potatoes. 
JL Farm Eligibility Requirements 
A. potato acres on a seed farm mus1 be entered and maintained for seed potato inspection 









production years. Generation 6 
el for certification. 
field 
year. are not 







and subsequently entered for 
l. 
certification 
A notarized affidavit and one 
from each truck (trai lcr) 
all purchased seed. 
been named, certified 
) years 
from another farming operation 
unless the purchaser \Vas a 
must the 
each purchased seed or a 









must accompany the 
because 
Out-of-state for certification must meet the same 
Seed lots 
inspec1ion 
more than 0.1 % Potato Leafroll Virus in either the 1st or 2nd 
not be eligible 
or disqualified 
seed-home chemical 
applicant(s) during 1he next growing season. 
lots entered for recertification 
post harvest test 
by the 
laboratory prior to 
into the certification program. The testing must. be 
peli'cirmed on actively growing ( I or greater) or on green leaf tissue. 
Requirements 
A field not be eligible to produce seed if Root-Knot 
or in potatoes Nematode. or Ring Spot has proven to exist in the 
grown in that field. 
A not be eligible to 
or potatoes that been 
laboratory test were grown in this field the 
A field must have been a 
folk)\ving 
the grmving season in potatoes were 
,,_,.., .. ,,~.· if noncerti fied 
Ring Rot infected hy a 
two growing seasons. 
immediately 
V. Field ]solation Requirements 
A. Potatoes entered certification must be planted at least 20 feel from 
certification. 
Seed must be 
planted to some 
to lots less 
not 

A. T\VO be made for each 
Field l st 
Nuclear Gen Gen 2 
mixture 0.00 0.00 0.02 
(LOO 
Potato 0.00 0.00 
Blackleo' e, 0.00 O.JO 0.50 
PYX 0.00 2.00 
Gen i ') -
Varietal {l.00 0.00 0.0] 
Cl.00 0.25 
0.00 0.02 
B1ackleg3 0.00 0.10 0.50 
'Field inspections or Nuclear and Generation seed lots are 






























and ali factors arc required to be rogued when 
diseases may be present in a seed potato lot and not cxhibi1 symptom ll1 or rnbers at the time of a 
Seed Potatoes- J 
C. 
disease based a visuai 
shall be considered 
may be made at 
symptom of an from the seed 
and 
(PVX). 
inspection at times. Additional inspections 
fieldman, bur will not be made in orderto allow 
grovlers to rogue vvhich \vi]] not pass Jn event a field a 
first inspection before il is rogued, it may be reinspected one time if his disqualified 
because of a viral or varietal mixture problem. Re inspection will not be 
allowed if there is evidence the inspection done. 
D. Seed lots that exceed the generation tolerance a particular factor will be 
downgraded to the next generation for which the seed lot does not exceed the 
tolerance. 
Volunteers must be rogued from any field ofNuclear or Generation I seed potatoes. 
Generation 2 through Generation 6 fields that show volunteer potato plants \Vill 
remain eligible for certification when the volunteer plants are not found in excess of 
3 of the total plants in field. Volunteer plants shall considered as part of the 
field the standpoint all factors inspection. 
F. Generation 2 and 3 fields downgraded but not disqualified at the time the 
regular J st or 2nd inspection because rogueable viral or varietal mixture problem 
may be one 
G. seed will only allowed one reinspection during season. 
Non-Generational Experimental seed must meet Generation 4 inspection 
requirements to be eligible recettification. 
1. Chemical lnjury 
l. The fieldman authority to certification pending the 
the test plot growout or certification on a field or 
a field sprayed or comaminated ,vith a chemical that causes seed-
borne injury to 
2. portions a field that show to the 
foliage to interfere with field inspection process shall be rejected from 
certification if are stored. 
5. will withheld until winter test readings are completed. 
J. 
l. or portions be disqualified certification because of 
any condition that interferes the inspection of the potato plants. 
Bacterial ring and root-knot nematode are zero 
tolerance factors. regardless of generation. shall be rejected 
from ce11ification at any time when any these factors is confirmed by 
3. Evidence failure t(\ remove daughter tubers from rogued hills. 
4. 
a. The certifying agency sister and contact lots. The agency 
cooperate on trace back cffo11s with the Idaho Department 
b. A random sample from all contact and sister lots be obtained by the certifying 
agency: 
L Contact shall for certification provided that a laboratory 
test is negative bacteria! ring rot prior to certification. A 
sample l 200 stems or tubers shall be required that are ten acres 
or greater. For smaller than ten acres, the sample shall be determined 
the cenification agency. 
1. lots shall remain eligible a 
4400 sterns or is negative 
11. requirements ma) 
process must be and justification 
decision of the l area manager and/or 
c. The sanitation pro10cols. equipment, and itles farming 
shall be inspected by the certifying agency prior to the receipt new seed stocks. 
d. Seed lots produced on farming operation(s) shall be laboratory tested for 
bacterial ring rot for a period of five years the initial find. A 
sample 1200 stems or be 
icr 
4 Seed 16 
The presence any disease to the state 
seed~ 
8. Failure to have potatoes graded, inspected and at shipping. 
K. iots are subject to the guidelines of the current Management Plan for 
potato that cause Tuber 
VIL Harvest Testing Requirements 
vm. 
A. Each seed lot must be harvest tested. Lots. or portions thereo[ which are 
B. 
shipped prior to post harvest testing ,,vill be certified based on the two summer 
field inspections and a shipping point inspection. 
seed lots that have passed the equivalent 
eligible for post harvest testing. 
a 2nd field inspection be 
C. number of single drop tubers 10 submit for winter testing. regardless 
generation or testing format: 
representing one acre or more ................. .400 tubers 
Lots represeming 0.5 - acres ..................... 200 tubers 
representing 0.1 - acres ..................... JOO tubers 
D. Seed 
5%, is found during post harvest testing. 
E. arc not =~=~'.!_-'-"'...!c'..~~== n any follovving factors are 
during post harvest at a percentage greater than: 
X (PYX) Testing Requirements 










(sterilized) growth media 
or tubers from lots of 
Crop Improvement 
be used for each 
C. Greenhouse Pre-nuclear crops may be entered certification at any time as soon 
afrer the crop is planted as possible. /\ minimum two inspections shall be 
performed on each Pre-nuclear lot entered. The responsibility notifying 
ldaho Crop improvement Association, Inc. of readiness for inspection greenhouse 
Pre-nuclear crops shall rest with the grower. 
D. of the following organisms shall tested in Pre-nuclear production: 
Cultures: Bacteria! Ring Rot 
(Entry Pectobacterium (Erwinia! spp. 
Potato Y. A. S 
Potato Virus X. Y. A 
Potato Virus 
Mother Plants: Bacterial Ring Rot 






One tuber each plant be submitted to !CIA for laboratory 
Nuclear planted from clonal line selections shall planted in hill units. 
in a clonal line selection plot automatically advances to G 1 the 
season except for those hills selected for clonal selections. 




Storage inspection will be conducted on all storages containing 
certification. 
potatoes eligible 
Storages where sprout nip or similar materials were used the previous season are not 
eligible to store potatoes eligible cenifkation. 
not or handled in warehouses or 
m that have not been field inspected, or are 
laboratory confirmed to have Bacterial Rot. Root-Knot Nematode or 










lot must maintained 
are in the same 
1s to be maintained f<x different the same 
are in the same storage. 
1 
L will not 
mav include 
permission lGA. 
.l. lmprovement Association, Inc. inspector and ldaho Federal-State 
A. 
inspector are given authority to refuse to tag and seal any seed potatoes for any 







Certified Blue Potatoes 
be equivalent to U 
There is a l tolerance 
- shall not cover more than 
/\dherinf! dirt - a maximum 
dirt. 
potato grade with the following 
blight. 
of the area. 




material - in total tolerance. 
not al lo-wed. 
second - shall not be damaged. 
6. \Vireworrn and/or grub - damaged by \Vaste. 
7. J 01jci. Three potatoes which 
9. 
freezing injury. One percent ( l %) for potatoes 
wet The 
external and internal defects shall apply as 
grade. 
An additional 10% be damaged, but not 
u 
. by shape. 
Pmatoes-20 
B. Green Seed Potatoes 
an 
- shall not cover more than the surface area. 
5. Adhering dirt - no requirements. 
6. Loose dirt foreign materiai - included in external tolerance. 
7. Varietal purity - not more than 0.2% of other tuber identifiable varieties. 
8. Clipping - not be clipped or trimmed. 
9. growth - shall not be damaged. 
10. Sunburn and light greening· no requirements. 
l l. Appearance - discoloring of tubers by immaturity or the characteristic 
occurs under not disqualify 
them. 
12. cracks - no110 exceed a maximum 
13. Mechanical injury - shall not be damaged by waste. 
15. Serious damage or moist mbcr rot - 2%1. 
16. -· no 
l7. Flattened depressed and sunken areas no 




4. - no requirements. 
5. Adhering - no requirements. 
6. Loose dirt and/or foreign material - included in total external tolerance. 
7. Varietal purity - not more than 0.2% of other tuber identifiable varieties. 
8. Clipping - shall nol clipped. 
9. gnwvth - not be seriously damaged. 












Idaho Crop improvement 
the internal 
damage hy dry or moist type tuber rot - 2%i. 
- no requirements. 
and sunken discolored areas 
flesh discoloration - no requirements. 








































































Telephone No. (208) 
Facsimile No. (208) 733-1669 
e-mail: A Wright/a·WrightBrothersLaw.Com 
Attorneys for PlaintifttCounterdefendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff/Counterdefendant, 
VS. 
Case No. CV-2013-644 







SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC, a Delaware ) 
limited liability company, ) 
IN SUPPORT OF REPLY TO SUNRAIN 
VARIETIES, LLC'S OPPOSITION TO 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
) 
) 
MARK JOHNSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1) My name is Mark Johnson. I am a member of Silver Creek Seed, LLC ("Silver 
Creek"). I was Silver Creek's primary contact with Sunrain Varieties, LLC ("Sunrain") 
concerning the issues in this litigation. 
2) I have personal knowledge of the factual information contained herein, and am 
over the age of 18 years and competent to testify to the facts as stated herein. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF REPLY TO SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC'S 




for Clavibacter michiganensis subs. Spedonicus, which I discussed at that time with 
Sunrain's employee/agent, Jeff Bragg. I then discussed the potatoes that were the subject of the 
parties' Blanket Variety Contract (the "Sunrain Potatoes"), with Sumain's employees, Aron 
Derbidge and Mel Davenport. 
5) At no point prior to Sunrain picking up the Sunrain Potatoes and shipping them to 
third parties for cattle feed, did Jeff Bragg, Aron Derbidge, Mel Davenport, or anyone else from 
Sunrain inform me that Sunrain rejected or refused to accept any of the seed potatoes gmwn by 
Silver Creek pursuant to the parties' Blanket Variety Contract. Instead, I discussed with Mr. 
Bragg that we would test the Sunrain Potatoes \vith North Dakota State and Agdia, while Mr. 
Derbidge made the decision of what to do with the Sunrain Potatoes. 
6) At no point did Jeff Bragg, Aron Derbidge, Mel Davenport, or anyone else from 
Sunrain inform me that they were picking up the potatoes "as a show of good faith" or doing it as 
some type of courtesy to Silver Creek. 
7) I have never told anyone at Sunrain that Silver Creek is entitled to less than the 
agreed upon price in the parties' Blanket Variety Contract or agreed that Silver Creek would 
accept the cow feed price for the Sunrain Potatoes as payment in full from Silver Creek. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF REPLY TO Sffi..,'RAIN VARIETIES, LLC'S 
OPPOSITION TO SUMMARY JUDGMENT -2 -
97 
8 B 2 
lviark Johnson 
9·rh SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this L_ day of 1une, 2014. 
NAl'fCIE PARK 
Notary Public 
State .of Idaho 
Andrew B. Wrigh4 a resident attorney of the State of Idaho, hereby certifies that on the 
Z7 day of June, 2014t he served s. true IIUld corroct copy of the within and forogoing do~ 
upon the following: 
Miohael D. Oaffi1ey 
BB.ARD ST. CLAlP. GAFFNEY P.A. 
210S Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls~ ID 83404-7495 
P<:r" U.S. Mai1, postage prepaid 
[ ] Express Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile- (208) 529-9732 
.KJ E-mail 
~~ 
AmDA VlT OF MARK JOHNSON'IN SUPPORT OF ltBPLY,TO SUN.RAIN VARIETl'.SS, LLC'S 
OPPOSmoN TO fr'JMMAAY runGMENT - 3 -
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Telephone No. (208) 733-3107 
Facsimile No. (208) 733-1669 
e-mail: A Wright@WrightBrothersLaw.Com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH nJDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BLAINE 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 









SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC, a Delaware ) 





Case No. CV-2013-644 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN 
SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION 
FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Silver Creek Seed, LLC ("Silver Creek"), by 
and through its attorney Andrew B. Wright of Wright Brothers Law Office, PLLC, and hereby 
submits this Reply Memorandum in Support of Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
I. OVERVIEW 
Silver Creek's Amended A1otionfor Summary Judgment seeks an order from the Court on 
the following issues: 
1) Is Sunrain obligated to pay for the 1st Lot, which consisted of the 84180 taken and re-sold 
by Sunrain prior to the discovery of bacterial ring rot? 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY nJDGMENT 
- l -
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The Court's decision could establish Sunrain's liability \Vith regards to~ combination of the l st 
Lot, Non-Infected Potatoes, or 2nd Lot. For example, the Court could find Sunrain liable with 
regards to all three groups of potatoes or could find a question of fact as to Sunrain's liability for 
the 2nd Lot, but still find Sunrain liable for the 1st Lot and Non-Infected Potatoes. As such, this 
memorandum will focus on the applicable law and undisputed facts with regards to each specific 
group of potatoes. 
With regards to the 1st Lot, Sunrain essentially admitted in its affidavits that it was liable 
for the contract price for those potatoes. With regards to the Non-Infected Potatoes, Sunrain did 
not raise a question of fact, but instead urged a differing legal interpretation of the Uniform 
Commercial Code. As such, Sunrain's liability for the Non-Infected Potatoes is clearly a 
question of law for the Court. With regards to the 2nd Lot, Sunrain did not raise a differing 
interpretation of law, but instead attempted to create a question of fact based upon a few 
conclusory statements. As such. Sunrain's liability for the 2nd Lot is dependent upon the Court's 
determination as to what is an acceptable level of specificity for affidavits submitted in response 
to a motion for summary judgment. 
II. ANALYSIS 
1. Sunrain is liable to Silver Creek for the Contract price of the 1st Lot. 
In Sunrain's Affidavit of Lisa Swenson ("Swenson Aff."), Sunrain essentially admitted 
that it is liable for the 1st Lot, but alleges that it has paid Silver Creek in full for the 1st Lot. As 
REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF AMENDED MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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as a matter 
Sunrain is liable t(I Silver Creek for the Contract price of the Non-Infected Potatoes. 
Sunrain is liable to Silver Creek for the Non-Infected Potatoes because 1) there is no 
dispute that the Non-Infected Potatoes complied with the terms of the Contract, 2) the Contract 
was an installment contract, 3) an installment contract does not allow a party to reject 
conforming goods unless the non-conforming goods affect the value of the whole contract, and 
4) there is no evidence that the non-conforming goods affected the value of the whole contract. 
A. The Non-Infected Potatoes complied with the terms of the Contract. 
The Contract provided that Sunrain would purchase the Potatoes from Silver Creek and 
that the Potatoes "shall conform to [ICIA] standards for the generations being delivered to 
Sunrain," and must meet the Idaho "certification requirements." Johnson Aff., ,r1 I. As explained 
in Silver Creek's Memorandum in Support of Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, 
the I CIA rules provide that all contact lots ( defined as "a seed lot produced on a farming 
operation using common production and handling equipment and/or storage facilities") "shall 
remain eligible for certification provided an adequate laboratory test is negative for bacterial ring 
rot prior to final certification." Johnson A.ff, ,r18 at VI.J.4.B.i. (p. 16). 
As set forth in the Johnson A.ff, subsequent to the discovery of bacterial ring rot in some 
of the Potatoes, sufficient laboratory testing was done on all of the varieties of the Potatoes 
grown by Silver Creek in 2012. Johnson A.ff, ,r,r15-17. That testing revealed that the majority 
of the Potatoes were negative for bacterial ring rot, see id, rendering them eligible for 
certification and in conformance with the quality standards required by the Contract. Sunrain 
does not dispute this in its Memorandum in Opposition to Amended Motion for Partial Summa,y 
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4. not test 
positive for bacterial ring rot conformed to the Contract. 
B. The Contract was an installment contract. 
With regards to what constitutes an installment contract, Idaho Code§ 28-2-612 provides 
as follows: 
(1) An "installment contract" is one which requires or authorizes the delivery of 
goods in separate lots to be separately accepted, even though the contract contains 
a clause "each delivery is a separate contract" or its equivalent. 
(2) The buyer may reject any installment which is nonconforming if the 
nonconformity substantially impairs the value of that installment and cannot be 
cured or if the nonconformity is a defect in the required documents; but if the 
nonconformity does not fall within subsection (3) and the seller gives adequate 
assurance of its cure the buyer must accept that installment. 
(3) Whenever nonconformity or default with respect to one or more installments 
substantially impairs the value of the whole contract there is a breach of the 
whole. But the aggrieved party reinstates the contract ifhe accepts a 
nonconforming installment without seasonably notifying of cancellation or ifhe 
brings an action with respect only to past installments or demands performance as 
to future installments. 
The definition of an installment contract provided in the above-described statute is 
purposely broad and covers situations where the circumstances surrounding the contract involve 
separate deliveries of the goods subject to the contract. See Idaho Code§ 28-2-612 cmt. 1-2; 
Autonumerics, Inc. v. Bayer Industries, Inc., 696 P.2d 1330, 1334 (Ariz. App. 1st Div. 1984) 
(citing 2 Anderson, Uniform Commercial Code, (2d Ed)§ 2-612:4 at 278) ("The Code employs 
the term installment with reference to any contract in performance of which the seller may make 
deliveries in parts or segments .... [I]f the contract permits or requires the seller to deliver less 
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one contract is 
not 
any specific language in the contract referencing installments in order to find an instailment 
contract. Instead, when it is apparent that the contract is not to be completed at one time, but 
over time through separate deliveries, an installment contract under the UCC exists. Allan R. 
Hackel Org., Inc. v. Am. Radio Sys. Corp., 98-0335, 2000 WL 281689 at *2 (Mass. Super. 
2000); Autonumerics, Inc., 696 P.2d at 1335 (contract providing no definite delivery date but 
anticipating delivery of the goods over a period of time was an installment contract under UCC 
2-612). Likewise, when the parties actual performance of a contract takes place over a period of 
time, that performance reliably indicates that the contract is an installment contract. Allan R. 
Hackel Org., 2000 WL 281689 at *2. 
In the present case, a review of the Contract's language and terms, as well as the parties' 
performance thereunder, clearly demonstrates that the Contract was an installment contract. The 
Contract calls for each generation of seed and each seed lot (i.e. a certain generation of a specific 
variety) to meet the applicable certification requirements. Johnson Ajf., 111. Further, the 
Contract requires that each ]oad of the Potatoes will be inspected prior to departure from Silver 
Creek's storages to determine whether that load meets the quality requirements. Johnson Aff., 
111. Likewise, the portion of the Contract dealing with the size requirements for the Potatoes 
Silver Creek explicitly provides that "Sunrain reserves the right to refuse/reject any loads 
exceeding 5% on either minimum or maximum sizes." Johnson Aff., 111. These provisions 
clearly allow and contemplate that each load (i.e., delivery) of the Potatoes requires a separate 
inspection and may be separately accepted or rejected. The requirement or authorization for 
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a contract are 
on 
potatoes, the generation of the seed potatoes, and the field yield for that particular variety 
and generation. Johnson Alf, 111. Thus, each variety, and each generation of a variety, must be 
separated out and loaded on different trucks in order to determine the price for those Potatoes 
under the Contract. Likewise, Sunrain was to pay Silver Creek based on the generation and 
weight of each variety delivered to Sunrain, Johnson Alf, 111, which would necessarily involve 
Sunrain's separate acceptance of each variety and generation of the Potatoes delivered to it. 
Finally, the Contract provides that upon proof that the seed quality standards were met for a 
specific variety, Sunrain will make payment will be made after delivery of that specific variety. 
Johnson Alf, ,Il 1. As with the other above-mentioned provisions, this term of the Contract 
contemplates a separate delivery and acceptance of portions of the Potatoes. 
Based on all of the foregoing, it is evident that the Contract was an installment 
contract subject to Idaho Code§ 28-2-612. 
C. An installment contract docs not allow a partv to reject conforming 
goods unless the non-conforming goods affect the value of the whole 
contract. 
Sunrain contends that because some of the Potatoes were positive for bacterial ring rot, 
that it was proper for Sunrain to reject the remainder of the Potatoes. This contention results 
from an erroneous focus on a single section of the UCC (Idaho Code§ 28-2-601) without proper 
consideration of other applicable sections of the UCC. The Idaho Supreme Court has explained 
that a single section of the UCC cannot be read in a vacuum, especially when other sections of 
the UCC deal with the particular issue. G & H Land & Cattle Co., 102 Idaho at 209. Moreover, 




to the provisions of section 28-2-612. 
The Supreme Court of North Dakota has addressed the same argument that Sunrain is 
asserting-when the first shipments under a contract were nonconforming, the buyer can accept 
those shipments and then reject subsequent deliveries under UCC section 2-601, even though the 
subsequent deliveries did not fail to conform to the contract. See Merwin v. Ziebarth, 252 
N. W .2d 193, 199 (N .D. 1977). That court held that when U CC section 6-601 is read in 
conjunction with section 2-612, "it becomes obvious that [the foregoing argument advanced by 
Sunrain] is not a good argument." Id. This conclusion is clearly the correct understanding of 
UCC Article 2, because if section 2-601 allows for a buyer to reject any portion of goods subject 
to a contract whenever there is nonconformity in part of the goods, UCC section 2-612 and its 
requirements for installment contracts would be meaningless. 
The first sentence ofldaho Code§ 28-2-601 is clear-when a contract is an installment 
contract, alleged breaches are governed by Idaho Code§ 28-2-612. As explained above, the 
Contract is an installment contract under Idaho's adoption of the UCC. Therefore, Silver 
Creek's contention that Sunrain is obligated under Idaho Code§ 28-2-612 to pay the Contract 
price for the delivery of Non-Infected Potatoes (i.e. conforming installments) is supported by 
law. 
With regards to G & JI Land & Cattle Co., that case is not nearly as instructive as 
Sunrain asserts because that case differs from the present case in significant respects. First, none 
of the inspections of potatoes undertaken in G & H Land & Cattle Co. found the inspected loads 




subsequent rejection of the nonconforming potatoes." 102 Idaho at 209 ( emphasis added). In 
the present case, the alleged subsequent rejection was not of nonconforming potatoes, but of 
potatoes that conformed to the Contract. It is not apparent from the opinion in G & H Land & 
Cattle Co. if the Court would have come to the same conclusion if the subsequent loads had 
conformed to the contract. 
Finally, the Court in G & H Land & Cattle Co. did not consider the effect that Idaho 
Code§ 28-2-612 may have on the buyer's actions in that case. It is quite possible that section 
28-2-612 was not mentioned in that case because applying the section would not have changed 
the Court's holding because all installments of the contract were nonconforming. See Idaho 
Code§ 28-2-612(2) (providing that the buyer may reject nonconforming installments). Once 
again, such a situation is not present in our case. In our case, the Non-Infected Potatoes 
conformed to the Contract. 
As noted above, the factual situation in G & H Land & Cattle Co. has important 
differences from our present case. Accordingly, the applicable UCC provisions (i.e. Idaho Code 
§ 28-2-601 et al.) are more appropriate guides for resolution of Silver Creek's Amended Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment than G & H Land & Cattle Co. Application of those statutes to 
our case refutes Sunrain's arguments. In fact, the North Dakota Supreme Court has aptly 
commented on the same situation presented by Sunrain's argument. That Court expressed that 
"[i]t would be incongruous to allow the [buyer] to retain an installment, yet reject future 
installments because of an alleged defect in the retained installment." Merwin, 252 N.W.2d at 
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D. There is no evidence that the non-conforming goods affected the value 
of the whole contract. 
Under Idaho Code section 28-2-612, a buyer cannot reject conforming installments of an 
installment contract unless nonconformity with respect to one or more installments substantially 
impairs the value of the whole contract. See Idaho Code§ 28-2-612(2) and (3). In Sunrain's 
Memorandum in Opposition, Sunrain simply assumes that the presence of bacterial ring rot in 
part of a crop impairs the value of the whole. Memorandum in Opposition, p. 6. However, that 
statement or conclusion was wholly unsupported by any evidence or reasoned argument from 
Sunrain. 
The Idaho Supreme Court has made it clear that "conclusory assertions unsupported by 
specific facts are insufficient to raise a genuine issue of material fact precluding summary 
judgment." Goodman v. Lothrop, 143 Idaho 622,627, 151 P.3d 818,823 (2007). Due to the 
complete absence of any evidence from Sunrain, there is no way for this Court to evaluate or 
substantiate Sunrain's claim that the presence of bacterial ring rot in a part of the Potatoes 
impaired the value of the whole crop. Consequently, there is no genuine issue of material fact 
presented on this issue. 
Thus, the only issue raised by the Memorandum in Opposition for this Court's 
consideration of whether to grant partial summary judgment is whether installments delivered to 
Sunrain were conforming or nonconforming. Only if an installment was nonconforming did 
Sunrain have the right to reject those goods under the UCC. See Idaho Code § 28-2-612(2). 
Sunrain has admitted that it accepted the nonconforming installments (the 1st Lot) and concedes 
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Sunrain is liable to Silver Creek for the Contract price of the 211d Lot. 
Sunrain is liable to Silver Creek for the 2nd Lot because 1) there is no evidence of facts 
that would relate to the duty asserted by Sunrain under Idaho Code § 28-2-603, and 2) the 
conclusory affidavits submitted by Sunrain do not raise a material issue of fact. 
A. There is no evidence of facts that would relate to the dutv asserted bv 
Sunrain under Idaho Code § 28-2-603. 
Sunrain's claims that it accepted the 2°d Lot to simply adhere to a duty under Idaho Code 
§ 28-2-603 is a misunderstanding of that statute. Section 28-2-603 is implicated when a buyer 
rejects goods that are "in his possession or control'' at the time of rejection. See Idaho Code § 
28-6-603(1) Clearly, the statute contemplates a situation where the seller ships the goods to the 
buyer or the buyer takes delivery of the goods and transports them away from the seller, which 
act is subsequently followed by rejection of the goods. It is in such situations where there would 
be a need for the buyer to reship, store, sell, or deliver the goods to a third party. See id. cmt. 1. 
If the goods remained with the seller, the seller himself could salvage the goods without the 
buyer's involvement. 
Sunrain's allegations that it rejected the 2nd Lot before taking delivery of them would 
necessarily result in those potatoes remaining in Silver Creek's possession or control because 
they were located in Silver Creek's storages at that time. In that situation, section 28-2-603 
would not apply to Sunrain or the 2nd Lot because Sunrain did have possession or control of 
those potatoes. Therefore, Sunrain had no duty to Silver Creek under section 28-2-603 that 
would absolve it of its actions with regards to the 2nd Lot. 
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Sunrain's conclusorv affidavits do not raise a material issue of fact. 
summary create an 
submitting affidavits asserting that, after learning of the positive test 
bacterial ring rot, it rejected all of the Potatoes subject to the Contract with the exception of those 
already received and delivered to third parties. Sunrain also suggests that the potatoes it received 
and sold as cattle feed was done under a new agreement, separate and apart from the Contract, 
reached with Silver Creek in an attempt to clear storages of the allegedly rejected potatoes. 
Affidavits consisting of conclusory and unsupported facts do not meet the evidentiary 
requirements of admissibility and competency of evidence mandated by Idaho Rule of Civil 
Procedure 56(e) for a party to resist a properly supported motion for summary judgment. State v. 
Shama Resources Ltd. Partn., 127 Idaho 267,271,899 P.2d 977,981 (1995). In other words, 
"conclusory assertions unsupported by specific facts are insufficient to raise a genuine issue of 
material fact precluding summary judgment." Goodman, 143 Idaho at 627. When faced with 
affidavits containing conclusory assertions or unsupported facts that are submitted in 
consideration of a motion for summary judgment, a court may refuse to consider those portions 
of the affidavits when ruling on the motion. Hecla Min. Co. v. Star-Morn. Min. Co., 122 Idaho 
778, 782-86, 839 P .2d 1192, 1196-1200 (1992). The determination of whether to consider such 
alleged facts is a threshold determination made before applying the liberal construction and 
reasonable inferences applicable to summary judgment considerations. Id at 784. 
Courts applying the foregoing principles have been justified in refusing to consider 
assertions in affidavits that refer to agreements or conversations that are overly generalized and 
lack specificity such as specifically when a conversation took place, who was present for the 
conversation, or ;,vho said what during that conversation. Id. In the case of an individual that 
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statements a as 
on 
. . . ," or opposing company] indicated .. 
. ," courts are correct to strike such statements because they do not provide the kind of specific, 
admissible facts necessary to prevent the grant of summary judgment. Id. Likewise, when 
affiants recount conversations without providing that they personally heard the conversation, 
specifying when such conversations took place, or specifying who was involved in the 
conversations those portions of the affidavit should be held inadmissible and do not demonstrate 
a genuine issue of fact requiring trial. R Homes Corp. v. Herr, 142 Idaho 87, 93-94, 123 P.3d 
720, 726-27 (Idaho App. 2005). Policing of such vague, unsupported, or conclusory statements 
in affidavits submitted in consideration of summary judgment is critical, otherwise litigants 
could nearly always prevent summary judgment simply by including such statements in its 
affidavits. 
The affidavits submitted by Sunrain in opposition to Silver Creek's Amended Motion.for 
Partial Summary Judgment contain conclusory and unsupported statements regarding Sunrain's 
alleged rejection of the Potatoes. The Swenson Ajf. simply states, "After rejecting Silver Creek's 
2012 seed potato crop as a result of the bacterial ring rot and after agreeing to help Silver Creek 
clear its storage of the seed potatoes by selling it as cattle feed, Sunrain ... " Swenson A.ff, ,rt 1. 
However, Ms. Swenson does not state any specifics or details about the alleged "rejection," such 
as when this rejection took place, who communicated the rejection to Silver Creek, how 
communication of the rejection to Silver Creek was made, who at Silver Creek received the 
rejection, etc. Like\\rise, she does not provide any specifics or details about the supposed 
agreement with Silver Creek to help clear Silver Creek's storages by selling the Potatoes as cattle 




are no the Swenson to raise a genuine of material fact as to whether 
Sunrain rejected the Potatoes. 
Similarly, the Affidavit o.f Aron Derbridge (the "Derbridge Aff.") is also lacking in the 
necessary specificity regarding the assertions that Sunrain rejected a portion of the seed potatoes 
and entered into a separate agreement to sell the allegedly rejected potatoes as cattle feed. Mr. 
Derbridge's affidavit does not provide specifics as to precisely when the rejection and 
subsequent agreement where made, which persons were involved in such discussions, etc. As 
with the stricken statements in Hecla Min. Co., Mr. Derbridge simply relies upon uninformative 
phrases relating to Sunrain and Silver Creek generically such as "Sunrain notified Silver Creek," 
"Sunrain informed Silver Creek," "A new agreement was reached," "Sunrain made it clear .... " 
Derbridge A.ff., ,,r6-16. These statements are overly general, conclusory, and lack the specificity 
to show that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated in the affidavit. See Hecla 
Min. Co., 122 Idaho at 785; Gardner v. Evans, 110 Idaho 925, 930-32, 719 P.2d 1185, 1190-92 
(1986). 
In addition to being conclusory and lacking adequate specificity, the Swenson A.ff. and the 
Der bridge A.ff. are directly contrary to the Affidavit of Mark Johnson in Support o.f Reply to 
Sunrain Varieties. LLC ·s Opposition to Summary Judgment and the discovery responses Sunrain 
previously provided to Silver Creek. For example, Silver Creek propounded the following 
interrogatory and received the following response from Sunrain in discovery: 
INTERROGATORY NO. 7: Please describe in detail any and all agreements between 
Silver Creek and Sunrain. In this description. please include, but do not be limited to, the 
date the parties entered into each agreement, all material terms of each agreement, and 
the extent, if any, that any of the agreements were modified by the parties. 
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Affidavit of Andrew Wright in Support of Reply Memorandum ("Wright Aff.) at 14. However, 
both the Derbridge Alf. and the Swenson Aff. now assert that there was another agreement 
between Silver Creek and Sunrain that was separate and apart from those listed in Sunrain's 
discovery responses, which related to clearing Silver Creek's storages and selling the Potatoes as 
cattle feed. Derbridge Alf, 18; Swenson Aff., in 1. 
Further, the Derbridge A.ff and Swenson Aff. provide that the "agreement" regarding 
selling the Potatoes as cattle feed was arrived at before Sumain picked up loads of the potatoes 
being sent out as cattle feed. Derbridge Aff., ,rs; see Swenson Aff., ,:11. However, Sunrain's 
discovery answers provide that the Potatoes were shipped for cattle feed because they were 
"already in transit" by the time Sumain discovered bacterial ring rot. Specifically, Sunrain stated 
as follows: 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 5: Admit that you refused to accept the Silver 
Creek Potatoes from Silver Creek. 
RESPONSE: Deny. Sunrain only refused shipment of Silver Creek potatoes after the 
bacterial ring rot was discovered. Many of these shipments were already in transit and 
had to be stopped or diverted to third parties for non-human use, e.g. cattle feed. 
Wright A.ff at ,rs. 
After stating that 1) the only agreements between the parties was the Contract and the 
shipping tags, and 2) the potatoes were sent to cattle feed because they were "in transit" ( even 
though they were sitting in Silver Creek's cellars), Sunrain would like to Court to accept its 
conclusory affidavits as evidence to avoid summary judgment with respect to the 2nd Lot, which 
falls short of the requirement of admissibility or competency of facts set forth in affidavits in 
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Gardner, Idaho at :tvforeover, even 
statements 
cattle agreement are simply too generalized, conclusory, and lacking in specificity 
to be considered by this Court when ruling on the Amended Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment. Therefore, Silver Creek respectfully requests that this Court refuse to consider those 
portions of the Der bridge A.ff. and the Swenson Ajf. when deciding whether to grant Silver Creek 
partial summary judgment. When those portions of the affidavits are not considered, there 
remains no genuine dispute of material fact as to whether Sunrain is liable under the Contract for 
the 2nd Lot. 
III. CONCLUSION 
With regards to the 1st Lot, Sunrain essentially admitted in its affidavits that it was liable 
for the Contract price for those potatoes. With regards to the Non-Infected Potatoes, the 
Uniform Commercial Code provides that Sunrain is liable to pay the Contract price for the Non-
Infected Potatoes. With regards to the 2nd Lot, Sunrain's conclusory allegations do not create a 
question of fact that should preclude summary judgment. As such, Silver Creek respectfully 
requests that the Court find, as a matter of law, that Sunrain is obligated to pay the Contract rate 
for the 1st Lot, Non-Infected Potatoes. and the 2nd Lot. 
DATED this ~day of June, 2014. 
WRIGHT BROTHERS LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
By:Andrew~· 
Attorneys for Plainti:ff/Counterdefendant 
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Michael D. Gaffney 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
W-- U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
[ ] Express Mail 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ ] Facsimile- (208) 529-9732 
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05 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaflhey@beardstclair.com 
Attorney for Respondent 
JUN 2 7 2014 
JoLynn Oragp, Clsrk District 
Court Blaine Coun Idaho 
DISTRICT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plainti ff-Counterdefendant, 
vs. 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company, 
Defendants-Counterclaimant. 
Case No.: CV-2013-644 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF 
ANDREW B. WRIGHT AND MARK 
JOHNSON AND TO SHORTEN TIME 
Sunrain Varieties LLC (Sunrain), through its attorneys ofrecord, respectfully 
moves this Court for an order striking the affidavits of Andrew B. Wright and Mark 
Johnson submitted in support of the plaintiff's reply to defendant's opposition to 
plaintiff's motion for partial summary judgment. This motion is made on the grounds the 
affidavits were not timely filed under the requirements of Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of 
Civil Procedure. Oral argument is requested. 
Sunrain further moves this Court for an order shortening time for hearing this 
motion to strike so that it may be heard contemporaneously with the scheduled hearing on 
t.l-ie plaintiffs Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 
MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF ANDREW B. WRIGHT AND MARK 
JOHNSON AND TO SHORTEN TIME - 1 
15 
:00 p.m, 06-27-2014 3 /4 
OF ANDREW R WRIGHT AND MARK 




am a licensed attorney in the state on 
served a true and correct copy of the MOTION TO STRIKE AFFIDAVITS OF 
ANDREW B. \VRIGHT AND MARK JOHNSON AND TO SHORTEN TIME on the 
following by the method of delivery designated below: 
Andrew B. Wright 
Wright Brothers Law Office 
P0Box226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Fax: (208) 733-1669 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Avenue S., Ste I 06 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: (208) 788-5527 
MOTION TO 
O U,S. Mail D Hand-delivered ~csimile 
D U.S. Mail D Hand-delivered ~acsimile 
ANDREW AND fv1ARK 
JOHNSON AND TO SHORTEN TIME - 3 
4 /4 
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Michael 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY P.A. 
2 l 05 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com 
Attorney for Defendant 
I 
Jolynn Drage, Clerk District 
court Blame County; Idaho 
DISTRICT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff-Counterclaimant, 
vs. 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC, 
Defendant-Counterdefendent. 
I 
Case No.: CV-2013-644 
OBJECTION TO ORDER ON 
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY nJDGMENT 
The defendant Sunrain Varieties LLC objects to the proposed order on plaintiffs 
amended motion for partial summary judgment in its entirety based upon the arguments 
raised in opposition to the motion for partial summary judgment and the factual issues 
raised in the affidavits of Aron Derbidge and Lisa Swenson. 
The defendant further objects to the proposed order in the following particulars: 
I. The Blanket Variety Contract ex.pressly required that a "zero tolerance" 
standard for acceptance of any of the seed potato lots be applicable and that if any of the 
seed lots tested positive for bacterial ring rot, the entire crop was deemed to be 
nonconforming under the Blanket Variety Contract. 
Objection to Order on Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment - I 
18 
2085299732 :S0:44p.m. 07-16-2014 
Blanket 
Variety Contract. 
3. Under the tenns of the Blanket Variety Contract the defendant was justified in 
rejecting the entire seed potato crop pursuant to the Blanket Variety Contract. 
4. The defendant, as stated in the affidavit of Aron Derbidge, expressly rejected 
the seed potato lots in their entirety. Additionally, the defendant, in refusing to pick up or 
take delivery of the seed potato lots that did not test positive for bacterial ring rot, 
expressly rejected said lots. 
5. To the extent that the defendant "accepted" the A84180 infected seed lots 
which were in turn sold to a third party, i.e. Wooton Farms, the defendant paid the 
plaintiff in full for those seed lots. 
6. As stated in paragraph 4, above, the defendant expressly rejected all seed lots 
grown under the Blanket Variety Contract. 
7. The plaintiff failed to adduce any evidence to support factual finding 
paragraph l of the proposed order. 
The defendant further objects to subsections ( l) through ( 4) under the heading "Is 
Hereby Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed As Follows." The basis for this objection is that 
the conclusions are not justified by the factual findings and that there are material issues 
of fact as to whether the defendant rejected the seed potatoes grown under the Blanket 
Variety Contract. Additionally, the Court held that the plaintiff was paid in full for 
infected lots sold to third parties, thus subsection 4( c) is an erroneous conclusion based 
on paragraph 4, above. 
Objection to Order on Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Summary 
14 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I certify I am a licensed attorney in the state of Idaho and on July 16, 2014, I 
served a true and correct copy of OBJECTION TO ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT on the following by the method of 
delivery designated below: 
Andrew B. Wright 
Wright Brothers Law Office 
P0Box226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
Fax: (208) 733-1669 
Blaine County Courthouse 
201 2nd Ave South, Ste 106 
Hailey, ID 83333 
Fax: (208) 788-5527 
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Attorney for Respondent 
DISTRJCT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BIAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff-Counterdefendant, Case No.: CV-2013-644 
vs. 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC, a Delaware NOTICE OF HEARING 
limited liability company, 
Defendants-Counterclaim ant. 
All parties will please take notice that a hearing has been set before the Honorable 
Robert J. Elgee at the Blaine County Courthouse, 201 znd Avenue South, Hailey, ID, on 
Monday, August 25, 2.014 at 3:00 p.m. on the following matters: 
,1 
/',/ 
Defendant' .. Motion in Limine to Exclude Jeff Miller Testimony 
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JUL 2 3 2014 
IN THE DISTR1CT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUN"TY OP BLAWE 
SIL VER CREEK SEED. LLC, an Idaho 









Case No. CV-2013~644 
SUNRALN VARIETIES, LLC. a Delaware ) 
limited liability company, ) 
ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED 





The Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Silver Creek Seed, LLC's ("'Silver Creek") A.mended 
Motton for Partial Summary Judgment having duly and regularly come before the Court, the 
Court having taken into account the pleadings on file in this case, and the Court having heard 
oral argument on. June 30, 2014. the Court makes the following findings: 
1) The seed potato lots that did not test positive for Clavtbacter michiganensis subs. 
Spedoni~ (referred to as "bacterial ting rot") conformed to the Blanket Variety 
Contract (the "Contract) between the parties. 
2) Silver Creek perfoqn.ed its obligations under the Contract with regards to the seed 
potato lots that did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. 
3) Defendant/Counterclaiman~ Sunrain Varieties, LLC ( .. Suma.in") had a duty to accept 
the seed potato lots that did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. 
ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S AMENDED MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT ~ 1 -
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AM WRI OTHERS No. 
not not test 
rot. 
5) Stmrain accepted the 84180 lot of seed potatoes that it took delivery of and then sold 
to a thirdwparty prior to the discovery of bacterial ring rot in those potatoes. 
6) Sunr~n accepted the seed potato lots that did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. 
Pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(d), the foregoing facts are without 
substantial controversy and are established for purposes of the remainder of the case. Wherefore, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED AS FOLLOWS: 
1) Silver Creek's Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment is granted with 
respect to the seed potato lots that did not test positive for bacterial ring :rot and the 
84180 lot of seed potatoes that Su:nrain took delivery of and then sold to a third-party 
prior to the discovery of bacterial ring rot in those potatoes. 
2) Sun.rain is obligated to pay Silver Creek the rate contained in the Contract for the seed 
potato lots grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the Contract that did not test positive 
for bacterial ring rot. 
3) S~ain is obligated to pay the rate contained in the Contract for the 84180 lot of seed 
potatoes that it took delivery of and then sold to a third-party prior to the discovery of 
bacterial _ring rot. 
4) The facts and issues remaining in controversy are the a) the quantity of the seed 
potatoes in the lots grown by Silver Creek pursuant to the ·contract that did not test 
positive for bacterial ring rot, b) Silver Creek's damages, c) Sunrain's liability for the 
seed potato lots that did test positive for bacterial ring rot (excluding the 84180 





DATED this ')-2- day of July, 2014. 
#Jf' By: . ~ 
Honorable Robert J. Elgee 
s;LERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the W day of July, 2014. I caused a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing Order on Plaintiff's Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment to be 
served upon the following persons in the follow.i.ng manner: 
Andrew B. Wright 
WRIGHT BROTHERS LA:,V OFFICE~ l'LLC 
P.O.Box226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0226 
Michael D. Gaffney 
BBARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY PA 
2105 Coronado Street 









U.S. Mail, post.age prepaid 
Hand-Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile- (208) 733-1669 
U.S. Mail, postage prepaid 
Express Mail 
Hand Delivery 
Facsimile- (208) 529-9732 
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2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83404-7495 
Telephone: (208) 523-5171 
Facsimile: (208) 529-9732 
Email: gaffney@beardstclair.com 
Attorney for Respondent 
Jolmn Drage C, 
Court 81,1me e, e1x D1s1nct 
- aunty taat,o 
DISTRICT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BLAINE COUNTY IDAHO 
SIL VER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff-Counterdefendant, 
VS. 
SUNRAIN VARIETIES LLC, a Delaware 
limited liability company, 
Defendants-Counterclaimant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Bonneville) 
Case No.: CV-2013-644 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN 
SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
RECONSIDER 
I, Michael D. Gaffney, having been duly sworn on oath, depose and state: 
1. I am an attorney with the law firm Beard St. Clair Gaffney PA, and 
counsel of record for Defendant, Sunrain Varieties LLC, in the above entitled action. 
2. I am competent to testify and do so through personal knowledge. 
3. Attached as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the 





Subscribed and sworn to before me on this 22nd day of July 2014. 
No Public for Idaho 
R id. g at: Idaho Falls, ID 
My Commission Expires: 9/11/20 
(SEAL) ~\,,,muu,,11,,. 
~''lf..SSIC 111,,~ 
~ ) ••·••·•·· ...q ,~ .. ,~ _.;s ••• ••• "V  
~ ••• .• lj~ 
fl ., No.,. ·· .. ,.~ 
s; ~o= :::: .: I~ •Uf'~ - . :,... . .. - . . -- . .,() ; z-= : '/,, : • ::. : Vb : :: ~~-.. Ql1c .. ft ~~··.. ...·· ~ 
~ ?...'···· ••• ~ ..,,..;~~·-......... ~ 
~11,,1" IDAt'P.. ~,+~ 11111111mm"'1 
COUNSEL SUPPORT MOTION RECONSIDER-2 127 
SERVICE 
am a uce:nse:a attorney in the state ofldaho and on June 2013, I 
served a true and correct copy of the AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER on the following by the method of delivery designated 
below: 
Andrew B. Wright 
Wright Brothers Law Office 
P0Box226 
Twin Falls, ID 83303 
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DISTRICT COURT FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BLAINE COUNTY, IDAHO 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC, an Idaho 
limited liability company, 
Plaintiff-Counterclaimant, 
vs. 








) Case No. CV-2013-644 
) 
) ____________________ ) 
RULE 30(b) (6) DEPOSITION OP SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC, 
TESTIMONY OP MARK ALAN JOHNSON 
APRIL 17, 2014 
REPORTED BY: EXHIBrT 
JAHNENE ADMIRE, CSR No. 760, I 
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Mark Alma Julumm Silver Cret.'k St-t'tl v. 
Sunrmin Varielfos April 17, 2«H4 
Page8 I 
Do you have ,m 
A. Four, would be 
Did I say "S1.1nmin'"! 
Bellevue, Idaho'! 4 meant Silver Creek. 
s A. Mm-hmm -· yes. s A. Oh. 
6 Q. You have lo say "yes." And we'll prompl you a 6 Q. It's easy to gel the two mixed up. 
7 lo! because ii happens all the time. It's pretty 7 A. Yeah. We went into business in 2006. 
a normal. e Q. Okay. Before 2006, were you fanning in the 
9 Could you tell me, at your residence in 9 same area that you arc now'! 
10 Bellevue, is that a rural or urban setting'! 10 A. Yc!t 
ll A. Rural. ll Q. Okay. Were you fam,ing under any type of 
12 Q. Okay. Arc you involved in some kind of 12 other business entity at that point? 
l.3 business'! l3 A. Y cs. 
l.4 A. Y cs. l4 Q. What was the name of that business'! 
15 
16 
Q. Okay. What is that business'! is A. Cummins Farms, Incorporated. 
A. Growing seed potatoes. l6 Q. Cummins? Could you spell that, please? 
11 Q. Arc you familiar with an entity called Silver l 7 A. C-u-m-m-i-n-s. 
1s Creek -- I think it's Silver Creek Seed, LLC'! la Q. Were you a shareholder in Cummins Fam1s'! 
l9 
20 
A. Y cs. l9 A. No. 
Q. Okay. Now, this deposition was noticed up 20 Q. How did Cummins Farms become Silver Creek'! 
21 what we call, I think, it was a 30(b)(6) or a deposition 21 A. When Cummins Farms went out of business, 
22 of actually the LLC itself. So you're not here 22 Gerald Bashaw and I purchased the potato cellars and 
23 personally; you're here on behalf of the LLC. Is it 23 went into business. 
24 your understanding !hat you've been designated to be the 24 Q. Okay. What was Gerald's last name, again? 
25 spokesperson for the LLC in this deposition'! 25 A. Bashaw, B-a-s-h-a-w. 
Page7 
A. Yes. l 
2 Q. Okay. Could you describe for me what role 
J that you have with Silver Creek Seed, LLC? 
A. Owner. 4 
5 Q. Okay. When you say "owner," do you have any 
6 other people that you share an ownership interest with? 
7 A. No. 
s Q. Silver Creek Seed, LLC, is a limited liability 
9 company. Do you understand what a limited liability 
10 company is? 
A. Yes. ll 
l2 Q. Okay. Give me your understanding of what that 
13 kind of business entity is. I know you're not a lawyer, 
l4 so I'm not going to hold you to anything. 
lS A. Yeah. It's just an entity that you can start 
16 a business under, that you can be protected from your •• 
l7 well, I don't know. I don't have a lot of knowledge 
is about an LLC. I guess it's just the way we set our 
l9 company up. 
20 Q. Okay. But it's your understanding that it 




Q. Okay. Do you know how long Sunrain has been 
1
24 organized as an LLC? 
25 A. Not exactly, no. 
,<•--·-----····-··-·----·--"-·- ··-·-·· 
Page9 
l Q. Had you been working for Cummins Farms at that 
2 time? 
3 A. Yeah, previously. Yes, previously. 
4 Q. Okay. What was your job with Cummins Farms? 
s A. I was a farm manager. 
6 Q. How long did you have that job? 
7 A. Nineteen years. 
s Q. And before you worked for Cummins Farms as a 
9 fam1 manager, were you employed? 
10 A. [ was in college. 
11 Q. Okay. Where did you go to college? 
l2 A. Western Montana and College of Southern Idaho. 
l3 Q. Did you complete any degrees? 
u A. No. 
lS Q. When you were in college, what area did you 
is concentrate in? 
l 7 A. Just general studies. 
ia Q. Did you have any coursework in either 
19 agribusiness, agriculture, horticulture, anything of 
20 that nature? 
2l A. Not in college. 
22 Q. Have you ever had any formal education in the 
23 agricultural arts? 
A. No. J 
2s_ ---~-~kay. Di~-~ou grow up on ~~a=~ ____ _ 
24 
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Page 10 J 
The fann that ~~ !hat I assume omu,nw UI) 011 
s !hat form you worked on !hal farm? 








How much older'! 
A. Four years. 
Was he 
happened here'! 
Mi1rk /d11n .foltnscm 
A1,nl 17, 2014 
Page 121 
to rdirc'! lsthot wh,t I 
A. He hasn't retired yet. He has other 
businesses. Q. Okay. When you went to college, did you ever 




8 Q. When you bought Mr. Ba.-;haw out of Silver Cn .. -ck 
9 Seed, wa.,; there a •• was lhis a cash buyout'! How was 
10 the den! struc!urcd1! 
12 
13 
Q. Would that have been CSI'! 
A. Mm-hmm. 
Q. I-lave to suy "yes." 
A. Yes. 14 
15 Q. All right. Aficr you finished schooling at 
16 CS! in '87, where did you go to work then? 








18 Q. So alier you letl college, you were at Cummins 18 
19 Fnm1s until Cummins Farms went out of business, and then 19 
20 Silver Creek was, I assume, set up. Did it purchase 20 
21 Cummins Farms? How did that transaction work? 21 
22 A. Cummins Famts went out of business, and we 22 




























Q. When you say "we," who do you mean "we"? 24 
A. Gcrnld Bashaw and I. 25 
Page 11 
Q. Apparently, Mr. Bashaw is not affiliated with l 
Silver Creek'? 2 
A. Not anymore. 3 
Q. Okay. Was he at some point a partner in the 4 
-- or not a partner -- but a member of the LLC? 5 
A. Yes, he was. 6 
Q. Okay. And when did that relationship end? 7 
A. 2011. 8 
Q. Okay. 9 
A. Not positive about that date, but it was right 10 
in there. I don't recall the exact date. 1l 
Q. Up until he was no longer associated with 12 
Silver Creek, was he also a member of the LLC? 13 
A. Yes, he was. 14 
Q. Were you 50-50 members? 15 
A. I was 49; he was 51 percent. 16 
Q. Why did Mr. Bashaw leave Silver Creek? 17 
A. Because I offered to buy him out. 18 
Q. And he took that offer? 19 
A. Yes. 20 
Q. All right. Was there age differential between 21 
you and Mr. Bashaw? Were you about the same age? Is he 22 
older? 23 
A. Yeah, there's age differential, yes. 
Q. Is he older than you? 
A. Y cs, it was a cash buyout. 
Q. Was that paid out as a lump sum, or wus there 
tcnns associated with that'! 
A. Lumpsum. 
Q. How much did you pay him for his 51 percent of 
Silver Creek'/ 
A. $400,000. 
Q. Describe, if you would, for me what types of 
activities Silver Creek Seed, LLC, engages in currently. 
A. We grow seed potatoes. 
Q. Any other activities besides growing seed 
potatoes? 
A. No. 
Q. Okay. Has Silver Creek Seed ever been 




Q. Okay. How many acres currently docs Silver 
Creek Seed grow on average in a given growing season? 
A. 600. 
Q. When you and Mr. Bashaw fonned Silver Creek 
Seed, was it the same 600 acres that was involved? 
A. Slightly less. 
Q. Okay. Did Cummins Fanns-how much acreage 
did it have when you took it over as the new business? 
A. Zero. They went out of business. 
Q. Okay. But they did -- did they at some point 
own some acreage? 
A. Did they own ground? 
Q. Ground. 
A. Not Picabo. 
Q. Okay. How did you obtain the acreage, then, 
that Silver Creek Seed owns? 
A. The contracts for the acreage? 
Q. Well-
A. Silver Creek Seed does not own any land. 
Q. That's what I'm trying to get at. So you 
farm, roughly, 600 acres --
A. Mm#hmm. 
Q. Have to say "yes." 
M & M Court Reporting Service, inc. 
(l08)345-96H(pb) (800)234-9611 (208)-345-SSOO(rax) 
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Sunrain Varielies 
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I 
1his agrccmc111 !hal all or some of !he seed pol:ilo 
he for Sunmin was going lo Cmm<la? 
<lou'I yes. mean, it wasn't 
4 part of the conlrnd signing Umt they !old me they were 
5 going lo Canada. Uut we make every auempt to make sure 
6 !hat happens. So I tlitln'I foresee u problem there. 
7 Q. Okay. Wlml is your understanding of the tem1 
s "phytosanilury"'! 
9 A. II has to pass requirements to be able to 
I 1 that's u zero lolcr.1111.:c'! l 
2 A. Th.it is my undcrslamling. '11ml may nol he the I 
cxm;L But they have tu mccl phytrnmnitary n.:quin.:mcnts 
4 lo import seed into the Slates because I receive seed I 
s out of there on a regular basis. I 
, Q. Do you know, is it your understanding that the 
7 disease tolerance parameters for ring rot arc diflcrent 
B for shipping seed potatoes within the United Stales 
9 versus shipping to Canada? In other words, docs the 




Q. Okay. Arc these specific -- 11 parameter? 
A. -· disease. 12 A. Not to my knowledge. I don't know all the 
Q. Okay. Sorry to interrupt you. 13 rules exactly, but, to my knowledge, ring rot is zero 
14 Is it your understanding that these u tolerance. 
1.s requirements arc unique to Canada'! 15 Q. Let's go down to paragraph 13 on this 
l.Ei A. Unique in what way? 16 document. This is Warranty and Limitations of 
17 Q. Have you had other seed crops shipped outside 17 Liability. lfyou look at triple I, it says, "arc fit 
l.8 the United States? lB for their intended use." 
19 A. I have received seed from outside the United 19 What was your understanding of the potatoes 
20 Stales, but I have not shipped seed. 20 provided to·· the seed potato provided to Silver Creek 
21 Q. Okay. So this would have been -- regardless 21 in 2012 by Sunrain, what the use of that crop was going 
22 of whether you knew or not whether part or all of this 22 to be once you harvested and sold it back to Sunrain? 
2 3 seed potato crop was going to Canada, you, Silver Creek, 23 What was your understanding where it was going to go, 
24 had never, to your knowledge, shipped intemationally? 24 what it was going to be used for? Did you have any 
25 A. No, not personally, no. Silver Creek has not 25 understanding at all? 
Page39 Page41 
1 shipped internationally. l A. Yes, I did. 
2 Q. Silver Creek's received seed potato from other 2 Q. Okay. Tell me what that was. 
3 countries, though? 3 A. They were to be grown for seed potatoes. 
4 A. From Canada, yes. 4 Q. Okay. By whom? 
5 Q. Okay. Any countries other than Canada? s A. Whoever Sunrain sold them to. 
6 A. No. 6 Q. Anything more specific, or is that pretty much 
7 Q. All right. 7 your understanding of what their intended use was going 
B A. Unless it would have been through Sunrain, but B to be once you sold the crop? 
9 not to my knowledge. 9 A. That was the intention, for seed potatoes. 
l.O Q. Is it your understanding that the Canadians 10 Q. And as we sit here today, you don't 
11 have different disease tolerance parameters than the 11 specifically recall if you knew at the time you entered 
l.2 United States? Arc you familiar with that in terms of 12 into this agreement whether any of that was going to go 
13 seed potatoes? 13 international or not? When I say "international," 
14 A. They're similar. I'm sure they're not exactly 14 probably talking Canada. 
15 the same as the United States, but they're very similar. 15 A. They may have mentioned it, but they didn't 
16 Q. Tell me how you came to know this and, as best 16 come to me and say we're going to ship these seed to 
17 you can recall, what the differences are. 17 Canada, that's the only thing we're doing with them. 
l.B A. Well, I know they have to make - meet 18 They may have said we may export some of this. But the 
19 phytosanitary requirements to import the seed. So there 19 main customer was in Glenns Ferry, which is Wooten 
20 can't be any bacterial ring rot, Corky Ringspot 20 Farms. So they pretty much - may have got some of the 
21 nematode, root-knot nematode. There's -- the United 21 seed the previous year. So my impression was this 84180 
22 States has the same qualifications for - they may not 22 seed was going to go there again. And they may have 
23 be identical, but those diseases are zero tolerance. 23 even stated that, but I can't recall the exact 
24 Q. When you say "zero tolerance," the Canadian 24 conversations. 
125 requirement for ring rot, is it your understanding that 25 Q. And that brings me to a question I want to ask 
~ ..... ,,. ·····=·-""". 
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Du you n.:mcmhcr lhal your 
1h:11 i11forrm1tirn1 10 :mswcr these 
A. Y cs. Jeff Bragg lol<l me lhnt that form 
s haJ some -- whai'! You have a <1uestion? 
6 Q. I'm going to stop you. 
1 A. You wanl me to finish'? 
s Q. Well, the reason I'm slopping you is I want to 
9 do this just in little bits. You remember providing 
10 that answer to us in the discovcrt; right'! 
1l A. That JeffBrngg had told me that the fam1 that 
12 provided the seed lo Sunrain had bacterial ring rot. 
13 Q. Okay. That's what I'm trying to gel at, 
14 because the answer to the intcrrogalory is not that 
15 specific. II just says you had infommlion. 
16 A. Yes. 
17 Q. What I want to do is explore, first of all, 
19 what infommtion you had that a fann from which Sunrain 
l9 obtained the infected seed potatoes subsequently tested 
20 positive for bacterial ring rot the following year. 
21 What information did you have'! 
22 A. The infonnation I had was that Jeff Bragg told 
23 me Ebe Fam1s, who provided the 84180 seed lo Sunrain, 
24 tested positive for bacterial ring rot the following 
25 year, is what he said. 
Page 71 
1 Q. What year was he referring to when he said 
2 "the following year"? 
3 A. I don't know. 
4 Q. Okay. Now --
s A. He said that. 
6 Q. Now, tell me where this - how this 
'1 conversation occurred. Was it face to face? 
8 A. Or maybe •• excuse me -- maybe he already knew 
9 they had ring rot on that. I don't know if it was the 
10 following year. But he explained to me that there had 
11 been bacterial ring rot discovered on Ebe Fanns. "The 
12 following year," I don't - because that doesn't sound 
13 correct. because we're talking April here, and I was 























with Mel anti Aron in our meeting. Bui I 11ml 
can'l ldl you mo percent. 
wan! on Bragg now. 
A. Okay. 
Q. So you don't recall spccilically if this was 
communicalcd to you face to lace or by phone or some 
other way'! 
A. I dclinitcly know it was communicated on the 
phone. I remember the conversation like it just 
huppcncJ. 
Q. Do you remember getting any texts or emails or 
any kind of written communication from Mr. Bragg lo the 
elTcet that there had been ring rol on this other farm'? 
A. Nol to my knowledge. 
Q. So this was communicated to you orally. not in 
writing'! 
A. At that point, yes. 
Q. Okay. Now. do you remember when you had this 
conversation with Mr. Bragg? 
A. Immediately after Idaho Crop Improvement 
called and told me we had ring rot, I immediately called 
Jeff and told him. 




1 Q. Okay. With regard to this specific phone 
2 conversation, did you call on your cell or a landlinc? 
3 A. Cell phone. 
4 Q. Tell me what you said to Mr. Bragg in that 
5 phone conversation, as best you can remember today. 
6 A. I told him that they discovered bacterial ring 
7 rot in their 84180 variety. And he responded with: I 
s don't know who authorized those - that testing, that 
9 seed should have never been tested, Sunrain has some 
10 internal problems, was his response. 
11 Q. Okay. Anything else that he said to elaborate 
12 on that other than, quote, internal problems? 
13 A. No. At the time I was worried about my 
14 livelihood. 
15 me, "the following year." But he did indicate that Ebe 15 Q. Did you have any follow-up conversations that 
16 Farms did have bacterial ring rot. 16 you remember with Mr. Bragg again where this other fann 
17 Q. Now - 17 was discussed? 
18 A. Does that clarify? 18 A. I talked to him several times on the phone. I 
19 Q. Well, I'll try to flesh it out a little bit. 19 don't know how many times that was brought up. At the 
20 The first question I've got, was this conversation with 20 time that wasn't the main issue. It was finding out 
21 Mr. Bragg face to face or some other way? 21 where it came from and doing our testing, so ... 
22 A. We may have talked about it face to face. I 22 Q. How did you find out the information? Did you 
23 definitely know we talked on the phone. I would think 23 say "Ebe Farms"? Is that the name you used? 
24 it was talked about face to face because it was -- this 24 A. Yes. 
ring rot was a big issue. And we talked about things 25 Q. Where did you get that information, as to the 
Pages 70- 73 (18) M & M Court Reporting Service, Inc. 
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Page96 I 
because lhal's !he 
A. Okay. 
copy I've 
At the 400 con: There's been lot of l The data out here on the 
debate about this 400 core level since this ring ml 4 dale of planting or lhc dale 
s thing has popped up. And they consider thal if you tcsl s A. I believe that's planted. 
Ei at 400 cores, !here's a 67 percent chance you will no! 6 Q. Okay. That dates --
1 tletccl ring rul. 7 A. No, it's not, because this -- this shows we --
8 Q. When you say "they," to whom -- s is what huppcned, we hauled these from Carey nnd put 
g A. Anybody. The testing is not sullicicnl at 400 9 them in our storngcs on the 14th. ·1ney were cut right 
10 cores. io here, where they were cut and planted. 
11 (Exhibit 11 mark4-'<.!.) 11 Q. Where it says "Action"'! 
12 Q. (BY MR. GAFFNEY) Take a look al Exhibit Ii, 12 A. Yeah. 
13 which, again, was provided by you, and tell me what this 13 Q. I'm sorry. The dates that you've got out here 
u -- this is basically a spreadsheet. What is it supposed 14 on the left, how did you compile those for this? Again, 
1s to be communicating'! 1s this is kind of a spreadsheet format. What's the 
l6 A. This is seed that we had to buy because our 16 original source of that infonnalion'! 
17 seed was unreccrtiftable due lo the contamination of 17 A. The scale. 
18 ring rot in our lots. We could not plant back our own 18 Q. Arc there printouts from the scale'! 
19 seed. So we had to go out and buy new seed. 19 A. I'm sure there is. 
20 Q. This is seed that you planted in 2013 in lieu 20 Q. Okay. How do you - in other words, I'm 
21 of Spring Creek seeding? 21 assuming that you compiled this summary from other 
22 A. Silver Creek, yes. 22 documents? 
23 Q. Sorry. Spring Creek, it's a golf course down 23 A. Sure, the scale. 
24 in Teton Valley. 24 Q. Okay. 
25 A. We couldn't recertify our seed, so we had to 25 A. Yeah. 
Page 95 Page97 
l go out and buy all new seed. 1 Q. And there should be a printout from the scale 
2 Q. And the $166,000 and change calculation at the 2 to show? 
3 bottom there, in your response to my interrogatory to 3 A. Certainly. 
4 you asking for you to list out your damages, you were 4 Q. Okay. And the ones - just so the record's 
s claiming $166,429.80 in damages due to Silver Creek's s clear, the circled varieties arc the ones that 
s inability to recertify its non-Sunrain seed potatoes. s ultimately showed ring rot? 





A. Yes. a Q. All right. And then I guess it also shows 
Q. Okay. 9 where they were ultimately planted; is that what 
(Exhibit 12 marked.) 10 "Location" means? 
Q. (BY MR. GAFFNEY) I only got one copy of this. 11 A. Yes. 
12 You guys can share it. I just want you to tell me what 12 Q. All right. 
13 Exhibit 12 was. It was just kind of sitting in there 13 {Exhibit l3 marked.) 
ic kind of on its own. 14 Q. (BY MR. GAFFNEY) Okay. Let me show you 13, 
15 A. This is the sequence that we planted the 15 which is another spreadsheet that you guys provided. 
u seeds, so you could tell that the infected lots were the 16 Could you tell me what this spreadsheet signifies? 
17 last lots that we planted. Otherwise, if we had cut 17 A. Yes. These arc our yields, harvest yields. 
u that infected seed first, our lots would have been 18 Q. For the entire 2012 crop year for Silver 
19 infected. But they weren't. So that just confirms that 19 Creek? 
20 the infected lots were the lots that Sunrain provided. 20 A. Looks like this is just Sunrain varieties. 
21 Q. Can you, on the exhibit, mark off what you 21 Q. Okay. Can you delineate on this spreadsheet 
22 referred to as the "infected lots"? 22 infected from noninfcctcd? 
23 A. (The witness complied.) 23 A. Yeah. It'd be the 84180s and the Rumba. 
24 Q. Okay. Why don't you put that here so I can 24 MR. GAFFNEY: Let me talk to you really quick. 25 ::~-~t-itupside down while you're looking at it, J2s MR. WRIGHT: Okay. 
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Date ~ G!Q!ration fmm. I Action 5/11/2012 Laura 61 SunRaln Cut and planted 
5/11/2012 Laura G2 SunRain I Cut and planted 5/12/2012 Laura G2 SunRain cut and planted 
5/12/2012 Annabelle Gl SunRain I 
5/13/2012 SUNDAY 
5/14/2012 Annabelle G2 SunRaln I Cut and planted 
05/14/212 Red Fantasy Gl SunRaln Cut and pfanted 
5/14/2012 Red Fantasy Gl SunRain I Cut and planted 
5/14/2012~ Gl SunRain 
1 
weighed In 
S/14/2012 - 4 G3 SunRain weighedirr 
5/15/2012 Annabelle G2 SunRaln E:ut and planted· 
5/17/2012 Alllans 62 SunRaln Cut and planted 
5/17/201~ 61 SunRain Cut and planted 
S/18/201 ·84180-8 G3 SunRain j Cut and planted 
5/19/2012 umba 62 SunRaln Cut and planted 
5/20/2012 ~
5/21/2012 ba 62 Sun Rain J Cut and planted 
5/23/2012 - 180- Sun Rain not planted left over 
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A. Yes. That's correct. April of20!2--
April 1st. 
Q. Okay. And how did Sunrain get involved with 
Mark Johnson and Silver Creek? 
A. To be honest with you, I don't know the 
genesis of it, because it happened prior to my coming 
on board, but I know Mark is a seed grower, and we 
needed contracted seed growers to help produce seed 
for us. 
Q. And prior to the discovery of ring rot in 
this case, did you have any concerns with Silver Creek 
Seed as a seed grower for Sunrain? 
A. You know, nothing major. We had the minor 
issues where you would go and feel like maybe the crop 
had not been quite tended to the way it was, but very 
open communication between us and Mark. It always had 
been up until unfortunately he filed suit. But, no, 
nothing serious. 
Q. Did you have any concerns with regards to 
Silver Creek's procedures in harvesting or cutting 
potatoes or cleanliness, anything along those lines? 
A. You know, as I mentioned, that is not my 
area of expertise, so I couldn't tell you whether 
Page7 
there were concerns there. That would have fallen 
under Jeff Bragg at that point in time. 
Q. Okay. Let's go to the point of time in the 
discovery of the bacterial ring rot in the 84180s that 
are the subject of this lawsuit. 
When did you first know about that? 
A. Actually, I was on spring break vacation 
with my family, and I got a panicked phone call from 
Jeff that we had had a positive test come back on the 
ELISA testing. So that would have been -- I'm trying 
to remember. That would have been the first -- right 
before I got back, so that would have been that first 
week of April -- somewhere in that time frame, the 
last week of March, first week of April. 
Q. Tell me about that conversation with Jeff 
Bragg. He tells you they tested positive. What was 
your reaction? What did you tell him to do? 
A. Well, Jeff and I were peers, and so 
obviously I wasn't providing direction to Jeff. We 
were equivalents in the company. Jeff at that point 
in time also had sales and operations, and I just had 
the management. 
We just talked about what the implications 
were of that, that we were working with Mark to figure 


















































didn't know. We had never come across this, and to my 
knowledge, Jeff had never come across this in his 
previous career, so we didn't know. It was, hey, we 
have this problem; let's figure out what we need to do 
about it. 
Q. Okay. After that conversation with Jeff, 
when did you next talk to Mark Johnson? 
A. You know. it wasn't untii I got back. And I 
should have brought the dates to have in front of me. 
It was that first -- that second week of April that I 
called and talked to Mark. This was after we had 
contacted the grower that had already received that 
seed and talked to them about the fact that we had had 
a positive ring rot test; it had come from Silver 
Creek, and Silver Creek had had a positive ring rot 
test. 
That's when I called Mark and said, my 
understanding is that none of that seed can be 
recertified that was produced on that farm, and so at 
this moment in time, it is not something that will fit 
our uses under the contract. [t is seed that we will 
have to reject as certified seed because it cannot be 
recertified. 
Q. Okay. That was in a telephone call the 
second week of April? 
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A. Correct. 
Q. And was anyone else on your end of the line? 
A. No. No. I believe I was either in my 
office or in my pickup. It's rare that I've got 
anybody else in the room while I'm making a phone 
call. I don't believe there was anybody else on 
Mark's end either. 
Q. Do you know if Mark had the phone on 
conference call? 
A. I would -- I don't know. He didn't notify 
me that he did. 
Q. And what was Mark's reaction to that? 
A. He understood the concerns. You know, Mark 
was very open to it. His understanding was the same 
when we had that conversation that anything that was a 
generation 2, which is field generation 3, would not 
be eligible for recertification. That was the 
original intent for the seed that had been sent to 
him. The early generation was that he would keep it 
one more year and grow it out one more year. And, 
obviously, because of the recertification limitations, 
that was no longer an option. 
Q. Okay. And where did you leave it with Mark 
at that conversation? 
A. That we were going to have to figure out 
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at that moment in time were to run things 
l had the option of talking to a commercial organization 
4 to see if they were willing to plant it knowing the 
5 background and history of the farm at that point in 
6 time, or to take things to cattle. And those really 
7 were our three avenues at that point in time. 
Aron Derbridge 
July 2,2014 
2 My understanding is no one was willing to take the 
J risk. 
4 Q. And did you review the Idaho Crop 
s [mprovement Association rules during this time? 
6 A. You know, I did, but I, again, wouldn't sit 
7 here and tell you that I'm an expert on the ins and 
Q. When you say take it to corrunercial, so this e outs of them. We have people on staff that are but I 
9 would be sell the seed to a commercial grower who 9 am not. 
would cut it up, plant the potatoes, and then sell 10 Q. Okay. And are you aware that Silver Creek 
them as -- 11 did additional testing on all of their potato lots? 
A. Correct. 12 A. Yes. 
13 Q. To be able to do that, don't the seed 13 Q. Did Sunrain request that additional testing? 
14 potatoes have to be certified? 14 A. Did we request that additional testing? Not 
15 A. To -- you know, I'm no expert in the Idaho 15 that I can recall, although it is in the contract, and 
16 Crop Improvements Rules, but my understanding was that 16 it should have been done anyway per the contract. So 
17 that was an option. As we talked to these potential 17 I guess we requested the initial testing to be done, 
18 growers, there was no level of comfort in doing that. 18 but the -- sending it to two separate labs and all of 
19 The attitude of all of the processors was that if 19 that, no, we didn't -- not that I recall. 
20 there was anything above a zero percent in the crop Q. Okay. And were you aware that the testing 
21 that was going into them, that they would reject the for all these Sunrain varieties, with the exception of 
1




growers was simply too high. 23 bacterial ring rot? 
And that's the information that I eventually 24 A. Well, actually, if you look at the EIB 
fed back to Mark. And I believe that was the first 25 results, they all came back negative, so it really 
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1 meeting that Mel was at. And at that point in time, 
2 we did go over and sit down with Mark at Silver Creek 
3 and talk to him about the fact that we had talked to 
4 our commercial growers. No one was willing to receive 
s the seed regardless of what testing had been done at 
6 that point because the farm had ring rot. 
7 The risk was too high. 
8 Q. And do you recall who you talked to or what 
9 commercial growers you talked to? 
10 A. Oh, my goodness. It would have been growers 
11 associated with those varieties, so it would have been 
12 Driscoll Brothers, Walters Produce -- at that point in 
13 time, I have to be honest, my relationships with all 
14 those guys was not very strong, so it would have been 
15 a combination of Jeff and Mel making those calls. But 
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1 depends on what you are looking at, and that's one of 
2 the reasons in my understanding in talking with the 
3 USDA why they don't recognize the PCR standard is 
4 because it is subjective test. It depends on the 
5 primer that is used. There is too much variability in 
6 it. That is why the ELISA is the recognized standard 
7 from the USDA. But, yes, absolutely. Mark provided 
8 those test results to us. 
9 Again, like [say, we got different answers 
10 depending on who performed that test. The ELISA test 
11 was redone to verify that. We did request that to be 
12 redone just to make sure that we really did have a 
13 positive. It did come back positive on the 84180 
14 again. 
1
16 the feedback that we got back was that they were not 
1
11 willing to take that seed. 1
15 Q. It is your understanding that the ELISA test 
16 is more accurate than the PCR testing? 
1
11 A. I wouldn't say more accurate, because I 
18 Q. Okay. So is it your understanding that the 
/ 19 reason that it didn't go to commercial growers wasn't 
20 because it was uncertifiable. It was you didn't have 
21 a commercial grower that wanted to take them; is that 
22 fair? 
1
23 A. I can't speak to the certification portion 
1
2, of it. We would have to talk to somebody that is an 
125 expert in what Idaho crops rules are, and I won't 
! 
118 can't - again, I can't speak to that. We have got 
j 19 experts that help guide you and I through that since 
j 20 neither one of us in an expert in that. But my 
I
, 21 understanding is that's why it is the only recognized 
22 standard utilized by the USDA. The PCR is not 
1
23 recognized by the USDA. 
124 Q. And does Sunrain do PCR testing now? 
i25 A. Yes,wedo. AndwedoELISAaswell. We 
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commercial growers have a seed storage to be 
able to put things into, and so they cut and plant 
3 right away. In order for us as a company to feel good 
, about shipping customer seed, we have to know that 
s they are not going to put the seed into a storage that 
6 has been treated with sprout net. If we do that and 
7 they don't get a crop, that is bad on us as well as it 
e is on them. J;A .. nd so it \Vou!d be !ater in the season 
9 that anything in this area gets shipped out. 
10 Q. Okay. So we had the second week of April. 
11 You had the telephone call with Mark Johnson. Then 
12 you had a meeting with Mark and -- Mel; is that 
I 13 correct? 
14 A. Yep. Mark, Mel, and Jeff. And we were over 
15 in Mark's office actually. 
16 Q. Okay. 
17 A. His secretary Nancy was there. I don't 
18 believe at the initial meeting that his wife was 
19 there. She was in subsequent meetings, but I don't 
20 believe she was in this one. 
21 Q. And do you know the date of that meeting? 
22 A. I got it written down. 
123 Q. Could that have been April 24th? 
1
24 A. It could be. 
25 Q. That would be April 24th of 2013. Okay. 
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1 Tell me what was discussed at that meeting. 
2 A. So we discussed where we were in the process 
3 of trying to find commercial growers that would be 
4 willing to accept the seed. And at that point, the 
s conversation was had again, these don't meet our 
6 needs. Under the contract these won't meet our needs. 
7 We can't recertify. We can't sell them as certified 
e seed because we've got a ring rot problem. The whole 
9 farm now has a black eye; now what do we do? 
10 So the discussions at that point went to, 
11 can we potentially run these as fresh potatoes through 
12 one of the Potandon network of packing sheds? That's 
13 where we were trying to move some of crop through is 















abandoned looking for seed homes for this, but at 
every tum we were met with the same response. And as 
soon as you disclosed that it came from a ring rot 
farm, it was just too substantial of a risk for the 
commercial grower to take on. 
Q. In that meeting on April 24, 2013, did you 
specifically tell Mark Johnson that Sunrain was 
rejecting the seed? 
A. Yes. Yes, as seed. And then we would work 
with him to figure out how we could get it moved out. 
We deal in a product that doesn't get any better the 
Aron Derbridge 
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sits in the storage, so you have to get it 
;:; moved out on the storages, and that's what we were 
3 attempting to do was to help Mark get the product 
4 moved. 
5 Q. And it is your recollection that you 
6 specifically remember in that meeting telling Mark, 
7 look: we reject your seed as seed, but we'll try to 
e helpyou 
9 A. Yes,absolutely. We cannot use this as 
10 seed, and we will try to get it moved out from your 
11 cellars. 
12 Q. And why were you trying to get it moved out 
13 of his cellars? 
14 A. Because the longer you let it sit there. the 
15 more likely it is to just rot. And at that point, you 
16 got to go in there with front end loaders. Mark would 
17 have a whole big mess on his plate. We were trying to 
1
18 help out somebody that was a seed grower for us. 
19 Q. And was it your understanding that once you 




1 responsibility of what happened in Mark's cellar? 
A. Yeah. But that doesn't mean we wanted to 
23 leave him on his own. We were still trying to help 
24. Mark out. 
25 Q. Okay. What else was discussed at this April 
Page25 
1 24th meeting? 
2 A. Let's see. We talked about the retesting 
3 that was under way. I don't believe that he had all 
, the results in at that point in time. He had his crew 
5 out there doing sampling. We talked a little bit 
6 about that, about whether we needed to get a third 
7 party in to pull those samples or if it was kosher 
8 having his crew doing it. We talked about the 
9 differences between ELISA and NPCR, those kinds of 
10 things, and, again, it got to a technical level that 
11 went above my head. Those were the types of things we 
12 discussed. 
13 We discussed grabbing small samples to take 
14 into these packing sheds to have them take a look at 
15 the quality. They do what is called a dockside, so we 
16 bring in I 00 to 200 pounds worth of potatoes. They 
17 wash them real quick and take a look at them and see 
18 whether or not they think that it will actually pack. 
19 The difficulty that you have in running 
20 things through a fresh shed is that the running costs 
are to a certain level, so if you don't pack out above 
approximately 60 percent, it costs you more to put the 
potatoes through the packing shed than you get from 
the potatoes in the back end. And so that's the 
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that process of those to take over 
to the sheds. I don't recail which sheds they went 
3 to, but I know that that happened. 
4 Q. And at that April 24th meeting, did you 
5 specifically tell Mark that Sunrain was not going to 
6 pay the contract price for the potatoes? 
7 A. I don't recall whether we had a discussion 
a on the price of the potatoes. \1/ e talked about the 
9 fact that we already had paid a down payment. We 
10 didn't talk in specifics about pricing at that 
11 meeting. We did in subsequent meetings, but not in 
12 that one. 
ll Q. Okay. And did you have an agreement as far 
14 as if some of the commercial growers would have taken 
15 some of these potatoes, who would get paid what? 
16 A. No. We didn't get into specifics. We 
17 really didn't. At that point in time, we got the 
18 answer "no" so many times to be honest we didn't 
19 expect to hear •yes" from anybody, and we never did. 
20 Q. Okay. And lell me about your next meeting 
i21 with Mark. 
'22 A. So that would have been -- that was in May. 
23 Q. Or April 24th? 
24 A. No. You are talking subsequent to that. 
25 Q. The next meeting would have been in May? 
PageZT 
1 A. Yeah. 
2 Q. Okay. 
3 A. Did you want to continue to talk about the 
4 24th? I don't want to move on before you are 
s comfortable. 
6 Q. No. Let's go to May. 
7 A. All right. So in May, we went back over. 
8 That was Mel and myself. l believe it was Jeff again. 
9 This time it would have been Mark and Nancy and his 
10 wife -- whose name is escaping me right now - Robin. 
11 Q. Jill? 
12 A. Jill. Thank you. I'm not sure where I got 
13 Robin out of Jill. 
114 Q. And tell me was this over at Silver Creek --
'115 A. This is also over at Silver Creek. This is 
16 where we got into more specifics on numbers. And so 
1
17 by this point in time, we had recognized by and large 
18 the seed lots would not run fresh. Within the 
19 contract that we had with Silver Creek-- and we had 
20 the same with other seed growers -- we stipulate that 
21 they need to produce as fresh quality. The reason we 
22 do that is because the historical seed growers aren't 
23 concerned about the visual appearance of the potatoes. 
24 There is two issues with that. Number one is the one 

























that can't be used for seed, for whatever reason, you 
want to have an avenue where you can take it to a 
fresh shed and pack it and at least recover some cost 
out of it. 
The second issue is if you skin a potato, if 
you bruise a potato, which is very common in most seed 
growing operations -- they are concerned about that --
it impacts the performance, especially of these tJ1in 
skinned varieties in the following year when the 
customer then receives them. It impacts the yield 
that they have, the quality that they have. It makes 
them more susceptible to all the diseases that 
potatoes are faced with. So that is the reason we 
have that contract clause in there. 
Unfortunately, the crop that Mark produced 
didn't meet that. When we did the docksides, we 
actually even took a load or two of -- at least one 
variety, if not two, that we thought might make it 
into sheds and the pack out was terrible. And it 
really was those things. It's -- sprouting which 
actually is a good thing for seed potatoes, but it was 
also the skinning and the bruising, and it was just in 
the way that they were harvested and the way that they 
were handled. 
So we talked about that. We talked about 
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1 that issue at that point in time with Mark and then 
2 likely the home for the remaining stock would have to 
3 be cattle feed. Seed potatoes are stored too cold to 
4 keep the sugars ripe for any type of processing 
s activity. We attempted to go down that route, but the 
6 sugars just weren't right in order to be able to do 
7 that, so really cattle feed ended up being the last 
e option. 
9 That's when we went in with Mark, and we did 
10 start talking more about how can we work through this 
11 and make it so that you can continue to do business --
12 so that both of us can continue to do business. So we 
13 started talking settlement numbers trying to get this 
14 resolved to put behind us. 
15 Q. Okay. Backing up a second. So was the 
16 reason that the potatoes were not sent to the 
17 commercial grower issues dealing with the size and the 






A. The risks to the commercial grower. Again, 
as I mentioned, the environment, the potential risk 
that -- the potential risk of exposure to BRR was not 
23 acceptable to the commercial growers. They simply 
24 weren't willing to do it. 
25 Q. Did any of the commercial growers raise 
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l. issues? 
2 A. Again, I didn't have firsthand conversations 
3 with them, so I'm not certain. But we can figure out 
4 with somebody that is smarter than I am what the 
5 certification requirements were and what impacts there 
6 were there. 
7 Now, any of the early generation stuff, that 
8 certification requirement was ours, and that was an 
9 issue with us. If we couJdn't recertify that seed, 
10 that seed was of zero value to us. That was the whole 
ll purpose for growing it was to be able to then 
12 recertify and have a larger volume the following year. 
13 So all of those early generation lots were 
u. absolutely no value to us and that was completely 
15 clear from the get-go -- once we knew that we had this 
16 issue and could not recertify them. That was clear 
17 from day one. 
18 Q. Early generation -- would that be the second 
19 generation --
20 A. Correct, G2; field year three. So Mark 
21 planted stock which was field year two, which is 
22 Idaho's GI. The intention of Sunrain was to replant 
123 all that material back and then sell it commercially 
24 as G3 or field year four. You can't do that as soon 
25 as there is a ring rot find on a farm. 
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1 Q. Okay. What aboutthe G3s that Mark grew? 
2 Was Sunrain intending to plant those back again? 
3 A. No. No. Those were all intended to be sold 
4 as commercial. So we had the two lots that were 
s infected. We had the Rumba and 84180 that couldn't be 
6 sold period. We just couldn't move those off the 
7 farm. They had bacterial ring rot. So even to a 
s commercial grower, they couldn't have been received. 
9 The remaining lots that were G3, that was 
10 our intention to sell those commercially. Again, 
11 because of the potential risk of exposure, that was no 
12 longer an option. 
ll Q. Would you have replanted the --any of the 
14 third generation potatoes back again? 
15 A. You know, we do that periodically, but by 
16 and large as a business practice, we try not to. The 
17 further down the generation chain you go, typically 
18 the weaker the seed is that you sell to your 
a commercial customer, so we try to stay away from that. 
20 We try to move everything commercial at that field 
21 year four or G3 stage. 
22 Q. Did you consult with anyone at the Idaho 
23 Crop Improvement Association or any other experts to 

























A. I know Jeff did, but I did not personally. 
Q. And do you know what his -- the response 
that he got to that? 
A. You know, as far as I recall, it wasn't an 
option, but I don't know. 
Q. And do you know if Sunrain has received 
certification for non-infected lots that came from a 
farm with a lot that had a bacterial ring rot? Have 
you done that in the past? 
A. How do you mean? I'm lost on the question 
there. 
Q. Has Sunrain -- well, let me ask you 
specifically here. Do you know Chris Karren? 
A. I do. 
Q. And are you aware of - has Chris Karren had 
any issues with bacterial ring rot? 
A. We did have a finding this year in a storage 
that his lot was in. 
Q. And was that in a lot that Sunrain received 
from Chris Karren? 
A. Actually, we never received it from Chris 
Karren. It was still owned by Chris Karren. 
Q. Okay. And where was it being stored? 
A. I've not actually been to the storage, so 
f'm not certain that I could tell you. It was a 
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1 third-party seller. I don't know the exact location 
2 of it. 
3 Q. And what did the ring rot -- when did it 
4 become discovered? 
5 A. It same to our knowledge through his testing 
6 this spring. 
1 Q. Okay. 
8 A. Or maybe you know, I could be wrong on 
9 timing. But it was told to us through his testing. 
10 Q. Okay. And this would have been potatoes 
11 that Chris Karren grew in the 2013 growing season? 
12 A. Correct. 
13 Q. Okay. Did Sunrain buy any other potatoes 
14 besides the Mariettes from Chris Karren that came from 
15 his 2013 growing season? 
16 A. We did. And we did not buy the Mariettes. 
11 We did not buy those. 
18 Q. And so here is my question: You were able 
19 to buy the non-infected .Mariettes from Chris Karren in 
20 2013? 
A. Uh-huh. 
Q. Is that "yes"? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you do special testing for those non 
infected potatoes from Chris Karren? 
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We the from all lots from 
all of our growers. So it wasn't special testing. It 
l is now standard procedure because of the impact we 
4 have had from Silver Creek. 
s Q. And what testing did you do on those 
6 potatoes from Chris Karren? 
A. We did PCR as well as ELISA. I
. 7 
s Q. And were you able to certify the potatoeS 
9 from Chris Karren as seed potatoes? 
10 A. Yes. 
11 Q. So why couldn't you have done the same thing 
12 with Mark Johnson's seed potatoes? 
13 A. So my understanding -- and, again, you keep 
14 asking me to stand up and talk about Idaho Crop 
15 [mprovement's rules.and I couldn't tell you. The 
-16 positive test that came back from Mark Johnson came 
11 back from Idaho Crop Improvement, and they are the 
18 ones that branded the farm. It was nothing that 
19 Sunrain had to do. They were the ones that impacted 
20 the certification requirements on the remaining lots. 
21 So I can't tell you what rule it is that they stand on 
22 to be able to do that. I can't tell you anything of 
: 23 those other things, other than the fact that's where 
24 it is driven from. 
25 Q. And I guess my question will be, well, did 
Mariette is Mariettes? 
2 A. It is Mariettes. 
3 Q. Mariettes. Where did they test positive? 
, A. NDSU, and then I can't remember who we did 
s the ELISA test with. It possibly was Western Labs, 
6 but NDSU did the PCR test. That one I know for a 
7 fact. I had to pay that bill, so I know where that 
a one came from. 
9 Q. And the potatoes were in Idaho when they got 
10 tested? 
11 A. I don't know where the storage is. I really 
12 don't. Chris Karren grows both in Idaho and in Utah, 
13 so I don't know where the storage was located. 
14 Q. And is the Idaho Crop Improvement 
15 Association aware of that positive test? 
16 A. There is no reporting requirements, so, no. 
11 Q. Okay. All right. Back to this May -- was 
1e the meeting in May -- was that May 10, 2013? Does 
19 that sound right? 
20 A. It could be. 
21 Q. Okay. Anythingelsediscussedatthat 
22 meeting that we haven't talked about? 
23 A. We discussed, like I say, potential 
24 settlement. At that point in time, Mark was trying to 
25 mull it over and see what would work with him, what 



























you try to get them certified? l would work with us. The approach that we took there 
A. Did I try to get what certified? 2 is that there was absolutely no way in terms of 
Q. Did you try to get Mark Johnson's 3 certainty to identify where the ring rot came from, 
non-infected potatoes certified? 4 and so our opinion was whatever we could do to help 
A. The only time you do certification is at 5 Mark continue growing as a seed grower, that's what we 
shipping, so you do the initial certification 6 wanted to do. 
paperwork at planting, and then when you ship them 7 Q. Okay. And who made the decision to send the 
out, you would have an inspector come out. So the 8 potatoes to cow chow? 
ones that we shipped out prior to the finding, yes, 9 A. I did. 
those were certified. After that, nothing went as 10 Q. And was there an agreement as to what was 
seed. 11 going to happen with the money from the cow chow? 
Q. And on your -- I won't beat a dead horse 12 A. There was a tentative agreement. So Mark 
here, but just so f'm clear. You didn't take any 113 and I had talked about that as part of the potential 
steps to see if that would be certifiable or not? 114 settlement, that anything recovered from that would go 
A. I know there were discussions that happened jl5 back to Mark. We had one last meeting with Mark, and 
with Idaho Crop Improvement with both Mark and with 
I 
you probably know the date better than I do. It was '16 
Jeff, but I didn't personally have any involvement in 111 at the gas station just down street from his facility. 
that. 118 At that point in time, Mark made it very clear that Q. Okay. And did Sunrain have any problems or 19 there would be no further discussions about 
issues certifying the non-infected potatoes from Chris ,20 negotiation unless there was full payment and that he 
Karren? 121 would be -- that he had already contacted you and 
A. We did not. The positive test results did /22 would be pursuing legal action. So at that point all 
not come out of Idaho Crop Improvement, so there was 123 negotiations stopped. 
no branding put on the farm. /24 Q. And on the third meeting - would that have 
Q. So where did the - where did the J2s also been in May? 
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some reason the 24th comes 
but--
Q. Okay. Anything else discussed at that May 
t 24th meeting? 
s A. No. That was a pretty quick one. Once he 
6 told us that he was done talking to us and was going 
1 to file suit, there wasn't much reason to hang out and 
8 rhitrhat. 
9 Q. And have you talked to Mark since that date? 
10 A. Let's see. He and I traded a few text 
11 messages as we were moving things out for cattle feed 
12 and finishing cleaning up the storage. So Mark and I 
13 actually did the cattle feed in conjunction. He had 
14 an individual that came in and took product for cattle 
15 feed as well, that was local. When that filled up, 
16 that is when we were pulling it out to a more long 
17 distance -- just -- at the time the rationale was that 
18 we would have a higher return -- a higher potential 
19 return back to Mark by having it done locally. 
20 Where those proceeds went, what the 
21 quantities of those are, I don't know. Again, 
1
22 negotiations deteriorated at that last meeting, so I 
123 don't know how much Mark received or how that 
24 transpired. I don't know. 
25 Q. And before Mark sent any of the potatoes to 
Page39 
1 cow chow, did he ask your permission to do that? 
2 A. You know ,I don't think so. We were both on 
3 the same page that that was the only place they could 
4 go, so I don't recall granting permission on moving 
5 things out. 
6 At the very last moment, we thought we 
1 potentially had a commercial grower talked into taking 
8 some of Mark's seed and that fell through and that may 
9 have been the only time that he and I talked about 
10 permission. I was trying to get him a higher return 
11 if we could move some of it as seed and unfortunately 
12 it was the same answer as we had previously of it is 
13 just not worth the risk to the rest of my farm so I 
14 won't take it. 
15 Q. Okay. And [ asked you this before. Was 
116 there an agreement or was there not with regards to 17 the proceeds from the cow chow? 
jl8 A. There was a tentative agreement, but that is 
lu as far as any of the negotiations ever went. 
120 Q. And what was the tentative agreement with 
21 the proceeds? 
122 A. That the proceeds would be returned to 
23 Silver Creek as a part of the settlement. 
124 Q. Okay. And was there any discussion at the 
J25 April 24th meeting or the first meeting in May about 
S1mrain the the seed 
:a potatoes? 
3 A. We talked about a lump sum settlement. We 
4 didn't talk about specific contract pricing for 
5 individual lots. Again, our rationale was trying to 
6 make it so Mark could continue. We understood that he 
7 was new to the world, trying to expand his business, 
a and we were trying to figure out some way that we 
9 could help him to continue on. 
1 10 Q. Do you recall what your lump sum settlement 
111 offer was? 
12 A. You know, I think that Lisa provided some of 
13 that in her affidavit, but maybe I -- somewhere in the 
14 neighborhood of 460,000 is what I recall. 
15 Q. And why did Sunrain offer 400,000 if they 
16 had already rejected the potatoes? 
1
11 A. Like I mentioned, we were trying to help 
1 1a Mark out. You know, we are a young company. Mark is 
19 a young company. Initially we really did want to have 
20 a long-term relationship with Mark. He had this issue 
21 on his farm. Had it in two separate lots. That's not 
22 a good thing. We did feel like eventually he could 
23 get recovered, and we could do business down the road. 
24 Unfortunately, it didn't work out that way. 
25 Q. Okay. Any other meetings with Mark after 
Page41 
1 May 24th? 
2 A. No. No. I ran into him at the potato expo 
3 and shook his hand and said, hi, but no meetings in 
4 relation to this. 
5 Q. And has Sunrain paid any of the cow chow 
6 proceeds to Silver Creek? 
7 A. No. We are still holding them in an 
8 account. 
9 MR. WRIGHT: Let's take a break. 
10 (Recess taken from 2:40 p.m. to 2:44 p.m.) 
11 MR. WRIGHT: Back on the record. 
12 Q. (BY MR. WRIGIIT) I've handed you what has 
13 already been marked as Exhibit 101 in Mel Davenport's 
14 deposition. 
15 Do you recognize this document? 
16 A. I do. 
17 Q. What is this document? 
18 A. This is a Blanket Variety Contract between 
19 Sunrain and Silver Creek. 
20 Q. And is this the form contract used by 
21 Sunrain first growers? 
22 A. Correct. 
123 
Q. A few questions on this. On the paren one 
24. and the term, the fourth sentence down says, "Parties 
125 will endeavor to meet pricing laid forward based on 
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Chieftain varieties 2 You would have just hired a trucking company 
3 Nevada in 201 I? 3 to do that? 
4 A. Correct. 4 A. Very possible. Again, two years before I 
5 Q. Okay. So can you explain that process to 5 came on board, so I couldn't tell you. I assume Doug 
Ii me. Ebe Fanns grew those varieties in 20!0, and then 6 John probably could, but I couldn't tell you. 
7 were those stored at Ebe Farms from 2010 to spring of 7 Q. And then they were planted in Nevada in 
l! 2011? 8 20 l l; is that correct? 
9 A. You know, I wasn't involved in the company 9 A. Correct. 
at that point in time, so I couldn't tell you. We 10 Q. And do you know who shipped the potatoes 
could certainly talk to Greg, and he could tell us 11 from Nevada to Silver Creek storage? 
where those were stored, but I couldn't tell you. I 12 A. I don't. Again, it would have been a third 
don't know. 13 party, because we don't own our own trucks. So it 
Q. Do you know if Sunrain's trucks picked those u. would bave been a hired trucking company. 
potatoes up from Ebe Farms? 15 Q. Okay. And do you guys use the same company 
A. We don't have trucks, and so it would have 16 every time? 
to have been a third party. I don't know how that 17 A. No. We have the same sanitation 
transpired. It was two years before I came on board, 18 requirements regardless of who it is, but we don't use 
so I don't know. 19 the same company. 
Q. And do you have any documents that would 20 Q. And what are the sanitation requirements? 
21 show who shipped those potatoes from Ebe Farms? 21 A. We use quaternary ammonia to wash the truck 
22 A. I don't. I'm sure they could be sourced, 22 down prior to moving the seed. So we require them to 
23 but I don't. 23 go through a truck wash to get any of the loose dirt, 
24 Q. What do you mean, they could be sourced? 24 and then use the quaternary ammonia to wash down the 
25 What do you mean by that? trucks in case of any potential bacteria. 
Page51 Page53. 
1 A. Well, I'm sure there is bill of ladings that 
2 either Greg has or we have, but -- my guess would be 
3 it would have to come from Greg in order to get those 
4 bill of ladings at this point in time -- this far out, 
5 but I don't have it in my personal possession. 
6 Q. Okay. And where were those shipped-- the 
84180 and the Chieftains, where were they shipped as 
they left Ebe Farms? 
A. As I stated previously, I don't know. I 
really don't. That was two years prior to me coming 
into the company. I had absolutely no involvement 
whatsoever. Because we were not concerned in the 
13 least with that being the source where there has been 
14 a year in between, and he didn't have a positive test 
15 until the year after we were there, we haven't done 
lli investigation into shipping methods or timing or 
17 anything like that. We just didn't see the need for 
18 it. 
19 Q. Okay. And do you know who cut the potatoes? 
20 A. What's that? 
21 Q. Do you know who cut those 84180s and 




A. I don't. 
Q. And do you know who shipped the potatoes 
from the cutter to Nevada? 
Q. And who at Sunrain oversees that process? 
A. That would have been Doug John, if you are 
3 talking to - about Nevada. 
l 
2 
4 Q. Okay. And do you know if anybody oversaw 
5 the shipping process from the cutter to Nevada? 
6 A. I'm sure someone did, but I couldn't tell 
7 you who it was. 
8 Q. And I believe Doug John testified that they 
9 were all grown at -- I think, Loggies Junction down in 
10 Nevada. 
11 A. It could be. Again, I don't know. I've not 
12 been down to where they were. We haven't been back 
13 since, so ... 
14 Q. Was there any other potatoes that were grown 
15 at Loggies Junction in 20 l l by Sunrain that went 
16 somewhere else besides Silver Creek? 
17 A. So some of the 84180s went to a commercial 
18 grower. I think that they made a stopover in the 
19 Carey storage. So they were probably handled by Mark 









said earlier, that was the year that really drove the 
demand. Because of the performance of that seed, we 
had people just chomping at the bit. I mean, these 
guys had record yields and record pack outs and were 
kind enough to tell everybody in the coffee shop just 
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I 
time for me to have 
3 remember? 
4 A. It was Wootens. 
s Q. Did anyone else receive the 2011 seed 
6 potatoes that you grew in Nevada? 
7 A. That's the only one that I know about. 
9 There could have been others. I'm sure we would have 
9 documentation if there were, but I don't know of any 
10 others. I just know that one because unfortunately 
11 they were also the recipient of Mark's potatoes with 
12 BRR, and they had a real mess -- a real mess with the 
13 potatoes they received from Mark with BRR. And so the 
1' comparison between the two was hammered into my head 
15 over several meetings with those guys as far as the 
16 year we got them from you guys, they were beautiful; 
17 we get them from Mark Johnson, and we have a total 
18 wreck with our crop. 
19 Q. Okay. So the Wootens received the 84180s in 
20 2012 and 20l3? 
1
21 A. Correct. Record yields one year; record 
22 disaster the next, so -- it is what it is. 
23 Q. How did the Wootens discover the bacterial 
1
24 ring rot in 20!3? 
25 A. We notified them of what we had done. We 
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1 felt it was our obligation to let them know that we 
2 had I guess for all intents and purposes acted as a 
3 broker, since it is the way the transactions worked 
4 out on the infected side. Mark was very good, and 
s Mark was up front with them. He told them what had 
6 happened, that he didn't know there was a problem at 
1 the time, but that he had shipped out BRR infected 
8 seed. 
9 And I believe -- and I wasn't there, so I 
10 don't know when it happened. but I do believe that 
11 Mark went down to the Wooten field. met with those 
guys. talked to them about what had happened, 
13 apologized for his role in sending that seed out to 
14 them. 
15 Q. And at that point, the seed had already been 










A. Correct. Which is the very unfortunate 
thing. We could have saved them a lot of trouble and 
a lot of money had we known in time. 
Q. And what happened with the Wootens 2012 
84180crop? 
A. It was a disaster. 
Q. Okay. 
A. A serious yield loss. Their pack out was 
terrible. The rejections on the other end, because of 
the breakdown was substantial. mean, 
had big, big problems. 
Aron Derbridge 
Joly 2,2014 
3 Q. And the Wootens in 2013, do you know if they 
4 were growing the 84180s for seed potatoes the 








A. No. As fresh. Both years as fresh. They 
are not seed growers. They are commercial growers. 
Q. And did t!tey have any issues with the 84! 80s 
in 2012? 
A. No. Record yields. Best they have ever had 
down there. Record pack outs. That's why they wanted 
a bunch more of it in 2013. If we would have allowed 
them, they would have probably bought the entire 
1' amount, but we were trying to separate it out. I just 
15 don't recall who else we were trying to get it to. 
16 And thank goodness, we didn't, because what had ended 
17 up happening, but --
18 Q. Did the 84180s that Wootens bought in 2012, 
19 did those come straight from Nevada, or did they go 
20 to-· 
21 A. I believe they made a stopover in Carey. 
22 Because there was not storage able available in 
23 Nevada, that's why things went to Carey initially. 
24 Mark had been working with Sunrain, in my 
understanding, previous to that in some capacity or 
Page57 
1 another, and so he agreed to help them out by working 
2 the storage •• managing the storages for them, and 
3 then also agreed to plant some back the following 
4 year. Again, as that was transpiring, I wasn't a part 
s of the company. so this is just my understanding of 
6 how that process worked. 
1 Q. Okay. Do you know if the Wootens did any 
s PCR or ELISA testing on the 84180s that they grew in 
9 2012? 
10 A. I don't know why they would have any reason 
11 to. The expression in 2013 in that crop was pretty 















if they had seen anything like that in 2012, I would 
assume that they would do similar testing. We had 
already done ELISA testing before it went to them, and 
it come back negative, so I would assume that they 
probably would stand on that, since it is the 
recognized standard. 
Q. And where do things stand with the Wootens 
at the present time? Have they paid Sunrain anything 
for the 84180s? 
A. They have not. 
Q. And have they threatened to sue Sunrain? 
A. We've had discussions back and forth. You 
know, we have described to them the role that we 
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3 MEL VIN DAVENPORT, 
4 first duly sworn to tell the truth relating to said 
s cause, testified as follows: 
6 
7 EXAMINATION 
a QUESTIONS BY MR. WRiGh'T: 
9 Q. Would you please state your full name for 
10 the record. 
11 A. Melvin Davenport. 
12 Q. Mr. Davenport, have you had your deposition 
13 taken before? 
14 A. Yes, I have. 
15 Q. In what case did you have your deposition 
16 taken? 
11 A. Recently in regards to the class action 
18 lawsuit that Potandon is involved in that was taken --
19 that deposition was taken a week ago today, I believe. 
20 Q. Do you have any questions about the process 
21 before we get started? 
22 A. No.sir. 
23 Q. Okay. Did you receive a subpoena to attend 
24 today's deposition -- or your attorney? 
25 A. Our attorney told me to be here. 
Pages 
1 Q. And did you bring any documents pursuant to 
2 that subpoena duces tecum with you today? 
3 A. No, I did not, sir. I believe I've turned 
4 over all our documents to our attorney, to the best I 
s know. 
6 Q. Tell me about your relationship with 
7 Sunrain. 
a A. My relationship -- well, my position is 
9 president of the company. 
10 Q. Okay. And are you a member of Sunrain? 
11 A. Of the LLC? 
12 Q. Yes. 
13 A. I am a member of Potandon, which is a member 
14 of Sunrain. 
15 Q. And what are your duties as president with 
16 Potandon? 
17 MR. GAFFNEY: You mean, Sunrain? 
18 MR. WRIGITT: Sunrain. Sorry. 
19 THE WITNESS: I would say my duties at Sunrain --
20 it's not a full-time job as president of the company. 
21 I have another job. My duties is to help direct the 
22 strategic direction of the company. Most day-to-day 
23 operations are handled by the business manager, the VP 
of operations and the VP of finance. And the only 
active day-to-day thing that I'm involved in is 
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And what is your other 
3 A. I'm chief operating officer at Potandon 
, Produce. 
s Q. And can you explain to me the different 
6 businesses that Potandon is involved in compared to 
7 Sunrain. 
a A. Sunrain is an independent business., but 
9 Potandon has an ownership stake in Sunrain, and we do 
10 manage -- we are the -- Potandon is the manager of the 
11 LLC for Sunrain and Potato Seed Solutions. 
12 Q. And is Potandon involved in the seed potato 
13 business -
14 A. No. 
1s Q. That's -- all the seed potato is handled 
16 through Sunrain'! 
l 7 A. Sunrain is completely responsible for all 
18 that. Potandon is a customer of Sunrain, and that is 
19 the relationship. 
20 Q. And you mentioned two other positions that 
21 generally handle the day-to-day operations of Sunrain. 
22 Who would those individuals be? 
23 A. Currently? 
24 Q. Yes. 
· 25 A. The vice president of finance would be Lisa 
Page? I 
1 Swenson. The vice president of operations is Kelly 
2 Stoddard, and the business manager is Aron Derbridge. 
3 Q. And when was Sunrain formed? Do you know? 
4 A. Sun -- I believe five years ago. I don't 
5 know -- your question, whether it means when our 
6 involvement -- Potandon's involvement in Sunrain or 
7 when the company originally was founded. 
8 Q. Okay. So it was originally founded when? 
9 A. I don't know the exact date. We bought into 
I
' 10 the company five, six years ago. 
11 Q. And currently is Sunrain operating at the 
12 same level as it was two or three years ago? 
1
1
13 A. No. We have -- I would say the company is 
14 doing -- has added some business operations to it. It 
1s is still a start-up company, so it is still what I 
16 would call a struggling company. 
17 Q. Okay. When did Sunrain first become 
18 involved with Silver Creek Seed? 
19 A. I'm going to have to guess -- 2008 or 2009 
20 seed crop. I don't know the exact year. I can't 
21 remember. Jeff Bragg was the vice president of 
122 operations at that time, and he set up this 
1
23 relationship. 
24 Q. And what's been your understanding of the 
25 relationship from 2008 to 2009 to the present? 
Mark was a seed grower under contract 
2 us, and we had day-to-day business operations with 
3 him. 
, Q. And does Sunrain grow any of its own seed 
s potatoes or is all that contracted out? 
6 A. At that time it was all contracted out. 
7 Q. And is it still all contracted out? 
a A. No. We actually grow some of our own now. 
9 Q. Okay. When did you, I guess, first become 
10 involved with Sunrain's relationship with Silver 
11 Creek? When did you -
12 A. Other than meeting Mark maybe at a 
13 convention, I had no personal involvement with him at 
14 all until the issue with the 84I80s come up. 
1s Q. And when was the first time that you had 
16 that discussion with Mark concerning the 84I80s? 
17 A. Right after we were notified that the seed 
18 was not certifiable. 
19 Q. And do you know approximately when that 
would have been? 
A. Off the top of my head, I would guess April 
of 2012 -- or - 2013, I guess. 
Q. And did you have a meeting with Mark at that 
time'! 
25 A. Yes, sir. 
Page9 
1 Q. And who else was at that meeting? 
2 A. I believe I had two meetings with Mark. The 
3 first meeting -- and this is just to the best of my 
4 recollection. It would have been myself; Jeff Bragg; 
5 Aron Derbridge -- maybe Doug John was there. I can't 
6 remember -- Mark Johnson, his wife, and I believe his 
7 secretary was in the room. 
s Q. And that was your first meeting with Mark? 
9 A. The first real business meeting, yes, sir. 
10 Q. And when was the second meeting? 
11 A. Thirty,40dayslater. 
12 Q. Okay. Would that have been in May? 
13 A. I believe May. I can't give you an exact 
14 date without my calendar and -- I just can't. 
15 Q. And who was at that second meeting? 
16 A. Myself; Aron Derbridge; Kelly Stoddard; I 
17 believe, Mark, his wife, and his secretary I 
18 believe. I could be a person or two off on these, as 
19 far as I just can't remember the exact people 
20 involved. 
21 Q. Okay. And where did these meetings take 
22 place? 
23 A. Both of them took place at Mark Johnson's 
24 scale house office. 
25 Q. And besides those two meetings, have you had 
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meeti1ngs with Mark Johnson? 
A. What I don't remember is whether 
l had two or three meetings. I just can't remember 
4 exactly. We may have had three meetings. I can't 
5 remember. I just -- those specifics -· I may -- we 
1 6 may have met three times or we may have met twice. I I : don't remember the exact times we met. Other than 
I 
_ that, I have not met with Mark. 
9 Q. And did all those meetings, whether it is 
10 two meetings or three meetings, occur at Mark's 
11 facility? 
12 A. Yes, sir. 
13 Q. And would all of those two or three meetings 
u have occurred in April or May of 2012? 
15 A. April,May,orJune. 
16 Q. Okay. Let's talk about the first meeting in 
17 April 2012. What was discussed at that meeting? 
18 A. We went over the issue we had with the seed 
19 that the bacterial ring rot was found in. We 
20 discussed the fact that we had already planted one 
21 field of that seed and that was an issue for us. We 
22 went over the fact that the rest of the seed was non 
1
23 certifiable, and there was no way we could take it. 
24 And we discussed in very broad strokes any 
25 way to resolve the issue between us and them in an 
Page 11 
1 amicable manner, and I tried to explain that Sunrain 
2 was not going to hold the bag on the entire pile of 
3 seed because it was non certifiable. We had it all 
4 sold -- almost -- most of it sold somewhere else, and 
5 there was no way for us to sell it now, and I could 
6 not be held res(Xlnsible for paying for something that 
7 did not meet certification, and [ couldn't resell it. 
8 It wasn't-· it was not -· it did not meet the 
9 contract requirements. 
10 Q. Okay. And what you just explained to me, 
11 did you specifically tell that to Mark Johnson at that 
12 April 2012 meeting? 
13 A. Oh, absolutely. 
14 Q. Did you-· 
15 A. I mean, there was -- l don't think there was 
16 any doubt in anylxxly's mind in that room that the seed 
17 was not going to leave the farm for what it was 
18 intended for. 
19 Q. And did you specifically tell Mark at that 
20 April 2012 meeting that Sunrain was rejecting the --
21 all of the potatoes? 
22 A. Yes, I believe we did. 
23 Q. And do you remember specifically what you 
24 told him with regards to rejection? 
i25 A. The exact words? 
Melvin Davenport 
Joly 2, 2014 
the best you can recall the moment. 
A. We weren't yes, that we were not going to 
3 be accepting the seed. That's the best synopsis I can 
4 giveyou. 
5 Q. And who told Mark that? Did you tell Mark 
6 that? Did Aron Derbridge tell Mark that? 
7 A. I think that would have been me. 
13 
Q. And did you tel! him why you were not 
accepting the seed? 
A. Yes. Because it·· with the bacterial ring 
rot found on his farm, all the lots on the farm were 
not certifiable for their intended purposes. 
Q. And so what did you discuss with Mark 
14 Johnson with regards to how to resolve this issue? 
15 A. We went through it lot by lot and tried to 
16 discuss an amicable -- we didn't want to have a major 
11 argument with the guy. We wanted to try to sit down 
18 and come up with some kind of amicable solution that 
19 would meet both parties' needs. I did make it very 
20 dear that we were not going to pay for all the seed 
21 under any circumstance. Because we couldn't resell 
22 it. We could not use it for our intended purposes, 
23 that we could not recertify it, which it had to be 
24 done for us to use. 



























Silver Creek did with Agdia and North Dakota State on 
these (Xltatoes? 
A. You mean, the test that found the bacterial 
ring rot. 
Q. Are you familiar with the test that Mark 
Johnson did with all of the (Xltatoes where they sent 
off tuber samples to Agdia and North Dakota State? 
A. You mean, on his own lots of seed potatoes, 
sir? 
Q. The Sunrain lots. 
A. No, I'm not aware of his testing. I'm aware 
of our testing. 
Q. Okay. And what was the extent of your 
testing on these potatoes? 
A. We did every standard thing that is done to 
resell seed potatoes. We had the winter test done. 
We had the ELISA test done. We did all of our normal 
practices that we would do. And the reason that the 
bacterial ring rot was found in this lot of potatoes 
is because we were going to send some of them to 
Canada, and we had a test done so we could do that, 
and that's when this was discovered. 
Q. And are you aware of any testing that Silver 
Creek Seed did on the various lots of (Xltatoes that it 
was to sell to Sunrain? 
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Q. And is it your understanding that if one lot 
4 tests positive for bacterial ring rot, then the 
s entire -- all of the lots on the farming operation are 
6 not certifiable? 
1 A. Yes. 
s Q. Paragraph 5 on Exhibit 10! says, "See 
9 Attachment B.'' Do you know if that was attached to 
this agreement? 
11 A. I assume it was. I can't say, you know, yes 
12 or no. 
13 Q. Okay. Have you ever seen an Ex.hi bit 
14 Attachment B that it is referring to? 
15 A. Yes, sir. 
16 Q. But you don't have any personal knowledge 
17 whether that was or was not attached? 
18 A. No. 
19 Q. Would that be the same for Attachment A that 
20 is referenced in this? 
21 A. Where is Attachment A referenced, sir? 
22 Q. In paren 4, the middle of the paragraph. 
23 When it first agrees to follow Sunrain, Potandon's 
24 Solanum seed grower protocol. 
25 A. I'm still not seeing where you are seeing 
Creek's opc:ra1t1orrt 
2 A. No. I had never been there. Jeff had been 
3 there. Aron had been there. And Kelly was there 
4 after he took ·- started to make the transfer into 
5 Jeff's job. 
6 Q. And did any of those people express to you 
7 concerns about Silver Creek's cleanliness or 
9 procedures, anything like llia!? 
9 A. There was comments made that there should be 
10 some cleanliness changes long term. That's all I 
11 remember, sir. 
12 Q. And that would have been before this variety 
13 contract? 
14 A. No. I don't -- I can't remember when that 
15 would have been - that statement. That was a casual 
16 statement inside a meeting -- in a staff meeting one 
11 time. 
18 Q. And did Sunrain ever do anything with those 
19 comments that it received? 
20 A. I actually can't remember, sir, what was 
21 done. You would have to ask one of the day-to-day 
22 people what was or was not done. 
23 I think you need to understand that one of 
24 the things that goes on in our business is I am top 
25 level, and in this case, as we were running into the 
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1 it. 
2 Q. Right there. 
3 A. All I can say is the same as I said about 
4 the other attachment. I assume it was, but I have no 
5 way of knowing for sure. I would have to go back and 
6 have somebody pull it up at the office. 
1 Q. Besides this blanket variety contract, did 
a Sunrain and Silver Creek have any other agreements 
9 related to these potatoes? 
10 A. Not that I am aware of. The fact is in our 
11 last meeting I even asked Mr. Johnson if Mr. Bragg had 
12 ever indicated to him how we would or would not settle 
13 this, and he made it clear that Jeff had not. And the 
14 reason I asked that question is because by that period 
15 Jeff was no longer in our employ. 
16 Q. And why was Jeff Bragg no longer in your 
1 7 employ at that point? 
18 A. He left the company. 
19 Q. And do you know why he left the company? 
20 A. He wanted to do something else. 
21 Q. Did it have anything to do with the subject 
22 of this lawsuit, to your knowledge? 
23 A. No, I don't think there was any correlation. 
24 Q. Prior to the discovery of the bacterial ring 
rot in this case, did you have any concerns with 
l problems, I authorized Aron. Aron was the authorized 
2 person to go try to resolve this. 
3 Q. Okay. What is Sunrain's relationship with 
4 Ebe Farms, LLC, out in Washington? 
s A. That's a grower that we had purchased some 
6 seed from in previous years -- quite a few previous 
7 years ago. 
I 
a MR. GAFFNEY: Are you going to go off kind of 
9 into a different thing here? Can we take a break 
10 here? 
11 MR. WRIGHT: You bet. 
12 (Recess taken from I 0: 11 a.m. to l 0: 14 a.m.) 
13 MR. WRIGHT: Back on the record. 
114 Q. (BY MR. WRIGHT) Backing up. With those 
15 meetings that you had with Mark Johnson, would Lisa 
16 Swenson had been at those meetings? 
17 A. To my knowledge, she was not. 
,18 Q. Okay. 
I 19 A. It is possible. I don't remember, but to my 
20 knowledge, she was not. 
21 Q. And with this rejection issue that we talked 
22 about during those meetings, did Aron Derbridge ever 
23 tell Mark Johnson that Sunrain was rejecting the 
24 potatoes, or did that just come from you? 
25 A. Well, I think he was told that by multiple 
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MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Sunrain Varieties LLC (Sunrain), through its attorneys of record, respectfully 
submits the following in support of its motion to reconsider the Court's decision granting 
the Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment filed by Silver Creek Seed, LLC 
(Silver Creek). 
INTRODUCTION 
On Silver Creek's motion for partial summary judgment, Sunrain presented 
evidence by affidavit that demonstrated that Sunrain rejected non-conforming seed 
potatoes tendered by Silver Creek. This Court, however, struck the affidavits because, in 
the Courts opinion they lacked specificity. In the days immediately following the hearing 
on summary judgment, Silver Creek took the depositions of Aron Derbidge and Melvin 
disputed issues fact exist regarding the conformity Silver Creek's seed potato crop 
to the terms of the contract and Sunrain's rightful rejection of that crop. Because the seed 
crop produced by Silver Creek was not merchantabie and was not fit for its ordinary or 
intended purpose, it did not conform to the contract and Sunrain had a right to reject the 
entire seed crop. Sunrain communicated its rejection of the crop to Silver Creek in a 
reasonable time after discovery of the non-conformity. The evidence as discussed below, 
demonstrates the existence of disputed issues of fact sufficient to preclude summary 
judgment, and the Court should reconsider its decision on the motion for partial summary 
judgment. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The following facts are relevant to the Court's consideration of this motion for 
reconsideration: 
1. On or about May I 0, 2012, Sunrain and Silver Creek entered into a 
contract titled Sunrain Potato Varieties, L.L.C. Seed Potato Grower Contract- Blanket 
Variety Contract (the Contract). Affidavit of Mark Johnson dated June 3, 2014 (Johnson 
Aff. I), Exh. D. 
2. The purpose of the Contract according to the recitals was to provide 
Sunrain a "secure, clean source of certified potato seed of Proprietary varieties, for 
Sunrain's/ [sic] 2013 commercial planting seasons." Id. 
3. "Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek cut and grew various varieties and 
generations of Sur.rain seed potatoes, including 84180, Red Fantasy, Laura, Annabelle, 
Rumba, Allians, aJ1d Carrera ... during the growing season." Johnson Aff. I, ,i 12. 
Deposition Mark Johnson (Johnson Depo.), Exh. 12. 
5. The A-84180-8 variety was third generation seed. Id. 
6. Silver Creek understood and was aware that the seed it was producing was 
intended to be used by Sunrain to grow future generations of seed potatoes. Johnson 
Depo., p 40, 1. 15-p. 41, I. 9. 
7. Under the Contract, seed grown by Silver Creek was to "conform to Idaho 
Crop Improvement Association standards for the generation being delivered to Sunrain." 
It was also required to "meet all certification requirements of the State ofidaho." Johnson 
Aff., Exh. D, ,r 4. 
8. Silver Creek expressly warranted that seed grown by it would be of 
merchantable quality and fit for its intended use, in other words that it would be fit for 
use in growing future generations of certified seed potatoes and sellable for that purpose. 
Id. at ,r 13; Johnson Depo., p 40, I. 15-p. 41, l. 9. 
9. Silver Creek impliedly warranted that seed supplied to Sunrain would 
"pass without objection in the trade under the contract description[,]" and be "fit for the 
ordinary purpose for which such goods are used[.]" IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-314(2)(a) 
& (c). 
10. Silver Creek also impliedly warranted that seed supplied to Sunrain would 
be suitable for the production of future generation certified seed. IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-
2-315; Johnson Aff. I, Exh. D. 
Washington, Wooten Farms (Wootens). Johnson Aff. I, 1 
19-p. 55, l. 14. 
Derbidge Depo., 54, l. 
12. Wootens had experience with the A84180-8 variety having grown it 
during 2012 from the same seed source as those grown by Silver Creek, and had obtained 
record yields and record pack-outs. Derbidge Depo., p. 53, l. 14-p. 54, l. 18. 
13. On March 29, 2013, the Idaho Crop Improvement Associations (ICIA) 
notified Silver Creek that Clavibacter michiganensis subspecies sepedonicus, the bacteria 
that causes bacterial ring rot was detected in the A84 l 80-8 variety grown by Silver Creek 
for Sunrain during the 2012 growing season. Johnson Aff. I, Exh. E. 
14. ICIA promulgates rules for the certification of seed potatoes in Idaho and 
maintains a zero tolerance factor for bacterial ring rot under which the presence of 
bacterial ring rot "at any time in a seed lot" disqualifies the lot for certification. Johnson 
Aff. I, ,J 18 & Exh. H., p. 5. 
15. The ICIA rules further provide: "All contact lots on a farming operation 
shall be ineligible for recertification if any lot of seed on that farming operation is 
rejected for certification because of bacterial ring rot." Id, Exh. H, p. 13. 
16. As a consequence of the discovery of bacterial ring rot as reported by 
ICIA on March 29, 2013, "seed lots (83120026, A84180-8) and (83120025, A84180-8) 
are disqualified from certification due to bacterial ring rot and all other G 1 and later 
generation seed lots on the farm are ineligible for recertification." Id. 
of the presence of bacterial ring rot in the 2012 seed crop. Johnson Depo., p. 72, lL 18-25. 
18. Jeff Bragg notified Derbidge fthe contamination during the first week of 
April 2013 while Derbidge was traveling with his family. Deposition of Aron Derbidge 
(Derbidge Depo.), p. 7, 11. 3-14. 
19. Upon returning from his travels, Derbidge contacted Johnson by telephone 
during the second week of April 2013 to discuss the problem. During the course of that 
discussion he informed Johnson that Sunrain had to reject the seed crop because it could 
not be recertified. Derbidge Depo., p. 8, L 6-p. 9, 1.1. Derbidge was authorized to speak 
and negotiate on behalf of Sunrain. Deposition of Mel Davenport (Davenport Depo. ), p. 
28, 1. 18-p. 29, l. 2. 
20. Derbidge and Johnson discussed and agreed that the non-contaminated 
seed would not be eligible for recertification and Derbidge informed Johnson that 
although Sunrain had rejected the seed, potential options to mitigate losses for the crop 
were: (1) to run the crop as fresh-pack potatoes; (2) see if any commercial growers were 
willing to plant the seed as part of a production operation for non-seed production; or (3) 
sell it as cattle feed. Derbidge Depo., p. 9, 1. 12-p. 10, I. 7. 
21. Efforts were made to identify commercial growers who could purchase the 
seed potatoes and grow them out as production potatoes during the 2013 growing season, 
but those growers contacted were unwilling to take any of the seed because the potential 
risk was too high. Id., p. 10, I. 13-p. 12, I. 3. 
Bragg of Sunrain, met with Johnson, along with his secretary, a at Silver Creek's office. 
Id., p. 22, 11. 10-24. 
23. The parties discussed the struggle to find commercial growers to take the 
seed and the fact that the seed would not meet Sunrain' s needs because it could not be 
recertified. During that meeting, Derbidge specifically told Johnson that Sunrain was 
rejecting the seed, but that it would work with him to figure out another way to get it 
moved out. Id., p. 22, 1. 25-p. 24, 1. 11. 
24. Derbidge understood that because Sunrain rejected the seed it was not 
Sunrain's problem to clear Silver Creek's cellars, but Sunrain did not want to leave Silver 
Creek on its own. It wanted to help Johnson/Silver Creek out in an attempt to minimize 
losses of its seed grower. Id., p. 24, 11. 12-24. 
25. The parties also discussed the possibility of running the seed crop as fresh-
pack potatoes and between then and their next meeting in May of2013 Sunrain attempted 
and ruled out the possibility of running the see crop as fresh potatoes. Id., p. 25, I. 13-p. 
26, I. 3; p. 27, I. 7-p. 29, I. 14. 
26. In May of 2013, Derbidge and Davenport again met with Johnson at Silver 
Creek's office where the parties discussed the failure of the commercial production 
option and the fresh-pack option. They discussed that the only real option was to move 
the seed as cattle feed and then discussed potential settlement numbers to try and put the 
matter behind the parties in a way that would allow both to stay in business. Id. 
back to Silver and both Silver Creek and Sunrain began moving portions of 
the seed potato crop to cattle feeders, but at a subsequent meeting on or about May 24, 
2013, Johnson informed Derbidge during a meeting at a gas station down the street from 
Silver Creek's facility that he had retained counsel and would not accept anything less 
than full contract payment for the seed potatoes. Id., p. 36, 1. 21-p. 39, I. 5. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
"The district court has no discretion on whether to entertain a motion for 
reconsideration pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 1 l(a)(2)(B)." Fragnella v. 
Petrovich, 153 Idaho 266,276,281 P.3d 103, 113 (2012), reh'g denied (Aug. 1, 2012). 
On a motion for reconsideration, the court must consider any new admissible evidence or 
authority bearing on the correctness of an interlocutory order. Id. (citing PHH Mortg. 
Servs. Corp. v. Perreira, 146 Idaho 631,635,200 P.3d 1180, 1184 (2009) (citing Coeur 
d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat'l Bank of N. Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d 1026, 
1037 (1990))). The burden is on the moving party to bring the trial court's attention to the 
new facts. Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat. Bank ofN. Idaho, 118 Idaho 812,823, 
800 P.2d 1026, 1037 (1990). In the present case, in the days following the hearing on 
Plaintiffs Amended Motion for Partial Summary Judgment, the plaintiff, through 
counsel, deposed representatives of the defendants and elicited new facts that bear 
directly on the correctness of the Court's ruling. 
A rehearing or reconsideration in the trial court usually involves new or 
additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law and 
fact. Indeed, the chief virtue of a reconsideration is to obtain a full and 
complete presentation of all available facts, so that the truth may be 
ascertained, and justice done, as nearly as may be. 
Court should reconsider its ruling, deny the motion for partial summary judgment, 
and allow the matter to proceed toward a full and final adjudication of the disputed issues 
upon the merits "so that the truth may be ascertained, and justice done, as neariy as may 
be." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co., supra. 
ARGUMENT 
The summary judgment requested by Silver Creek and granted by this Court is 
inconsistent with the law and the facts applicable to this case. The seed crop grown by 
Silver Creek during the 2012 crop year did not conform to the Contract for multiple 
reasons. First, it did not conform to the implied and express warranties of merchantability 
and fitness for its purpose. Second, the acknowledged and undisputed defects in the 
contaminated seed substantially impaired the value of the whole contract, indeed, it 
eliminated any value to Sunrain. 
Because the seed did not conform to the Contract, Sunrain was entitled to and did 
rightfully reject the entire remaining seed crop. There was no ability to cure the defects in 
Silver Creek's tender, and Sunrain has no obligation to pay the contract price for the 
rejected seed. 
I. Tendered goods did not conform to the Contract. 
Silver Creek argued on its motion for summary judgment that several of the 
varieties produced by it were free of bacterial ring rot and that only the Rumba and 
A84180-8 varieties failed to conform to the Contract. It is Silver Creek's contention that 
the non-contaminated varieties conformed to the contract and should be paid for in full. 
RECONSIDER 8i ss 
same. 
A. Tendered goods do not conform to the iexpress warranties under the 
Contract. 
Under the express terms of the Contract and as a matter oflaw under the Uniform 
Commercial Code, Silver Creek extended certain warranties with respect to the 2012 seed 
crop that were breached as a result of the presence of bacterial ring rot in the crop. Silver 
Creek expressly warranted that the seed would be "of merchantable quality as set forth 
herein" and that it would be "fit for their intended use." Johnson Aff. I, Exh. D, 113. 
Similarly, by entering into the Contract, Silver Creek warranted that the seed would "pass 
without objection in the trade under the contract description" and would be "fit for the 
ordinary purpose for which such goods are used", i.e. future seed production, because the 
warranty of merchantability is not effectively waived in Paragraph 13 of the Blanket 
Variety Contract. IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-314(2)(a) & (c) and§ 28-2-316. 
Silver Creek failed to tender delivery of seed that could be used in the production 
of future generations of certified seed and has expressly acknowledge through its agent, 
Mark Johnson, that the seed grown on its farm during 2012 could not be used for future 
seed production. Silver Creek breached the implied warranty set forth in Section 2-314 
and the companion express warranty in the Contract. 
First, Silver Creek knew Sunrain was acquiring the seed for use in producing 
future generations of certified seed and relying on Silver Creek's skill to furnish suitable 
seed. This is set forth on the face of the Contract, which provides, "Sunrain wishes to 
secure a secure, clean source of certified potato seed for Proprietary (sic) varieties, for 
Sunrain's/ (sic) 2013 commercial planting seasons[.]" Joh..'l.Son Aff. I, Exh. D. It further 
testified without equivocation that the crop he was selling to Sunrain "were to be grown 
for seed potatoes" by "[w]hoever Sunrain sold them to." Johnson Depo., p. 40, 11. 15- p. 
41, L 9. 
Second, the seed produced by Silver Creek in 2012 was not fit for the production 
of future generations of certified seed potatoes. Indeed, it could not, without qualification, 
be used to produce future generations of certified seed. The ICIA rules for seed potato 
certification provide, "All contact lots on a farming operation shall be ineligible for 
recertification if any lot of seed on that farming operation is rejected for certification 
because of bacterial ring rot." Johnson Aff. I, Exh. H, p. 13. A contact lot is defined to 
include any seed lot "produced on a farming operation using common production and 
handling equipment and/or storage facilities." Johnson Aff. I, Exh. H, p. 3. Because all 
seed lots produced by Silver Creek during 2012 were contact lots with the contaminated 
A84180-8 variety, they were not eligible for recertification. ICIA declared as much in 
notifying Silver Creek of the bacterial ring rot when it stated, "all other G 1 and later 
generation seed lots on the farm are ineligible for recertification." Johnson Aff. I, Exh. E. 
More critically, Johnson concedes the point in asserting his own damage claim when he 
testifies of his own seed, "This is the seed that we had to buy because our seed was 
unrecertifiable (sic) due to the contamination of ring rot in our lots. We could not plant 
back our own seed. So we had to buy new seed .... We couldn't recertify our seed, so we 
had to go out and buy all new seed." Johnson Depo., p. 94, l.12-p. 95, I. 1. 
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Creek's As such, the seed potatoes did not conform to the Contract. 
In addition to the warranty of fitness for a particular purpose, Silver Creek 
breached the warranty of merchantability. Again, this warranty was both express and 
implied. Silver Creek expressly warrants the seed potatoes will be "of a merchantable 
quality as set forth herein," and Section 2-314 of the Uniform Commercial Code 
provides, "Unless excluded or modified, a warranty that the goods shall be merchantable 
is implied in a contract for their sale if the seller is a merchant with respect to goods of 
that kind." IDAHO CODE ANN.§ 28-2-314(1). To be merchantable, goods must pass 
without objection in the trade under the contract description; and be fit for the ordinary 
purpose for which such goods are used. IDAHO CODE ANN.§ 28-2-314(2)(a) & (c). 
That Silver Creek is a merchant within the meaning of Section 2-314 is not 
debatable. A merchant is defined, for U.C.C. purposes, as: 
a person who deals in goods of the kind or otherwise by his occupation 
holds himself out as having knowledge or skill peculiar to the practices or 
goods involved in the transaction or to whom such knowledge or skill may 
be attributed by his employment of an agent or broker or other 
intermediary who by his occupation holds himself out as having such 
knowledge or skill. 
IDAHO CODE ANN.§ 28-2-104(1). A person includes a limited liability company like 
Silver Creek. IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-201(27). Silver Creek is in the business of 
growing seed potatoes, and Johnson, its sole owner, has been involved in that line of 
work for nearly 30 years. Johnson Depo., p. 6, 1. 12-p. 9, 1. 7. Silver Creek, organized in 
2006, has never been involved in any business other than the growing of seed potatoes. 
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As such, it was incumbent upon Silver Creek to tender seed potatoes that would 
pass without objection in the trade under the contract description and be fit for their 
ordinary purpose. As discussed above, the seed potatoes to be supplied by Silver Creek 
were early generation seed intended to be used by Sunrain in the production of future 
generations of certified seed potatoes. Because of the presence of bacterial ring rot in 
seed potatoes produced on Silver Creek's farms, all other seed potatoes produced on the 
farm became ineligible for recertification. As such, they were not merchantable. They 
could not pass without objection in the seed producing industry and they were not fit for 
future seed production. Silver Creek acknowledged as much when Johnson testified that 
Silver Creek could not plant back its own seed and had to acquire new seed from a 
different source because the seed grown by Silver Creek in 2012 could not be recertified. 
Johnson Depo., p. 94, 1.12-p. 95, I. 1. 
Even that portion of the seed potatoes that was not intended for use in developing 
future generations of certified seed was not passable without objection in the potato 
industry or fit for its ordinary use. Derbidge testified that all first and second generation 
seed was intended to be replanted for the development of seed, but that third generation 
seed was to be sold to commercial growers for production. Derbidge Depo., p. 30, I. 18-p. 
31, 1. 12. A review of Silver Creek's planting records reveals that the only third 
generation seed planted by Silver Creek was the A84180-8 variety, which ultimately 
proved to be contaminated with bacterial ring rot. The diseased seed could not be 
certified and was not sellable as seed. Johnson Aff. I, Exh. E. The small portion that was 
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(incidentally from the same seed stock grown by Silver Creek in 2012), planted the Silver 
Creek seed in 2013 and had substantial yield loss, terrible pack-out, and significant 
rejections because the breakdown in the potatoes was substantial. Derbidge Depo., p. 53, 
l. 14-p. 57, l. 6. 
Ultimately, neither the early generation seed intended for development of future 
seed generations nor the third generation seed intended for future production were 
passable in the industry or fit for their ordinary use. Silver Creek breached express and 
implied warranties of merchantability and the seed potatoes did not conform to the 
Contract. 
B. Admitted defects in tendered goods substantially impaired the value 
of the whole contract. 
In addition to the foregoing issues related to warranties, express and implied, 
Silver Creek breached the entire contract when it tendered delivery of potato seed 
contaminated with bacterial ring rot. The Contract is an installment contract, as defined 
by Section 2-612 of the Uniform Commercial Code, because it "authorizes the delivery of 
goods in separate lots to be separately accepted[.]" IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-612(1). 
Notwithstanding the installment nature of the contract, the delivery of a single load 
contaminated with bacterial ring rot is a breach of the whole because, as already 
discussed above, the presence of bacterial ring rot destroyed the value of not only the 
contaminated seed, but also the allegedly clean seed. 
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IDAHO CODE ANN.§ 28-2-612(3). 
As discussed in more specific detail above, the value of the whole contract to 
Sunrain was lost because the contaminated seed potatoes could not be certified and could 
not be sold for commercial production and because the allegedly clean seed potatoes 
were ineligible for recertification and could not be grown to develop future generations of 
certified seed. The seed potatoes were not merchantable, not fit for their ordinary use, and 
not fit for their intended use. Sunrain did not receive the benefit of its bargain and if 
required to accept the seed potatoes tendered by Silver Creek it would have been left 
holding seed potatoes that could neither be sold for commercial production nor used for 
development of future generations of seed potatoes. 
Whether a breach in one installment substantially impairs the value of the whole 
contract and thus amounts to a breach of the whole is a question of fact. See e.g. 
Cranesville Block Co. Inc. v. Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., 208 A.D.2d 1157, 1159, 617 
N.Y.S.2d 951,953 (1994). Based on Silver Creek's failure to tender delivery of seed 
potatoes that were merchantable, fit for their ordinary use, or fit for their particular 
intended use under the Contract, there are facts from which a jury could conclude that the 
presence of bacterial ring rot in one or more installments impaired the value of the entire 
contract. There are facts supporting a conclusion that Silver Creek breached the entire 
contract and summary judgment is not proper. 
II. Sunrain was entitled to reject and did reject the entire seed crop. 
Because the seed potato crop raised by Silver Creek under the Contract did not 
conform to the Contract and because Silver Creek did not tender delivery of conforming 
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Subject to the provisions of this chapter on breach in installment contracts 
(section 28-2-612) and unless otherwise agreed under the sections on 
contractual limitations of remedy (sections 28-2-718 and 28-2-719), if the 
goods or the tender of delivery fail in any respect to conform to the 
contract, the buyer may (a) reject the whole; or (b) accept the whole; or 
( c) accept any commercial unit or units and reject the rest. 
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-601. 
Section 28-2-612 provides limitations with respect to rejection of installment 
contracts, but those limitations are not applicable here because the presence of bacterial 
ring rot in the A84180-8 variety resulted in a breach of the whole contract. This is true 
not only because the bacterial ring rot substantially impaired the value of the whole 
contract, but also because the presence of bacterial ring rot made the remaining varieties 
ineligible for certification and thus non-merchantable and unfit for their ordinary and 
particular purpose. Sections 28-2-719 and 719 also have a potential impact on the right of 
rejection under Section 28-2-601, but they are limited in their scope to contractual 
modifications to remedies, primarily based upon liquidated damage and similar clauses, 
none of which exist in the Contract. 
The allegedly clean seed potatoes could not be used for their intended purpose 
under the Contract, as acknowledged by Mark Johnson, and Sunrain had the right, 
pursuant to Section 28-2-601 to reject the seed potatoes. 
Under Section 2-602 of the Uniform Commercial Code, "Rejection of goods must 
be within a reasonable time after their delivery or tender. It is ineffective unless the buyer 
seasonably notifies the seller." IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-602(1). Contrary to Silver 
on the motion partial smnn1ary judgment, there is evidence in this 
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Silver Creek. Indeed, it appears from the evidence that Sunrain communicated the 
rejection to Silver Creek on more than one occasion and by multiple agents of Sunrain. 
Davenport, president of Sunrain, testified on inquiry by counsel for Silver Creek, 
that he met with Mark Johnson and others in April 2012 and informed him that Sunrain 
would not take any of the seed potatoes under the contract because it was not certifiable 
for its intended purpose. Deposition of Mel Davenport (Davenport Depo.), p. 5, II. 6-9; p. 
8, 1. 9-p. 12, 1. 24. 
As noted, Derbidge was authorized to speak and negotiate on behalf of Sunrain. 
Davenport Depo., p. 28, l. 18-p. 29, 1. 2. Derbidge, business manager at Sunrain, testified 
that he informed Mark Johnson on multiple occasions that Sunrain would not take the 
seed potatoes under the contract. He testified: 
Q. Okay. After that conversation with Jeff, when did you 
next talk to Mark Johnson? 
A. You know, it wasn't until I got back. And I should have 
brought the dates to have in front of me. It was that first -
that second week of April that I called and talked to Mark. 
This was after we had contacted the grower that had 
already received that seed and talked to them about the fact 
that we had had a positive ring rot test; it had come from 
Silver Creek, and Silver Creek had had a positive ring rot 
test. 
That's when I called Mark and said, my understanding is 
that none of that seed can be recertified that was produced 
on that farm, and so at this moment in time, it is not 
something that will fit our uses under the contract. It is seed 
that we will have to reject as certified seed because it 
cannot be recertified. 
Q. Okay. That was in a telephone call the second week 
April? 
would not be eligible for recertification, that recertification was the intent for the seed 
under the contract, and that because of recertification limitations that was no longer an 
option. Id., p. 9, IL i2-22. He further added that to minimize iosses they then discussed 
other options for the crop since it could not be used for seed, including possible fresh 
pack, commercial seed, or cattle feed. Id., p. 9, 1. 23-p. 10, I. 7. 
Derbidge further testified regarding a meeting on April 24, 2013, as follows: 
Q. In that meeting on April 24, 2013, did you specifically 
tell Mark Johnson that Sunrain was rejecting the seed? 
A. Yes. Yes, as seed. And then we would work with him to 
figure out how we could get it moved out. We deal in a 
product that doesn't get any better the longer it sits in the 
storage, so you have to get it moved out on the storages, 
and that's what we were attempting to do was to help Mark 
get the product moved. 
Q. And it is your recollection that you specifically 
remember in that meeting telling Mark, look we reject your 
seed as seed, but we'll try to help you -
A. Yes, absolutely. We cannot use this as seed, and we will 
try to get it moved out from your cellars. 
Q. And why were you trying to get it moved out of his 
cellars? 
A. Because the longer you let it sit there, the more likely it 
is to just rot. And at that point, you got to go LTl there with 
front end loaders. Mark would have a whole big mess on 
his plate. We were trying to help out somebody that was a 
seed grower for us. 
Q. And was it your understanding that once you had 
rejected the seed, it was no longer your responsibility of 
what happened in Mark's cellars? 
A. Yeah. But that doesn't mean we wanted to leave him on 
his own. We were still trying to help Mark out. 
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conclude that Sunrain rejected the entire seed potato crop within a reasonable time and 
seasonably notified Silver Creek of that rejection. Per Derbidge's testimony, he informed 
Johnson of the rejection by phone within a week of learning of the non-conformity of the 
seed potato crop and in person within less than a month. Per Davenport's testimony, he 
also informed Johnson of the rejection in person within less than a month of discovery of 
the non-conformity. 
Because Sunrain had the right to reject the seed potato crop and did reject the crop 
by communicating that rejection to Silver Creek's agent, summary judgment finding that 
Sunrain is responsible for the Contract price for the seed potatoes is inappropriate. The 
record is now amply augmented with new evidence that, at minimum, creates material 
issues of fact as to Sunrain's rejection of the seed potatoes grown by Silver Creek. 
On its motion for partial summary judgment, Silver Creek discussed the seed 
potatoes in distinct and separate categories. One included those contaminated potatoes of 
the A84 l 80-8 variety taken by Sunrain before discovery of the bacterial ring rot and 
delivered to Wooten Farms for use in commercial production. The second included those 
contaminated potatoes taken by Sunrain after discovery of the bacterial ring rot and 
delivered as cattle feed. The third category are those allegedly clean seed potatoes which 
Sunrain declined to take delivery after it was learned that they would not be eligible for 
recertification as contemplated by the Contract. The effect of rejection varies with respect 
to each category and each will be discussed in turn in reverse order. 
declined to take deliver, the rejection resolved the issues and closed the transaction. 
Section 2-602 of the Uniform Commercial Code provides, in pertinent part: 
(2) Subject to the provisions of the two following sections on rejected 
goods (sections 28-2-603 and 28-2-604), (a) after rejection any exercise 
of ownership by the buyer with respect to any commercial unit is wrongful 
as against the seller; and (b) if the buyer has before rejection taken 
physical possession of goods in which he does not have a security interest 
under the provisions of this chapter (subsection (3) of section 28-2-711), 
he is under a duty after rejection to hold them with reasonable care at the 
seller's disposition for a time sufficient to permit the seller to remove 
them; but (c) the buyer has no further obligations with regard to goods 
rightfully rejected. 
IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-602(2). Sunrain did not exercise any ownership in the seed 
potatoes after rejection and never took physical possession of the seed potatoes. As 
discussed in more detail above, the seed potatoes were non-conforming and were 
rightfully rejected. Once the non-conforming seed potatoes were rejected, Sunrain had no 
further obligation. 
(2) Category Two: Infected potatoes sold as cattle feed. With respect to those 
contaminated potatoes taken by Sunrain, they were released to Sunrain after rejection and 
without being "inspected, tagged, sealed, and certified" as they would have been required 
to be if tendered under the contract without rejection. Johnson Aff. I, Exh. D. The 
circumstances and the evidence suggests that these seed potatoes were not released to 
Sunrain as part of the Contract, but as a result of Sunrain's efforts to help Silver Creek 
clear its storage. Derbidge testified of Johnson and the removal of seed potatoes as cattle 
feed: 
He and I traded a few text messages as we were moving things out for 
cattle feed and finishing cleai.'ling up storage. So Mark and I actually did 
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as was 
were out to a more 
..... u,uu.,,., was that we would have higher return - a 
back to Mark by having it done locally. 
Derbidge Depo., p. 38, 11. 10-19. Sunrain did not exercise ownership after rejection, but 
merely took possession of the non-conforming seed potatoes with Silver Creek's 
awareness and consent to deliver them as cattle feed for Silver Creek's benefit. Sunrain's 
actions with respect to these seed potatoes was consistent with Section 28-2-603, which 
provides that a merchant buyer, when in possession of rejected goods, has a duty to 
"follow any reasonable instructions received from the seller with respect to the goods and 
in the absence of such instructions to make reasonable efforts to sell them for seller's 
account if they are perishable or threaten to decline in value speedily." IDAHO CODE ANN. 
§ 28-2-602(1 ). The evidence supports a finding of a cooperative effort to move the non-
conforming seed potatoes as cattle feed with Sunrain following reasonable instructions 
from Silver Creek. At a minimum, however, Sunrain made reasonable efforts to sell the 
perishable seed potatoes for Silver Creek's account as contemplated by Section 28-2-602. 
Sunrain may have an obligation to pay Silver Creek the value of the potatoes as cattle 
feed, but it rightfully rejected the seed potatoes and has no obligation with respect to the 
Contract price. 
(3) Category One: Infected potatoes sold to Wooten Farms. Finally, with respect 
to those potatoes that were "inspected, tagged, sealed, and certified" as required by the 
Contract and sold to the Wootens, but later proved to be contaminated, Sunrain had the 
legal right to reject those seed potatoes or revoke its acceptance, notwithstanding the fact 
they had already been planted. See IDAHO CODE ANN. § 28-2-608. Nevertheless, Sunrain 
contract 
Sunrain paid full contract price for the potatoes sold to Wooten farms and as 
discussed above, rightfully rejected all other potatoes. It has no obligation to pay the 
contract price for potatoes that did not conform to the contract and were rejected. 
Accordingly, the partial summary judgment granted by this Court is inconsistent with the 
facts and controlling law. 
III. Silver Creek is not prejudiced by consideration of the new evidence 
establishing Sunrain's rejection of the seed potatoes. 
Within days of the Court ruling on the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
from the bench, Silver Creek's counsel took the depositions of Aron Derbidge and Mel 
Davenport. In those depositions, Silver Creek's counsel elicited in detail the very 
evidence which the Court had originally held was lacking in ruling that Sunrain had 
failed to present sufficiently detailed evidence of rejection of the seed potatoes. Based 
upon the newly submitted deposition testimony there is now before the Court evidence 
creating a triable issue on whether the seed potatoes had been rejected by Sunrain. 
The Court, in ruling on the Motion to Strike Aron Derbidge's Affidavit, opined 
that Derbidge's affidavit lacked specificity with regard to his testimony that Sunrain had 
in fact rejected the seed potatoes. In particular, the Court indicated that it needed more 
foundational information as to Derbidge's authority speak to on behalf of Sunrain and the 
details surrounding the communications with Silver Creek articulating the rejection of the 
seed potatoes. The excerpted testimony of Derbidge and Davenport more than adequately 
meets the evidentia..ry requirements laid out by the Cou..rt Since this testimony was 





For the foregoing reasons, Sunrain respectfully requests the Court's 
reconsideration of its prior ruling on the motion for surnrnary judgment and entry of an 
order of this Court th the motion for partial summary judgment has been reconsidered 
and is denied. 
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Case No. CV-2013-644 
2"d MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
COMES NOW Plaintiff/Counterdefendant Silver Creek Seed, LLC ("Silver Creek"), by 
and through its attorney Andrew B. Wright of Wright Brothers Law Office, PLLC, and hereby 
submits this :r1 Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. This motion is supported by Silver 
Creek's filings and pleadings in this matter, including without limitation, the following: 
- Affidavit of A/ark Johnson in Support of 2nd Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; 
- Affidavit of Mark Johnson in Support of Motion for Partial Summary Judgment; and 
- Affidavit of Mark Johnson in Support of Reply to Sunrain Varieties, LLC 's Opposition to 
Summary Judgment. 
2"<l MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
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grown by Silver Creek that did not test 
positive for bacterial ring rot (the "Clean Potatoes"), and 2) the 84180 lot of seed potatoes that 
Sunrain took delivery of and then sold to a third-party prior to the discovery of bacterial ring rot 
(the "84180 Potatoes"). The purpose of this motion for partial summary judgment is to 
determine the Contract amount owed for the lots containing the Clean Potatoes and 84180 
Potatoes, based upon the quantity and rate for each lot. This motion does not seek to address any 
amounts previously paid by Sunrain or the Contract amount owed for any other potatoes. 
Oral argument is requested. 
DATED this Z,f"' day of July, 2014. 
WRIGHT BROTHERS LAW OFFICE, PLLC 
riglit 
ys for Plaintiff/Counterdefendant 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT-2 • 179 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Michael D. Gaffney 
BEARD ST. CLAIR GAFFNEY P.A. 
2105 Coronado Street 
Idaho Falls, ID 83404-7495 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3 
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SUNRAIN VARIETIES, LLC, a Delaware ) 
limited liability company, ) 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 
County of Blaine ) 
) 
) 
Case No .. CV-2013-644 
AFFIDAVIT OF MARK 
JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF 
znd MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
MARK JOHNSON, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states: 
1) My name is Mark Johnson. I am a member of Silver Creek Seed, LLC ("Silver 
Creek"). For the Silver Creek potatoes that are the subject of this litigation, I was personally 
involved with these potatoes from the time they were grown until they left Silver Creek's cellars. 
2) I have personal knowledge of the factual information contained herein, and am 
over age 18 years and competent to testify to the facts as stated herein. 
OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMEN'f1-
true admissible 
4) Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correqt copy of the Blanket Variety 
Contract (the "Contract") entered into between Silver Creek and Sunrain Varieties, LLC 
("Sunrain"). 
5) In 2012, Silver Creek grew Generation 3 Laura.seed potatoes pursuant to the 
Contract, which did not test positive for Clavibacter michiganesis subs. Spedonicus (referred to 
as "bacterial ring rot"). Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek. grew a total of 10,294.0 cwt 
(using the weight of the potatoes when removed from storage) of the Generation 3 Laura on 27 
acres, which resulted in an average yield per acre of 3 81.3 cwt. Attached hereto as Exhibit B are 
copies of the bills of lading for these potatoes. 
6) In 2012, Silver Creek grew Generation 3 Allians seed potatoes pursuant to the 
Contract, which did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek 
grew a total of 11,079.8 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when removed from storage) of the 
Generation 3 Allians on 27 acres, which resulted in an average yield per acre of 410.4 cwt. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit C are copies of the bills of lading for these potatoes. 
7) In 2012, Silver Creek grew Generation 3 Red Fantasy seed potatoes pursuant to 
the Contract, which did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. Pursuant to the Contract, Silver 
Creek grew a total of 4,033.8 cwi (using the weight of the potatoes when removed from storage) 
of the Generation 3 Red Fantasy on 14.2 acres, which resulted in an average yield per acre of 
284.l c,vt. Attached hereto as Exhibit D are copies of the bills oflading for these potatoes. 
8) In the above-described Exhibit D, please note Bill of Lading No. 1634, which 
includes a load Generation 3 Red Fantasy variety potatoes and some Marriette variety of 
OF MARK JOHNSON IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT !82 
cwt Generation 3 potatoes cwt Marriette 
potatoes, for a total load weight of 403.40 cwt. This has been accurately accounted for the 
totaJ of Generation 3 Red Fantasy listed in the above-described paragraph. 
9) In 2012, Silver Creek grew Generation 3 Annabelle seed potatoes pursuant to the 
Contract, which did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. Pur~uant to the Contract, Silver Creek 
grew a total of 8,825.6 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when removed from storage) of the 
Generation 3 Annabelle on 24.1 acres, which resulted in an average yield per acre of 366.2 cwt. 
Attached hereto as Exhibit E are copies of the bills of lading for these potatoes. 
10) In the above-described Exhibit E, please note the load of potatoes evidenced by 
Bill of Lading No. 1992, which consisted of Generation 3 Amtabelle variety potatoes. A 
typographical error was made on the bill of lading. Silver Creek planned to ship the Generation 
3 Annabelle variety seed potatoes on May 20, 2013, and the Generation 2 Annabelle potatoes the 
next day. Bill of Lading No. 1992 was for the first load of potatoes shipped by Silver Creek on 
May 21, 2013, so Silver Creek's employee writing up the bill oflading presumably assumed it 
was a shipment of Generation 2 Annabelle potatoes, as those were the seed potatoes scheduled to 
be shipped that day. It was only well after the load had departed Silver Creek's storages that it 
was noticed that Bill of Lading No. 1992 contained the error regarding the generation of the 
Annabelle potatoes. This has been accurately accounted for in the total of Generation 3 
Annabelle listed in the above-described paragraph. 
11) In 2012, Silver Creek grew Generation 2 Red Fantasy seed potatoes pursuant to 
the Contract, which did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. Pursuant to the Contract, Silver 
Creek grew a total of 8,492.8 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when removed from storage) 
MOTION SUMMARY 
potatoes. 
12) In 2012, Silver Creek grew Generation 2 Laura seed potatoes pursuant to the 
Contract, which did not test positive for bacterial ring rot Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek 
grew a total of 9,828.2 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when removed from storage) of the 
Generation 2 Laura. Attached hereto as Exhibit G are copies of the bills of lading for these 
potatoes. 
13) In the above-described Exhibit G, please note that Bill of Lading No. 1958 
contains an error. The bill oflading has 37,180 written in as the tare weight; however, the actual 
scale ticket (located in the upper-left corner of the bill oflading) reveals that the tare weight 
should actually be 37,280. This has been accurately accounted for in the total of Generation 2 
Laura listed in the above-described paragraph. 
14) In 2012, Silver Creek grew Generation 2 Annabelle seed potatoes grown by Silver 
Creek pursuant to the Contract, which did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. Pursuant to the 
Contract, Silver Creek grew a total of 1,589.0 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when 
removed from storage) of the Generation 2 Annabelle. Attached hereto as Exhibit H are copies 
of the bills of lading for these potatoes. 
15) In 2012, Silver Creek grew Generation 2 Carrera seed potatoes pursuant to the 
Contract, which did not test positive for bacterial ring rot. Pursuant to the Contract, Silver Creek 
grew a total of 535.0 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when removed from storage) of the 




Creek grew a total of 5,566.8 cwt (using the weight of the potatoes when removed from storage) 
of the 84180 that Sunrain took delivery of and then sold to a third-party prior to the discovery of 
bacterial ring rot. These potatoes resulted in an average yield per acre of 269.6 cwt Attached 
hereto as Exhibit J are copies of the bills of lading for these potatoes. 
17) For the above-described and attached bills oflading, Silver Creek would weigh 
each incoming empty truck picking up a load of potatoes and re-weigh that truck after it was 
loaded with the outgoing potatoes. From those weights, the quantity of each load of bulk 
potatoes was figured and written on an invoice or bill of lading-which also specified the variety 
of potatoes comprising that load-signed by the truck's driver before leaving Silver Creek's 
storages. 
18) Sunrain's total obligation under the Contract for the potatoes that were not 
infected with bacterial ring rot was $977,307.00, which included the Generation 3 Laura 
($138,969.00), Generation 3 Allians ($149,577.30), Generation 3 Red Fantasy ($58,490.10), 
Generation 3 Annabelle ($119,145.60), Generation 2 Red Fantasy ($212,320.00), Generation 2 
Laura ($245,705.00), Generation 2 Annabelle ($39,725.00), and Generation 2 Carrera 
($13,375.00). 
19) Sunrain's total obligation under the Contract for the 84180 lot infected with 
bacterial ring rot that Sunrain took delivery of and then sold to a third-party (prior to the 
discovery of bacterial ring rot) is $80,718.60. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
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Andrew B. Wright, a resident attorney of the State ofidaho, hereby certifies that on the 
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Blanket Variety Contract 
This agreement {hereinafter referred to as "Agreement") is made and entered into this_l 0th_ 
day of J\,1ay . , 2012 by and between Sunrain Potato Varieties, L.L.C. a Delaware. 
Limited Liability Company, hereinafter referred to as "Sunrnin", and Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. 
Seed Farms, an Idaho partnership, hereinafter referred to as "Silver Creek Seed L.L.C.''. 
Whereas, SUI1fain wishes to secure a secure, clean source of certified potato seed of Proprietary 
varieties, for Sunrain' s/ 2013 commercial planting seasons, AND 
Whereas, Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. is in the business to supply certified potato seed~ 
Now, Therefore, in consideration of the covenants and conditions contained herein, Sunrain and 
Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. do agree to the following: 
1) TERM: The Term of this agreement shall be for Silver Creek Seed L.L.C.'s seed 
crop grown in 2012, in or around Blaine County for delivery to commercial 
growers in December 2012, culminating in last deliveries in May 2013. This 
contract will be renewable for 2013-2014, upon renegotiation of seed quality and 
yield in the event of a pricing change. In addition this will be a rolling, 3 Year · 
contract depending on annual evaluation of the program, varieties, and pricing 
structure. Parties will endeavor to meet pricing laid forward based on costing of 
early generation seed lots incoming to Silver Creek Seed. There will be two down 
payments on the seed for delivery in commercial years beginning in the fall of 
2012. The dates will be December 31, March 1 for $2.00/cwt for December 
payment and $3 .00 for the March payment. The final payment is due 30 days after 
shipping, and Silver Creek will invoice Sunrain for both down payments, and 
invoice's regarding shipme1its. In addition, Sunrain will rent 1 storage facility 
beginning in 2012 Fall. The pricing will be .55 cents per cwt and the payments will 
be 1/3, 1 /3, and l /3. The payment schedule on the storage will be Oct 1, Feb, 1, 
and final payment 30 days after storage is empty. Silver Creek will take care of 
power, and oversee management of the storage, reporting to Sunrain any issues it 
deems necessary for proper seed storage. In addition, the building will carry 
insurance to ensure both parties that the product is covered by necessary insurance 
for the contents. 
2) PRICE and QUANTITY: For the seed years 2012,.2013-commercial year 2012-
2013, Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. agrees to sell Generation 3 Proprietary seed potatoes and Sunrain 
agrees to purchase all cwt Generation 3 seed potatoes. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. also will not be 
able to sell these varieties to any other entity other than Sunrain due to Sunrain' s exclusive 
ownership of the varieties. Generation 3 seed will be sold to Sunrain at$ 13.50 per cwt. In the 
event t}iat t.11.e yield falls below 350 cwt the price will go to $14.50/cwt. All prices are loaded bulk 
188 
aboard Sunrain's trucks F .B. S Seed 
shall cooperate with Sunrain's delivery schedules. All acreage will be GPS monitored and 
volume to back up yieJd calculations will be done by scaled out weights. Any Generation 2 seed 
sold to Sunrain will be priced at $25.00 dollars/cwt and this price in based on 2012 incoming seed 
prices. Future pricing will depend on incoming early generation pricing on the Generation 2 seed. 
3) SIZE: Size of seed shall be 1-1/2 oz. Minimum and 9.5 oz. Maximwn, with a 5% 
tolerance on both size limits. Seed over the maximum size or under the minimum will be 
appraised to packing quality by Sunrain at harvest time and be considered to be packed at 
Potandon's fresh packing operation at Idaho Select or Walters's Produce, at either location in 
Idaho. The price will be $6/cwt of bulk product. In no event shall seed potatoes exceed 5% on 
either minimum or maximum size be accepted. Sunrain reserves the right to refuse/reject any 
loads exceeding 5% on either minimum or maximum sizes. 
4) SEED QUALITY STANDARDS: The seed shall conform to Idaho Crop 
Improvement Association standards for the generation being delivered to Sunrain, and must meet 
all certification requirements of the State ofldaho. All seed potatoes grown pursuant to this 
Agreement shall be inspected in the fields and storages by the appropriate inspectors. All seed 
potatoes shall be free from frost damage. Each load will be inspected, tagged, sealed, and certified 
prior to departure from Si!ver Creek Seed L.L.C.'s storages by the appropriate state inspection 
service. Each load will have an inspection certificate upon departure for Suma.in' s destination. 
No advance payments shall be due with the exception of a down payment due 30 days after 
harvest. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. will provide Sunrain with proof of said potatoes passing all 
certifications, and field inspections, due at the time of delivery or after final inspections .. In 
addition, Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. agrees to follow Sunrain/Potandon/Solanum Seed Grower 
protocol "Attachment A".. Also for all seed lots every.attempt will be taken to allow seed to pass 
all state certification requirements as well as Phytosanitary requirements necessary for shipping 
into Canada. This will include PCN testing to USDA/CFIA guidelines and Columbia Basin Root 
Knot and Potato Rot Nematode testing. ln addition 400 tuber samples will be sent to a USDA 
approved testing facility for Bacterial Ring Rot. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. will .attempt to make its 
seed potatoes make US Fresh Grade in the growing of the seed crops.· 
5) SEED EXCLUSIVITY: 'Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. understands that all varieties 
sµ.pplied by Sm:rrain are exclusive to Sunrain and cannot be sold in any method to other potato 
producers without Sunrain's written consent In addition, Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. agrees to 
Solanum's Grower Agreement concerning the exclusivity of the varieties. (See Attachment "B") 
6) PAYMENT: Upon proof of seed quality standards> full payment shall be made 30 
days after delivery of said variety. 
7) ATTORNEY FEES-VENUE; APPLICABLE LAW: Should any litigation be 
commenced between the parties concerning this Agreement or the rights and duties of the parties 
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in relation thereto, the action be Idaho and 
prevailing party shall be entitled to recover actual attorney fees and costs incurred in such 
litigation. It is further agreed that either party may seek immediate injunctive relief for the 
performance of any term or condition of this Agreement. This Agreement shall be governed in 
accordance with the laws of the state of Idaho. 
8) ASSIGNMENT-SUCCESSORS: This Agreement shall not be subcontracted, 
transferred, assigned or otherwise succeeded to, nor shall the performance of any of the duties set 
forth above be delegable by either party, without prior written consent of the other party. In the 
event of an assignment by consent, this Agreement shall be binding upon the heirs, executors, 
administrators, successors and assigns of both parties. This Agreement shall not be assignable by 
operation of law. 
9) WAIVER OF BREACH: The failure of either party to insist upon strict 
performance of any of the covenants and agreements contained herein shall not be construed to be 
a waiver or relinquishment of any such options or rights or of any other covenants or agreements, 
but the same shall be and remain in full force and effect. 
10) FORCE MAJEURE: Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. and/or Sunrain's obligations 
under this Agreement shall be abated in the event or by virtue of acts of God, war, civil unrest, 
or other similar cause or event which materially affects the applicable party's ability to 
perform. 
11) NOTICES: Any notice required to be given by any party to the other shall be 
deposited in the United States mail, registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, postage 
prepaid, addressed to Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. Seed Farms, PO Box 646 Picabo, Idaho 83348, or 
to SunrainPotato Varieties, L.L.C., Attention Mel Davenport, 1210 Pier'View Drive, Idaho Falls, 
ldaho 83404. 
12) CONFIDE~'TIALITY: Both parties mutually agree not to disclose any of the 
terms of this Agreement to any third party as long as the Agreement remains in effect, provided 
that Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. may disclose terms for the sole purpose of obtaining financing so 
long as the financial institution(s) agree(s) to the terms of this confidentiality clause. 
13) WARRANTY AND LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY: Silver Creek Seed 
L.L.C. warrants that the potatoes sold hereunder, (i) shall be conveyed free and clear of aH liens, 
encumbrances, (ii) are of merchantable quality as set forth herein, (iii) are fit for their intended 
use, and (iv) conform to the description and meets or exceeds the quality standards contained 
herein above. Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. shall indemnify and hold Sunrain harmless from all crop 
liens, security interests, debts, obligations and encumbrances and all costs and damages arising 
therefrom, including reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. As an additional remedy, Sunrain may 
include as additional payees on any payment checks payable to Silver Creek Seed L.L.C.; (a) 
anyone claiming any interest in the seed or proceeds purchased under this contract; (b) as of the 
time of each payment which may be due hereunder, any other person or company which notifies 
Sunrain, or records or files its notice of its claim of interest in the seed. or proceeds therefrom. 
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Sun.rain shall have no obligation to or consider the 
and may include any claimant's name on sucb checks regardless of the validity of the claim. 
Silver Creek Seed L.L.C. makes no other warranties, express or implied, not othervvise contained 
herein. Consequential and incidental damages are hereby expressly excluded. 
14) ENTIRE AGREEMENT: This instrurnent contains the entire Agreement between 
the parties and supersedes any prior agreement, written or oral, between them and shali not be 
modified except by an agreement in writing executed by all parties. This Agreement shall be 
amended only by written instruction signed by all parties. Headings of this Agreement are for 
convenience only and-are not part of the Agreement and do not in any way limit or amplify the 
terms or provisions of the Agreement. 
15) WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS: Each party warrants and 
represents to the other that it has the legal authority to enter into, execute and perform this 
Agreement, which each party is duly organized and in good standing under applicable law, and 
that the execution or performance of this Agreement shall not violate or breach any third party 
agreement or other obligation. 
Silver Creek Seed L.L. C 
By: 0~ By: 
Its: v_p :5:;_tr,.,1.j Its: J/r~...c ,-Jen~ 
Date: ~vkw12c. Date: s-;_ / tJ - ;;) a l2.. 
By: By: 
Its: Its: 













P . Box 646 " Picabo, 
(208) 788-3664 '" Fax 1208) 578-7806 
markj([iJ hug hes .net 
Load // ____ ..:;..} ___ _ 
__ Slate ______ Trailer License----- State __ _ 
md the shipper acknowledges delivery w the carrier (d° rhe cmnmodity, 
~d bchrw 1vhich carrier shall carry and deliver to the destiruztion pre-
i'ed. CARRIER TO EE FULLl' RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANF AND 
BED CARGO REGAIW1.£SS OR Tl-IE CIRCUM,\TANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
A/JOVE INFORMATWN. 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICA.BO, IDAHO 

























788-3664 • Fax (208) 
markj@hughes.net 
BILL LADING 
",,...._) _(1 ........ l_s __ C_ct ___r__._!...._IT,______\ _ Load u ---r--.....,...)_ 
----Truck#--+--'--"/ I 8-' _ 
7,~-· __,.,...··----TrailerLi-:ense----- State---
~ 
· the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
)e/ow which carrier shall carry and deliver to the desrination pre-
CHU<.lER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
'41li'.ICH 'itlE CilPY 10 
Pfl?Ef: WORK MD CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 










SILVER CREER SEED, LLC. 
PtCABO, IDAHO 
MARK .JOHNSON {208) 280-5213 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 
FOR ACCT. OF: 
REC'D BY! 
DATE: / ~, \[:>(\ 
SCALE TICKliT: ~VI\__ L{ . _}' 




Lcrr#: r I ~j 
VARIETY: 
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. . ...,..,. 
I : .... ' .l[F:: ,:.i:· ·:':.'1 :· :::, t :.L.r., 
i)S/ l U/2013 12: 18 
T ICiT:T NllKSE~· 665S 
i-" IWM : CO!;! CllOU 
T[I : iOi; GOUi Filld-15 
VEilICLE : 40\' 
WT . rn 
w1. mn 
T ons2~·. 88(1 
3S,'!40 
951 7(!(1 
ATTACH THIS CQF'Y TO 
PAPER uom: AtlD 
LEAVE rn MfU:..eox 
BILL OF LADING 
P.O. Box 646 • 19051 Hwy 20 
Picabo, ID 83348 
(208) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 




-+--1-A-Cl..,..._.(e,_.} - Load If --el---< 
--------------Truck# _______ _ 
~-z-z:::-,--L----Trailer License----- State---
nd the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
d below which carrier shall carry arid deliver to the destination pre-
i;d. CARRfER 7V llE FUUI' RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANl' AND 








CONTACT: MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 FOR ACCT. OF: 











FROM Ulb' CHO~ 
TD UJf.l GO:..!I :: ;'.i~:t\S 
•.1Ell1 cu: 409 
wT. ltl 3l. i6tt 
lfi . l.JUT 99, OCt(l 




~::...Qa;......,,..__ ________ Truck# // ~ 
' 
~-----Trailer License----- State-----
and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
. ,ed below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
fied. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSJ11L£ AND ABSOLUTELY L!t\BLE FOR AN!' AND 
'/BED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS . 





SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
DATE: _)-/,) - / 5 
SCALE TICKET: tJ b 7/ 
GROSS: 91 t>O 2) 
TARg: s b, I bD 
NET: ~~a 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: _J;. 
LOCATION: cJ r'~"""'7 'I? 









TI C!'.E1 llUt\::ff 667; 
FRUM 
1D 
.: COU CHOU 
: lDI'. GOLD FARMS 
1.IEHICLE : 4(t9 
m . Ht 3S, 94(1 
HT. OUT %, SlJ(! 
--===-·~ 
T ons3l. 28(1 




nd the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
d below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the desti11azio11 pre-
ed. CARRIER TO BE FUU}' RESPONSJBLE AND ABSOLUTf:LY LJABLE FOR ANY AND 
. 'ED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASION/NC SUCH LOSS. 






SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
SCALE TICKET: ~ ~ 75 
GROSS: 96.. ?jYJ 
TARE: ·Q Q 9c/6--
NET: 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
To: 
LOCATION: 











Cfl\i CHO~ ... 
t\.' 
: l[)i; GULL' Frlfitt~, 
VEHICLE ; i1os·· 
!Ji. 11, :lS: 8?(1 
IJ1. Offi 9l. 900 
ArrncH THE COF''i TL 
PAPER WORK AND, 










rnd the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
:d below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the clestinatio11 pre-
:ed. CARRIER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY LIABLE FOR ANY AND 
'JED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCH LOSS. 
ABOVE INFORMATION. 
SILVER CREEK SEED, LLC. 
PICABO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280*5213 
To: c.n ff.'CQ ct1 
LOCATION: S 2 t:o~, Td 










. Box 20 
Picabo, ID 83348 
('.?.08) 788-3664 • Fax (208) 578-7806 
markj (ltJ hughes.net 
CARRIER INFORMATION 
,,c-· ....,...-
1 ;~ 1~ F (' ,-·1n..-v/)·--::1 d . -h ~- · 
Carrier N~rte ---. ------.\...,/ ___ , .... t...... · C'-' .• "",,.,.::.-.......,~-............... --1-: """"'"---------,~---.- Load # ---------
~ :; -,,~ r-- ) 
' / --.--~~-• .. /, I .,.,...-- .. --' ·,, ,::c..J,t""" 1. .I j /, ', / 
• ...-!-'- -· i' · .•• 
Carrie!' Address-·-------------------------Truck # i ! /\ ----,.-+--+-,_,-+----
Contm.:tor License----------1.St.;d:e--,,-----Trailer License----- State----
•• , 1 (1 (> ,,/ / // ~·/ 
._ .. ;.- / , r) r .; 
1 
. .1.'! / .~ 
Driver Signature-'/'-·-··_·..;..· .... < ""··' ... ·--Iv_· _ . ..,_ .. __ 1_r-........ ·,·/..._..·.,_....:.., ___ . ..,_.'""··"-,· ,... _________ _ 
/ /. /} ' 
! 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of and the shipper acknowledges delivery to the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade,, and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and tie liver to the destination pre-
.scribed below on or before date specified. CARIUER TO BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOLUTELY U.4BLE FOR iiNY AND 
ALL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCCASIONING SUCfl LOSS. 










SILVER,.CREEK SEED, LLC • 
PICADO, IDAHO 
MARK JOHNSON (208) 280-5213 
I ! 
PURCHASE ORDER # 
. To: 
LOCATION': 










, Box 646 905 1 
Picabo. ID 83348 
(208) 7!\8-3664 • Fa1, 
mark.j(c_iJhughes.11et 
578-7806 
( /'\yVI, /'/"1.f-\{·-j .! 1·,,;-......:::.:, 
·-< ' r; I ··"-· i I '1 \...· Lo,1d "------=--Carrier Name , 1r 
Cmrier Address----------------'·"'_· --------Truck # ___ {~{_..,..c-=:~-,,,..)_.·, _ 
The carrier acknowledges receipt of a~d tire shi'ir;ie.r acknowledges delivery io the carrier of the commodity, 
the kind, grade and quantity described below which carrier shall carry and deliver to the destination pre-
1foribed below Ort or before date specified. CARRIER!O BE FULLY RESPONSIBLE AND ABSOUTTELYLIABL.E FOR ANY ,WD 
,ilL LOSS OR DAMAGE TO ABOVE DESCRIBED CARGO REGARDLESS OR THE CIRCUMSTANCES OCG'ASIONlNG SUCH LOSS. 
SlIIJ'!'ER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR PROVIDING ABOVE INFORMATION. 
LOCATION: 




MARK JOHNSON (208) 280M5213 
DATE: 5},s/ J 3 
GROSS: 
TARR: 3L~f {~,' CJ 
NET: 
PURCfr.4.SE ORDER # 
- / 
FOR ACCT. OF: 
REc'nnv: 
DATE: 
SCALE TICKET: 
GROSS: 
TARE: 
SEED POTATOES 
Lo'T#: 
VARIETY: 
/,·-1 '-, 
(_ 60._l 
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